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In recent years, questions about the importance of public space have surfaced as demonstrations and occupations have visibly reentered the civic imagination. Current debates about public space in cities, or the lack thereof, focus mainly on open and accessible places of assembly—that is, parks, squares, and streets. The concept of a physical commons in short supply and highly monitored by police and cameras is undoubtedly problematic to the formation of discursive practices. However, there is another kind of space that is just as critical to democracy—one in which the nature of public participation is negotiated, coordinated, sustained, and developed into productive propositions for political action. This space is the office, workshop, or building where activist groups meet to organize and plan what often appear to be impromptu acts of political dissent and collective participation. In the many debates about the public sphere, this less visible domain of participation has not yet garnered adequate attention. *Counter Institution: Activist Estates of the Lower East Side* explores the history and potential of such private-public spaces through a study of select buildings that have been appropriated and adapted by politically oriented citizens and nonprofit organizations in New York City.

**INTRODUCTION**

Public institutions play a critical role in the way cities are structured. In the ’70s and ’80s, as federal funding for public programs was systematically dismantled, New York City’s civic infrastructure was seriously compromised. The closing of schools, hospitals, parks, and playgrounds; the end of the federally funded public housing programs; the deinstitutionalization of mentally ill patients; and the cutbacks in funding for the arts adversely affected life in the city. To compensate for the retreating welfare state, many New Yorkers organized to pursue alternative types of collective action. This activity took many forms. Artist collectives, guerrilla gardeners, social activists, and various advocacy groups converted city-owned and semi-abandoned properties into places that fostered civic participation and encouraged self-organization. The term *counter institution* refers to these insurgent,
grassroots efforts that provided direct deliverables and generated alternative forums of empowerment to communities under pressure from an unfortunate set of circumstances. The concept of an “institution” encompasses an organization with a set of covenants and the building that houses such an entity. This book examines the dual identification of institutions as both administrative and physical structures by underscoring the history of actions and activity within the buildings. In doing so, *Counter Institution: Activist Estates of the Lower East Side* aims to highlight the importance of such physical space not simply as a backdrop but as a crucial aspect of social movements within the city.

**ACTIVIST ESTATES**

Within the Lower East Side, networks of counter-institutions, although not precisely linked, form an association through activism. An examination of political activism around war, housing, and social justice that have informed social reform efforts in New York City provides the context for analyzing three activist-run buildings selected for this study. These three structures are an office building used by anti-war and social justice advocates, a large abandoned schoolhouse run as a Puerto Rican community center, and a tenement building that was converted to a collectively run art center. These three case studies represent three different but overlapping political constituencies that emerged in New York City in the ’70s. Fiscal crisis and the temporary devaluation of real estate during this period allowed ad hoc citizen undertakings and social advocacy groups to establish control over semi-abandoned buildings and properties.

This book argues that the use of these buildings by activists over the past five decades is tied to the flux of political and economic events affecting the city and the nation. The provocation of the philosopher Henri Lefebvre that the city is an oeuvre, a work, a collective creation, is extended here to apply to buildings that act as repositories of the collaborative actions of its inhabitants. By examining how properties and buildings have been used as a base by social movements to launch a critique of the city and the nation, this book explores the important and often unrecognized ways in which “activist estates” have contributed to the civic realm. While the buildings are not in themselves agentic, there is, within social movements, a practice to co-opt space and ascribe to it a symbolic charge by naming a building or a place. The three buildings discussed in this book were each named accordingly: the Peace Pentagon was the headquarters of the anti-war movement; El Bohio was a metaphoric “hut” that envisioned the
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Puerto Rican community as a steward of the environment; and ABC No Rio, with its name appropriated from a storefront sign with missing letters, was a playful punk move that appealed to the anarchistic sensibility of the artists that ran a storefront gallery in a run-down tenement. These names activated the spaces and ascribed to them an aspirational charge and thereby created an agency that is discussed and envisioned here in this book as Activist Estates.

**LOWER EAST SIDE**

In discussing the past, present, and future of these three institutions, it is important to define the geographical area in which they emerged. The Lower East Side traditionally refers to an area east of the Bowery, extending from Fourteenth Street in the north to the Brooklyn Bridge in the south. This area is designated as Community Board 3 by the city, and the neighborhoods within this jurisdiction have historically been defined by the different migrant groups that have brought varying cultural and economic perspectives to the area. There is a wealth of multidisciplinary urban histories and social studies of the Lower East Side going back to the legendary photo-essay by Jacob A. Riis, *How the Other Half Lives*, a book published in 1890 that described the living conditions of the immigrant poor (Jewish, Italian, and Chinese) in the lower wards of nineteenth-century Manhattan. Since then, this neighborhood, with its mix of ethnicities, cultures, and countercultures, has been examined by various urban practitioners and scholars as a microcosm of a city with all its dialectical potentials and pitfalls.

The first of a series of more critical studies, *From Urban Village to East Village: The Battle for New York’s Lower East Side* (1994), edited by Janet L. Abu-Lughod, brought together the research and insights of sociologists, geographers, planners, and historians to examine the contestation of space in this multivalent neighborhood. This narrative of competing interests in a socially diverse neighborhood, which dates to 1994, has since been expanded by other scholars, and recorded in films, oral histories, novels, poems, and essays written by residents of the neighborhood. Of these, Christopher Mele’s *Selling the Lower East Side: Culture, Real Estate, and Resistance in New York City* (2000); Malve von Hassell’s *Homesteading in New York City, 1978–1993: The Divided Heart of Loisaida* (1996); and *Resistance: A Radical Social and Political History of the Lower East Side* (2007), edited by Clayton Patterson, have been instrumental in shaping my understanding of a contentious history of development in the Lower East Side.
While drawing on these multidisciplinary perspectives, the point of departure for this book is to examine how buildings structure the social lives of people and generate an alternative forum for civic participation. *Counter Institution: Activist Estates of the Lower East Side* examines the tension between the impermanence of the insurgent activist practices and the permanent but maintenance-heavy aspects of architecture. The three buildings considered here are part of a larger network of properties that have historically been used to house, aid, and abet social movements in the city. While acknowledging the parallels between many other spaces with similar intentional communities and spaces for activism, this book remains closely focused on the case-study approach. Theoretically, this method of looking at geopolitically specific social movements builds upon the framework set up by Manuel Castells in his seminal 1983 work *The City and the Grassroots: A Cross-Cultural Theory of Urban Social Movements*. Using the case-study method, as opposed to a comparative analysis, this book looks at the transformation of each “counter institution” over an extended period of time.

By remaining within a limited urban context—the Lower East Side—the narrative emphasizes the trajectories of people in between buildings and adjacent sites to construct ideological networks that run as a historic thread through the neighborhood over time. The first chapter pulls together the larger history of social organization in lower Manhattan and, in doing so, moves beyond the Lower East Side to examine actions around City Hall, Washington Square, Union Square, and the former manufacturing districts north and south of Houston Street. The map of the Lower East Side is sometimes stretched, such as in the second chapter, to include a triangular area extending west of the Bowery to Lafayette Street now designated as the NoHo (North of Houston) Historic District. In the third chapter, the actions of the Puerto Rican “Loisaida” movement concentrates on the neighborhood east of Avenue A, between Fourteenth Street in the north and Houston Street in the south. The fourth chapter locates the praxis within the terrain south of Houston Street, within what was once the Jewish immigrant enclave of the Lower East Side. The actions and activities of the three constituencies discussed in the book create a patchwork of links and affinities that present the neighborhood as not merely bound by streets and districts but rather as an interconnected network of actions and possibilities.

While grounding the narrative firmly in a few selected blocks of New York City, the book contextualizes the micronarratives of activism in larger, more geographically dispersed collective undercurrents. The buildings in question are anchors, but the sociopolitical aspirations of
grassroots organizing take the project outside these physical spaces as individuals connect to events that intersect with the larger jurisdictions of municipal and federal policy. While exploring the global identities of some of the actors involved in this telling, the book remains confined to the spatial practices and political activism of the Lower East Side. A comparison of anti-war/anti-corporate movements in Latin America, related self-determination movements in Puerto Rico, and a broader understanding of global anarchic spaces is hinted at but beyond the scope of this book. By remaining “location based,” this book is an invitation to other scholars and practitioners to study the overlapping constituencies of urban social movements and to expand the research further by examining the global aspects of local movements.

METHOD

The history of organizing and the activities of groups and individuals within the different buildings are culled from various primary sources including newspapers, reports, meeting notes, photographs, and documents from private and public archives. This broad research was enriched by interviews with people involved with the buildings, many of whom are still dedicated to these movements. The history of these spaces as presented here is therefore by no means comprehensive but rather selective and informed by the observations of those interviewed by the author. The placement of the Activist Estates, that is, the buildings, at the center of larger questions of social equity, war, and cultural production, yields a different perspective of the instrumentality of space. The book consciously aims to highlight this point of view. To parse out the reciprocity between urban space and global events, between people and buildings, this work uses a hybrid method of combining words with images. The project of mapping and drawing is integral to the writing of this book. Drawings, photographs, time lines, and collages do not merely complement the text. Rather, they serve to explore the relationships between geography, politics, architecture, and history. The efficacy of envisioning spatial and political practices in relation to time is central to this investigation. As part of this approach, archival photographs of past events are presented along with current documentation and questions about the future of such buildings. This method of analysis is seldom applied to a historic reading of buildings and the way memory and action become a component of a functional space.

Although there is considerable research and writing on alternative spaces formed by artists in New York City from the ’70s to the present,
there are few attempts to see these spaces as part of a larger network of collective undertakings. By comparing how various social groups use space to establish themselves through the occupation of buildings, this book seeks to provide a more inclusive concept of citizenship and, by extension, readership. Exposition through the mapping of information has long been a part of the lexicon of protest tactics. By borrowing from this tradition, this work hopes to generate new ways to imagine buildings as vital resources for the future and a critical part of the civic infrastructure. This book charts out territorial occupations at different scales and simultaneously builds upon the use and symbolic value of these buildings. This method of research and representation will be of interest to academics and students working at the intersection of art and design with history, the social sciences, preservation, and community organization.

As self-organized spaces disappear from the city center but continue to mushroom in more economically conducive environments, this book can provide a critical perspective on the possibilities of structuring collective resistance. This social and visual history book is addressed to practitioners, activists, artists, architects, policy makers, and others who are interested in how the city can inspire and encourage political engagement. With the continuing thrust of speculative development in cities such as New York, it is essential to ask what alternate forms of participation exist for the many groups who depend on the availability of space to organize movements. This book is about the appropriation of built spaces and the short- and long-term experiments in collectivity forged through the actions of these counter-institutions. In taking over a few dilapidated buildings and breathing social purpose into them, people deliberately countered the rapidly growing commodification of real estate. The fact that many of these ventures began as ad hoc experiments in a grassroots democracy, persisted over the years, and spawned other initiatives attests to the power and promise of this mode of space-based organizing. In trying to memorialize, interpret, and politicize the buildings in question, this book hopes to empower a new generation of activists, architects, artists, and urbanists to engage in the built environment.
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ACTIVIST ESTATES
The “long nineteenth century,” a phrase used by the historian Eric Hobsbawm to describe the extended period of political and economic change in Europe between the French Revolution and World War I, was also a dramatic period of growth and revolutionary change for the industrial cities of North America. Successive waves of immigrants from Europe—Germans, Italians, Irish, and, later, Eastern European Jews—arriving in New York settled close to points of disembarkation and available work in the industrial districts of Lower Manhattan. A dense landscape of cheaply built tenement housing on the Lower East Side, situated to the east of the Bowery, and the manufacturing warehouses to the west of the Bowery, in neighborhoods today known as SoHo and NoHo, expanded to accommodate and provide work opportunities to the newcomers. Within these neighborhoods, which historians often describe as a “gateway” or “portal” to America, the newcomers shared the common fate of being dislocated from their homeland by political persecution or economic adversity. After traveling across the Atlantic Ocean and disembarking in Lower Manhattan, many of the new arrivals were, at first, faced with more poverty, exploitative working conditions, and substandard living accommodations. The city government, which was dominated by Tammany Hall in the nineteenth century, did little to run the city for the good of the larger population. Instead, it controlled the electorate with bribes and favors. It was through this shared experience of having to fight for basic subsistence and communal dignity that many social and political organizations emerged in the Lower East Side. Widespread corruption within the municipal government and the actions of profiteering landlords and callous employers were gradually met by an organized resistance from unionized workers, tenant associations, and an assortment of neighborhood clubs. Local religious and ethnic societies formed with the intention of helping residents gain a social footing in the chaotic milieu of linguistic and cultural multiplicity. Within the working-class poverty of the lower wards of New York City, an ensemble of institutions—religious, secular, and anarchistic—shaped the political and spatial discourse of the Lower East Side.

This legacy of social action, designed to provide a platform for immigrants and to reform the city from the ground up, was expressed in the built environment in the form of settlement houses, clubs, libraries,
bathhouses, playgrounds, and all manner of charitable institutions. Following the two world wars, the Lower East Side’s demographics shifted as new immigrants from the Ukraine, Poland, and the Dominican Republic, along with migrants from Puerto Rico and the wave of African Americans moving north, brought different cultural perspectives into this historically immigrant enclave. By the middle of the twentieth century, with a declining economy that was based on shipping and manufacturing and a dwindling job market, it was the large stock of affordable tenement housing and the established network of social support that continued to attract newcomers. The influx of politically marginalized arrivals caught in the cycles of investment and disinvestment in the physical fabric of this neighborhood decidedly shaped the countercultural spaces of a grassroots activism.

In the 1990s, amidst the fast-paced gentrification of the city at large, evidenced by the proliferation of luxury housing, pricey restaurants, and high-end shops, there remained the remnants of the previous era of social organization. On the Lower East Side, the soup kitchens, boys’ and girls’ clubs, settlement houses, radical churches, arts facilities, libraries, community centers, and gardens are a shared resource. With the engine of real estate driving the development of the neighborhood toward new levels of unaffordability, these vital public amenities hang on, precariously providing a much-needed territory for education, play, and political mobilization.

This chapter provides a selective inventory of properties claimed by sociopolitical advocates over a 150-year period of organizing in Downtown New York City. In a deliberate opposition to the concept of commodified real estate, the accounting of non-commodified property here allows for the assemblage of activist estates. I argue that these aggregated properties can be viewed as an outcome of the different political constituencies that have produced three different types of activist estates. The first set of properties, Progressive Estates, are institutions initiated by Progressive Era reformers in the late nineteenth century to engage with the social issues of employment, education, and housing in what was then a poor immigrant neighborhood. The second set of properties, Radical Estates, dates back to the early twentieth century and combines the Marxist aspirations of labor movement organizing with the more utopian dimensions of the pacifist movement. The third set, Artists Estates, is about a creative approach to living and working by repurposing the underutilized infrastructure of the postindustrial city into new types of experimental cultural spaces within New York City.
The list of activist estates examined here is by no means exhaustive or inclusive, but rather lays out the themes addressed in the chapters of this book—anti-war activism, housing, and the arts. These three types of activism that informed the larger political consciousness of the nation are examined in the aftermath of the civil rights, anti–Vietnam War, and right to city movements. This chapter makes the point that the buildings and the institutions set up in the nineteenth century to promote social change constituted a network of physical spaces and generated a continuum of participatory democracy and advocacy in the Lower East Side. The term “activist estates,” in this context, refers to the buildings and landscapes as they acquired meaning through the actions of the people involved in social organizing.

**PROGRESSIVE ESTATES**

**SETTLEMENT HOUSES (1886–1918)**

The overcrowded municipal wards described in vivid detail in the late nineteenth century by social reformers and journalists brought the Lower East Side and its burgeoning immigrant population to the attention of the middle-class and well-to-do New Yorkers who lived north of Fourteenth Street (Figure 1.1). Writers such as Jacob A. Riis rendered the populous living quarters of the neighborhood, with the resulting unsanitary conditions, as cause for concern for the more established inhabitants of the city. The settlement house movement was born out of the desire of the educated and well-to-do citizens to not only advocate for but also socialize the poor to a more middle-class norm. The impoverished slums of the East End of London were the original site of an experiment in social reform that espoused a form of charity whereby a more privileged class of volunteers lived within the impoverished community to better learn about and subsequently change the situation from within rather than remotely. These progressive ideas soon found their way across the Atlantic and had an impact in cities across the United States, notably in low-income immigrant neighborhoods such as the Lower East Side.

The Neighborhood Guild, founded in 1886 and later renamed the University Settlement, was the first of many such organizations formed to help residents of the notorious Tenth Ward in Manhattan. Stanton Coit, a young student at Columbia University, along with other colleagues—mainly university students and young writers—moved to live in this neighborhood and thought of ways to engage with the struggling families in this part of the city. They formed clubs for the residents with the goal of providing both education and
A map of population density of New York's wards in 1900. The three prominent settlements—Educational Alliance, University Settlement, and Henry Street Settlement—retain their original buildings, and these are operational in 2017. Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
The U.S. Census Bureau calibrates the population density of the Tenth Ward in 1900 at 314,931 people per square mile. This means that three times as many people lived in this neighborhood as compared to the rest of Lower Manhattan, which at the turn of the century, held 80 percent of the city's population.
1.2
University Settlement, 1900s.
Photograph courtesy of the New York Public Library Archives.
recreation. The educational role of the settlement volunteers expanded as they came to understand that the problems of work, housing, health, and environment were intertwined and endemic to the neighborhood.

The settlement house became a nexus of progressive reform, a place to organize socially, politically, and economically. As the membership and support for the University Settlement grew, the volunteer staff raised money to buy property and build a five-story building at the corner of Rivington and Eldridge Streets in the heart of the neighborhood (Figure 1.2). It included large public rooms on the lower floors and smaller residential quarters for the settlement workers at the upper levels. A grand staircase, flooded with light from an interior courtyard, occupied the center of the building and connected the boarding rooms of the settlement workers above to the spaces for public gatherings below. Living rooms shared by the settlement workers, known as “settlers,” provided the communal link between private and public space. The rooftop was capped with an open steel-framed trellis and served as a gym for local youth. The building provided much needed space for a kindergarten during the day. In the early evening, after-school programs for children were conducted, and later in the day the settlement became a meeting place for social clubs and political organizations.

The investment in a permanent base within a low-income neighborhood brought a level of outside financial and political support that stabilized the institution. This structure was inaugurated by the New York Police Commissioner, Theodore Roosevelt, in 1898. Other settlements were established along similar and complementary lines, often distinguished by a specific approach rather than the goal of simply providing a variety of services to the needy. By 1911 over twenty settlements were located on the Lower East Side (Figure 1.3). Each was directed by “headworkers” and emphasized teaching and learning pedagogy. The young, educated volunteer workers hoped to learn more about the conditions and disposition of their neighbors to educate them and transform them into model citizens. Embedded in the goal of reform of the physical environment was a desire to cultivate a Victorian morality in what Jacob A. Riis memorably called the “other half” while providing the needed relief and institutional support. In looking back upon this period, historians both admire and criticize the reformist agenda of the settlement workers in their desire to superimpose their own middle- and upper-class standards of morality upon the newcomers.
Reconstituted 1910 map of the Lower East Side with the location and time line of settlements. The three prominent settlements—Educational Alliance, University Settlement, and Henry Street Settlement—retain their original buildings, and these are operational in 2017.
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Map collaged from the G. W. Bromley Map (1911), New York Public Library Digital Archives.
The Henry Street Settlement opened in 1893 as a volunteer nursing service that provided home care to a community that had little access to health care. Trained nurses, organized as the Visiting Nurse Service, visited the homes of ailing residents and, through this intimate contact with them, built trust and acquired knowledge of the living conditions of the women, the children, and the elderly. The trajectory of this settlement expanded to provide day care, play centers, and art instruction for children. Later, as the reputation of the settlement grew, they helped establish women’s clubs that fought for legislation to ensure equity within the workplace and to institute laws prohibiting the use of child labor. The initial success of this settlement was in no small part due to the philanthropic interest of Jacob Schiff, a banker who bought two existing townhouses for the nurses at 265 and 267 Henry Street. Lillian Wald, the founder and headworker of the Henry Street Settlement, lived here for forty years, along with a group of settler nurses and volunteers. These houses, the first in a series of real estate holdings of the Henry Street Settlement, became the bedrock of an established community facility on the Lower East Side’s Seventh Ward. In 1915 Alice and Irene Lewisohn, two sisters from a wealthy German-Jewish family, founded the Neighborhood Playhouse on the corner of Grand and Pitt Streets as part of the Henry Street Settlement. This three-story playhouse, with a 350-seat theater capacity, became a nucleus of another type of arts-oriented programming associated with the Henry Street Settlement (Figure 1.4).
The early settlement houses, thus financed through private philanthropy, enjoyed a level of autonomy and knowledge of the inner city that they leveraged to critique the corruption within the municipal government. The dining table of the Henry Street Settlement became a launching pad for labor organizing, developing legislation on sanitary reform, implementing safety codes in tenement buildings, and regulating labor practices in sweatshops.\textsuperscript{14} The ambitions of the settlers were not simply to provide services to the neighborhood but to influence policy and to build civic institutions that would ultimately be integrated into the municipal and national bureaucracy. The goal of settlers was not to challenge and disrupt existing governmental institutions but to improve them. They saw the settlement house research work and community outreach as a first step in providing a Progressive Era model for political reform.\textsuperscript{15}

The outbreak of the First World War in Europe revealed a point of disagreement within the progressive ranks. In opposition to national policy, many leaders within the settlement movement across the country were very vocal about their anti-war position. Henry Street Settlement became a gathering place for people opposed to the war, and it was here that Lillian Wald and Jane Addams, founder of the renowned Hull House of Chicago, organized a conference to discuss the adverse effects that United States involvement in the war would have on the communities they served.\textsuperscript{16} Politicized by their involvement in the settlement work, the organizing of workers’ unions, and their role as suffragists, women were at the forefront of this anti-war movement. On September 28, 1914, a solemn group of fifteen hundred women marched down Fifth Avenue wearing mourning attire and carrying

1.5
The all-women anti-war demonstration parade down Fifth Avenue, 1914. Photograph courtesy of the New York Public Library Digital Archives.
peace banners (Figure 1.5). Lillian Wald and a delegation of nurses from Henry Street Settlement were among the marchers. Along with labor unionists, socialists, and religious and secular pacifists, Wald founded the popular but short-lived American Union Against Militarism (AUAM) in 1916.

The United States entered the conflict in 1917 and subsequently retaliated against the anti-war activists. The settlement community whose members had actively condemned the war were labeled radicals and put on a national blacklist. The war, followed by an economic depression and changes in national immigration policy, resulted in a dramatic decline in the population of the Lower East Side in the mid-'20s. As the country faced growing unemployment and food shortages, the burgeoning culture of unions and self-organized neighborhood clubs was strained. The social institutions that weathered this crisis had to rethink their organizational strategy as the political climate changed. Private benefactors that had supported the settlements grew more fiscally and politically conservative. Henry Street Settlement continued its work but refocused its attention on non-politicized issues, such as adding programs in music and art for the neighborhood children to its list of offerings. The Neighborhood Playhouse became a nucleus for this activity, along with a music school in a second building on Grand Street. Connecting back to the concerns of community health, Lillian Wald began summer camps for the children outside the city and built a playground within the block. This recreation and child-focused programming formed the basis of the new fund-raising initiatives at Henry Street Settlement.

HOUSING ESTATES (1930–1950)

In part due to the collective efforts of the settlements working in tandem across the country, the field of social work became increasingly specialized and professional. The National Federation of Settlements, a coalition of settlements nationwide, organized conferences and sponsored studies that created a body of research that was used to prove and leverage government policy. During the Great Depression this more professionalized approach to social reform shifted the role of the settlement volunteers and, by extension, the use of the settlement houses as a place to administrate programs rather than live amongst the poor. While the main building on Henry Street continued to house the organization’s main administrators well into the ‘60s, the rest of the settlement houses, including University Settlement, converted their live-in facilities for the settlers into more extensive program space for the community.
By the 1930s the Henry Street Settlement was run by a mixture of paid and volunteer staff, and although it was still funded by private donations, it increasingly depended on public money as well. Helen Hall, the headworker who took over for Lillian Wald in 1933, represented the second generation of this more professionalized attitude toward social work. Hall worked in a Philadelphia settlement house before coming to the Lower East Side and helped conduct a study on chronic unemployment. Her reports and testimony were a part of Senate hearings in 1934, in support of an unemployment insurance bill put forth by Senator Robert Wagner. Her pragmatic thrust in creating a more responsive government made her well suited for the job at Henry Street Settlement during the Great Depression, when the settlements, along with the city, turned increasingly to the federal government to fund rising unemployment. In the winter of 1933–1934 Henry Street Settlement opened its doors to the Civil Works Administration (CWA) program as men and women from the neighborhood registered to apply for federally sanctioned work relief. Henry Street Settlement made the playhouse available for over four hundred applicants as they waited to register for jobs.

In the ’30s, the settlement houses of the Lower East Side became active participants in New Deal Works Progress Administration programs. Workers hired through these programs provided the next generation of social workers, developed new criteria for social service programs, and helped the government connect to grassroots citizens’ initiatives. The federal and municipal bureaucracies benefited from the assistance of the entrenched progressives in localities such as the Lower East Side to help negotiate and interface with the local neighborhood unions, clubs, tenants, and block associations. The settlements raised awareness of local campaigns for equity and helped consolidate them into larger national processes.

During this time, no single issue galvanized the various groups working toward a radically transformed Lower East Side landscape more than the question of housing. In 1933, the year that Helen Hall took over the leadership at Henry Street Settlement, Fiorello La Guardia was elected mayor of New York City on a strong housing platform. A year later he directed the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) to begin working on proposals to build new low-income housing for various sites in New York City. A majority of these projects executed in the neighborhoods of the Lower East Side, East Harlem, the Bronx, and Brooklyn between 1935 and 1965 were financed by leveraging grants through federal programs created during the New Deal. The proposals for slum clearance and urban renewal in New York, initially recommended by the Regional Plan-

Photograph courtesy of the Social Welfare History Archives, University of Minnesota Libraries.

This shift in perspective from for-profit to low-income was viewed positively by the leaders of the settlement movement, who for years had protested the poor light, air, and sanitation in the Old Law tenements and were eager to see these buildings replaced by newer, more up-to-date housing. The Henry Street Settlement provided a staging ground for coalition building that brought the other settlements—the Educational Alliance and the Union Settlement House—into agreement with the local tenant organizations, such as the League of Mothers Club and the United Neighborhood Houses. These local groups boarded buses to Washington, D.C., and canvassed for new low-income housing in the neighborhood (Figure 1.6). Within the neighborhood, teams of volunteers led by the settlement houses surveyed local opinion and prepared reports arguing on behalf of demolishing the tenements and building new high-rise, low-income housing along the East River from the Brooklyn Bridge on the south to Fourteenth Street on the north.\(^{26}\) The interest, expertise, first-hand observation, and familiarity of the on-ground social reformers were harnessed by Mayor La Guardia in the formation of the first NYCHA board.\(^{27}\)
The modernist tower in the park housing typology, with the playgrounds in between, was implemented as the perfect antidote to the lack of light and air in the tenement housing. One of the earliest blocks of federally funded NYCHA houses, Vladeck I and II, was built in the ‘40s, directly across the street from the Henry Street Settlement. The demolition of more than 170 buildings, mainly Old Law tenements, allowed for the construction of the 24 six-story Vladeck buildings as well as the construction of a section of the East River Drive along the river. The work was efficiently completed within a year, and many of the residents from the old tenements were resettled into the more spacious housing (Figure 1.7). As the new residents moved into the Vladeck Houses, workers from the Henry Street Settlement imagined that they would have a similar role to the one they had played in the tenements—taking care of the residents’ social needs and being a part of the social life of the community. The Henry Street Settlement had been integral in the resettlement and planning of this specific project, and as a result, the spaces allocated for community rooms, the “home planning workshop and craft room” at street level, were to be managed by the Henry Street Settlement. This old-school patriarchal approach to tenant organizing, it seemed, was out of touch with the aspirations of the new NYCHA tenants. To the surprise of Helen Hall, the tenants, with the support of a citywide tenants’ council, had self-organized into various committees and subcommittees. NYCHA, in its anxiety to quash the independent tenant organizing, saw the settlements, in this case, as a potential ally and preferred to hand over the administration of the lower-level common areas to the progressive settlement workers rather than the self-organized tenants.

Major shifts in the social landscape of the Lower East Side occurred over the next thirty years as swathes of tenements and defunct...
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) blocks of housing along the East River, built between 1940 and 1965; showing occupancy in 2016.

Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
industrial waterfront infrastructures made way for an extension of the East River Drive and additional towers of public housing along the river. These towers, named after settlement reformers, mayors, and other public figures, brought over twenty-five thousand low-income residents to the neighborhood. The waiting lists for the apartments were long, and the process of tenant relocation from slum clearance in other neighborhoods and the eligibility criteria proved immensely complicated for public housing residents. The isolated towers, most twelve to seventeen stories high, stood in sharp contrast to the older tenements of four to six stories, and inscribed a long-term physical and social divide into the neighborhood (Figure 1.8). The recipients of this subsidized housing were mainly World War II veterans, African Americans, and Puerto Ricans who began moving to New York City in the ’50s (Figure 1.9). With this new demographic, race in addition to ethnicity became a defining aspect of discrimination in the postwar Lower East Side. The deindustrializing East River waterfront provided affordable housing but few jobs to the droves of people migrating into the city. With slim prospects of employment, welfare-dependent households became a norm in inner-city neighborhoods across the country. The Lower East Side was no exception, and the settlements once intimately involved in the daily lives of immigrants in a manufacturing district repositioned themselves to deal with the emergent landscape of welfare alienation.

SETTLEMENT AS ESTABLISHMENT AND COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION (1948–1965)

In 1948, through the generous endowment of Herbert Lehman, former governor of New York, and wife Edith, Henry Street Settlement
was able to build a new facility—a youth center at 301 Henry Street, a few doors down from the first settlement townhouses. Pete’s House, named in memory of the Lehmans’ son, who was killed in World War II, catered to boys and young men in the neighborhood. Through this institution, the settlement became engaged in what was seen, by the ’50s, as a crisis of juvenile delinquency among the neighborhood youth. The racial tensions among the community, the increased police violence, and the gradual incursion of drugs into the neighborhood impacted the youth. The matter was discussed at a board meeting at Henry Street Settlement in June 1957, and a federally funded program, Mobilization for Youth (MFY), was conceived in response to this situation. The goal of the settlement workers was to create a series of neighborhood-wide programs to keep teenagers off the streets and engage them in productive workshops that would potentially lead to employment opportunities (Figure 1.10). A coalition of

1.10 Photograph from Helen Hall’s book, *Unfinished Business*, 1971, shows the group of boys and organizers in front of a Mobilization for Youth Project. Winslow Carlton (bottom right) was on the board of Henry Street Settlement and the founder and chairman of Mobilization for Youth in New York. Photograph courtesy of the Social Welfare History Archives, University of Minnesota Libraries.
the settlements and neighborhood-based societies jointly participated in this program. However, it was the direct involvement of faculty from the sociology department at Columbia University that brought a different, more nuanced political dimension to the project. Trained in new research methods, this group of MFY administrators insisted on direct democracy that challenged the traditional organizational approaches deployed by the previous generation of settlement social workers. The “we know what’s best” approach of the old-school settlement house liberals was seen by the academic sociologists of the MFY as patriarchal and obsolete. The MFY approach encouraged citizen empowerment through grassroots action and self-organization. In dealing with the youth, they provided opportunities for counseling and discussion as opposed to instruction, and they believed in creating an environment that would lead to youth empowerment. Between 1963 and 1965, MFY opened a storefront on East Fourth Street, between Avenues B and C. Additionally, it initiated two coffee shops—Club 169 and The Hideout—designed to create a more informal venue, mainly for young men between fourteen and twenty-two to meet with counselors as well as to socialize. The coffee shops were “inspired by a social-cultural movement developed in the 1950s among college students, artists and intellectuals, who tried to recreate in New York, San Francisco, and other large cities of the United States, the European café as a center of intellectual, social and cultural activities.”

MFY invited gang members to form peer groups. This well-intended desire to create a democratic forum for the youth was short-lived, as the experimental methods of creating much needed common space met with targeted opposition. The difficulty of dealing with the volume of the youth that needed direction on all fronts with a small staff of mainly settlement workers created an imbalance. The coffee shops failed as safe spaces when drugs, alcohol, and violence permeated the good intentions of the over-extended organizers. Added to this was the criticism by the more mainstream bureaucrats of what was perceived as a “communist” agenda in an era of McCarthyism. Despite its institutional failure, MFY’s efforts to achieve greater youth participation and its challenge to the conventional methods of social welfare in low-income neighborhoods were a precedent to the War on Poverty and Great Society Programs adopted countrywide in the ’60s.

These later programs had a direct impact on some of the young men that were actively sought out by the program administrators from within the leadership of the youth gangs in cities across the country. The work of transformed gang youth collectives such as the Real Great Society and CHARAS in New York City to consequently shape their own environment through bottom-up initiatives, a decade later, was
impacted by the early MFY programs in the Lower East Side. The focus on youth education and spaces of cultural exploration such as the storefronts, theaters, and community centers, discussed in Chapter 3, were indebted to the storefront/café-concept initiated by the MFY. The emphasis on the creation of an alternative, self-organized space resonated positively with the youth within a neighborhood that was increasingly disinvested by the municipal authorities.

RADICAL ESTATES

GERMAN HALLS AND LABOR UNIONS (1840S–1920S)

Long before the establishment of the settlement houses and coexistence within the charitable landscape of the neighborhood, religious institutions, clubs, and mutual aid societies were set up by the immigrant communities to take care of their own. These self-organized entities were often affiliated with specific places of origin in the homeland of the neighborhood’s residents and offered a source of community cohesion in the immigrant enclaves of the Lower East Side.39

In the 1840s Germans fleeing the recriminations resulting from political revolutions in Europe settled in pockets of New York City. Within the Lower East Side, in an area that came to be known as Kleindeutschland, the socially motivated Germans brought a working-class solidarity.40 They organized a network of voluntary societies that provided charitable support and an avenue of social engagement to compatriots. This culture of participation was expressed in the organization of temporal events—parades, funerals, festivals, and sporting events—but also registered more permanently in the architecture of the neighborhood. The skilled German masons and carpenters were responsible for the construction of the many multistory tenements and working lofts in the Seventeenth Ward of Manhattan. The beer halls, corner saloons, gymnasiums, and theaters along the Bowery and the main avenues of Kleindeutschland provided entertainment to the working-class residents. As the immigrant German community grew more affluent, they added purpose-built halls and clubs to house the many collective undertakings of the community.41 Larger halls available for rent provided a place to host weddings, large social events, and political rallies. It was in such places of public gathering, in 1850s New York, that the German-American unions of carpenters, cabinetmakers, weavers, the labor party socialists, and the more anti-institutional anarchists organized what are seen to be the beginnings of the American radical left.42
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, as the well-to-do German community moved away from this neighborhood, a different contingent of immigrants—Eastern European Jews escaping persecution in pogroms and labor camps—brought with them a different revolutionary perspective. They organized via mutual aid societies and gradually joined the organized labor unions to demand better wages and working conditions. A series of successful strikes from 1908 to 1914 was a collaborative undertaking of the socialist intelligentsia with a more heterogeneous blue-collar Jewish immigrant workforce. The involvement in local organizing gave the marginalized labor class a means to enter the political arena and advance within the city’s social hierarchy. Membership within the unions created ties to emergent political parties such as the Jewish Labor Party, the Socialist Party, and the American Labor Party, each of which made some headway within mainstream electoral politics in 1920s New York.

This type of ground-up organizing adopted a more oppositional approach toward the establishment that was different from the steady lobbying and institutional change being proposed by the settlement progressives in early-twentieth-century New York. The beer gardens, meeting halls, and theaters on the Lower East Side—the scourge of the settlement workers—provided places for people to meet, participate in mass culture, and create a space for autonomous political expression. In a report produced by the University Settlement in 1899, different authors criticized the existing “saloons” and “public halls” of the Lower East Side as disreputable places. While recognizing the need for public halls, particularly in the winter months, settlement house workers regarded the culture of drinking within them with disapproval. They advocated, instead, for a large gathering space within the settlement, sans alcohol, to alleviate the problem.

The political potency of the saloons and beer halls, as Tom Goyens explains in *Beer and Revolution*, was not to be underestimated. Commerce and public political life freely associated in these venues, which were decorated with photographs of respected speakers and advertisements of events. Anarchists, socialists, and unionists favored their preferred establishments, each setting up an insider understanding of these places that gained a reputation over time. Enterprising proprietors built purpose-built street level halls with residential quarters all along major commercial thoroughfares. On East Eleventh Street between Third and Fourth Avenues, Charles Goldstein, a Polish-born German émigré, built one such establishment, Webster Hall, in 1886. The grand rental hall included the owner’s living quarters in an annex and became a center for the public gatherings of a working-class population, providing a space for dances, receptions, lectures, meetings,
conventions, political rallies, military functions, concerts, performances, festivities, and sporting and fund-raising events. All the way up to the Second World War, this hall was the preferred venue for leftist rallies with speakers such as Margaret Sanger, Samuel Gompers, and, later, Emma Goldman drawing large crowds.47

LABOR, CHURCH, AND THE INTERWAR YEARS (1910–1940)

With the rise of the organized labor movement and the changing demographic of immigration, the churches, which were long supporters of immigrant life on the Lower East Side, struggled to find relevance. St. Mark’s Church on East Tenth Street and Judson Church to the south of Washington Square expanded their parishes to provide amenities such as hospitals, parish halls, and schoolhouses to meet the demands of an Eastern European and Italian immigrant community respectively. These socially responsive religious establishments thus integrated themselves into the twentieth-century landscape of the city by expanding their programs to address the immediate needs of a working-class congregation.48

Charles Stelzle, a Presbyterian missionary and onetime union machinist, had a different vision for the future of the religious establishment in an era of labor organizing. In 1910, at a time and place when other churches were closing, he took over a chapel on Fourteenth Street at Second Avenue and transformed it into the “Labor Temple” on behalf of the Second Presbyterian Church. His experience as a minister in the labor movement and roots in the Lower East Side made him keen to breach the growing divide between the church and the working men and women within the neighborhood.49 As the name suggests, the Labor Temple was meant to attract union members, socialists, and religious thinkers in equal measure. Despite the formidable competition from the many entertainment establishments in the neighborhood (Figure 1.11), the sermons and lectures at the Labor Temple were well attended. The “highlight of the Labor Temple’s Program,” wrote historian Richard Poethig, was the open forum where “radicals of all stripes, labor leaders, social gospellers” were invited to speak.50

It was at this church, in 1915, that Jessie Wallace Hughan—a devout Christian, a suffragist, and a member of the Socialist Party—addressed the congregation and urged them to join the “Anti-Enlistment League.” Hughan, along with others of the interwar generation, came to the pacifist platform from a religious perspective that was reinforced with a political belief that the root causes of war lay in the
"Sketch of a neighborhood map around the location of the Labor Temple, at Second Avenue Fourteenth Street in New York City, 1919." The Labor Temple is encircled in blue. The inventory shows the community services around the church. Of note are the sixty-three saloons that provided competition to the social and communal gatherings at the labor church.

Illustration of the Labor Temple from the Edmund B. Chaffee Papers in the Arents Library, courtesy of Syracuse Special Collection Archives. Map of the neighborhood courtesy of the Presbyterian Historical Society.
inequalities engendered by a capitalist economy. In 1923 she founded the War Resisters League (WRL) in New York as the first secular pacifist organization whose membership was not restricted by sex, religion, or political affiliations. While motivated by a religious belief in nonviolence, Hughan recognized the importance of a broad-based secular and socialist anti-war movement. The WRL slogan attributed to Hughan, “Wars Will Cease When Men Refuse to Fight,” was instrumental in the later development of the personalist politics of a small but committed cadre of men and women that became a key strategy of the anti-war resistance during World War II.

In 1937, as Japan attacked China and triggered a chain of global reactions that headed toward World War II, the new minister at the head of the Labor Temple, Abraham Johannes Muste, articulated an explicit theological position that forged a link between the peace, labor, and social justice movements within the nation. A. J. Muste, a Quaker, an ordained minister of the Presbyterian Church, and a former member of the Trotskyist party, spent a lifetime reconciling his vested interest in labor organizing with his theological calling. As general secretary of the Amalgamated Textile Workers of America (1919–1921), Muste was a dedicated Marxist union organizer. In his later life he rejected the rigid economic bias of Marxism while maintaining his faith in its proposition of a radical political revolution.

PERSONALIST ESTATES (1941–1955)

_The Communitarian Revolution is basically a personal revolution._
_It starts with I, not with They._
_One I plus one I makes two I’s and two I’s make We._
_We is a community, while “they” is a crowd._
—Peter Maurin, _Easy Essays, Catholic Worker_

Opposition to World War II, the so-called good war against Fascism, was an unpopular position in the United States. The peace churches—the Quakers, Mennonites, and the Brethren—that had historically refused to participate in wars were officially granted the position of conscientious objectors (COs) in past wars. During World War II, those who qualified as COs were sent to civilian camps to work in some indirect way to support the war effort. Secular pacifists who failed the religious test or religious pacifists who refused to work in these civilian camps were denied conscientious objector status and were incarcerated in federal prisons as traitors. It was in these prisons that the COs protesting the Jim Crow separation of black inmates in the prison dining halls initiated a series of hunger and work strikes.
The first of these began in a correctional facility in Danbury, Connecticut, and generated a chain reaction in prisons across the country where COs were being held.55

In 1943 Danbury prison became the first federal prison in the country to be desegregated and proved to the war-resisters that a small handful of people could bring about reform within the system through nonviolent direct action.56 The civil disobedience doctrine of Gandhi, long admired by the members of the American pacifist left, was thus implemented with success in these prison strikes. The WRL and Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) members were key participants in the prison strikes. For WRL members Jim Peck, William Sutherland, Bayard Rustin, David Dellinger, and Ralph DiGia, this experience was formative and initiated a new direction within the pacifist movement upon their return to a small WRL office in New York.57 The isolation within the prisons created a strategic shift in the anti-war activism, where the broader agenda of social injustice was experienced firsthand by the COs. The focus on individual perseverance and a call to brotherhood and action-based pacifism emerged as the new form of left-wing activism in Cold War America.

The personalist politics of the American left was a reaction to the global events and shift in national perspective that challenged the organized labor and socialist movements within the United States. For Peter Maurin and Dorothy Day, self-proclaimed anarchists and co-founders of the Catholic Worker movement, the “gentle personalism of traditional Catholicism” was the basis for a political and spiritual activism.58 In 1933 they launched the Catholic Worker, a newspaper directed toward the unemployed during the Great Depression, and distributed in Union Square for one cent (Figure 1.12). This newspaper reported on human rights, labor unions, and other non-cooperation movements dedicated to nonviolent direct action. Differentiating itself from other labor newspapers, the Catholic Worker extolled the idea of “work” as a “gift from God” that rightfully needed to be re-gifted back to the community.59 This co-option of work back to serve society was an innovative meshing of a Catholic dogma with Marxist labor theory.

The successful sales of the newspaper allowed the Catholic Worker to expand its movement. It set up communal Catholic Worker houses in cities across the country. In 1939, Dorothy Day set up houses of hospitality in two buildings on Mott Street in downtown Manhattan. In these houses, volunteers lived in self-imposed poverty, caring for those in need of food and shelter. The combination of Catholic solidarity with the less fortunate combined with a radical anti-capitalist critique
of the nation was fiercely debated at Friday night meetings and lectures by invited speakers. Fourteen years later, Day purchased a five-story red brick building on Chrystie Street, just south of Houston, and organized the St. Joseph’s Catholic Workers House. In 1957 this building was demolished as part of a large urban renewal scheme and the operation relocated further east to a smaller building on First Street. In this volunteer-run soup kitchen and boarding house, each Catholic worker lived and served the community by an ethical code that was based on personal conviction. In contrast to the earlier model of the settlement house worker living with the urban poor, the reciprocal relationship between the “worker” and the “poor” in the Catholic House was a blurred and less didactic vision of charity. Furthermore, unlike the settlement houses, the Catholic Worker was staunchly
opposed to government assistance and accepted no tax breaks, subsidies, or government aid. This radical, anarchic philosophy of the Catholic Worker was however tempered by a deep humanity and personal empathy toward its fellow men and women.

In the aftermath of the Second World War, FOR, under the leadership of A. J. Muste and the WRL, regrouped in Downtown Manhattan at a rented office at 5 Beekman Street, directly opposite City Hall. The handsome nine-story brick and terra-cotta structure, which was built in 1889, had seen better days. At the time, when the WRL moved into one of the top-floor spaces, the grand atrium court extending through the entire height of the building was boarded up and closed. The poorly maintained and mostly vacant office building provided a well-hidden and affordable working zone for the political dissidents. By the end of the Second World War, it was here that a new left pacifism, influenced by the personalism, was shaped. The building became the peace movement’s headquarters, as the generation of activists forged through the CO camp and prison experience, emphasizing civil disobedience and direct action as the way forward. This militant stance put the younger generation at odds with some in the older guard that saw in their actions a violation of some core principles of pacifism. Critical of both the United States and the Soviet Union, the WRL and related pacifist groups, such as the Catholic Worker, FOR, and the Peacemakers, distanced themselves from American Exceptionalism and Soviet Communism in equal measure. The historian James J. Farrell describes this new form of leftist formation as “a third way between capitalism and communism, between radical individualism and collective radicalism.”

Internationally, with the specter of the bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki heavy on the American conscience, the anti-war activists organized street actions and public forums. They also built ties with global and national justice movements and sent emissaries to Africa and Asia to connect anti-apartheid and anti-colonial struggles abroad to racial struggles back at home. In the ’50s the WRL sponsored Bill Sutherland, a pan-Africanist who spoke to audiences in Birmingham, London, Paris, and the Gold Coast. At home, Bayard Rustin, the WRL secretary, was “released” to work and advise Martin Luther King, Jr., on the many nonviolent direct actions that marked the beginnings of the civil rights movement in the United States.

The office’s location in Downtown Manhattan allowed for lunch meetings on Wall Street and protests at City Hall (Figure 1.13). On June 15, 1955, the various peace and justice activists at 5 Beekman Street protested the civil defense drill enforced by the U.S. government to
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prepare for a future nuclear attack. While the rest of the nation hid in their official bunkers, thirty-one friends from the Catholic Worker, FOR, and the WRL remained above ground, highlighting the futility of the bunker defense. The dissenters were arrested and charged with violating the New York State Defense Emergency Act of 1951. Among those arrested were the thespians Judith Malina and Julian Beck. The New York Times reported that Malina was sent to Bellevue Hospital for “observation” after she argued with the magistrate, and her husband was ejected from court for objecting to the magistrate’s decision. The staged nature of these protests and the disruption of court proceedings were ways in which the political and the personal were explored through the medium of Malina and Beck’s performative tactics. The confrontation with the disciplinary institutions—police, justice, and feds—was a recurring theme within Malina and Beck’s performance work as well as their real lives.

ARTISTS ESTATES

THEATRICAL ESTATES (1947–1963)

Judith Malina, along with partner, Julian Beck, founded the Living Theater in 1947. This experimental theater company explored the critical link between performance and political dissent. The deliberate act of getting arrested during the civil defense drills and spending jail time with veteran activists such as Dorothy Day activated the political imagination of the younger Judith Malina. In her diaries, Malina describes her interactions with the Catholic Worker’s Ammon Hennessey and deep admiration for Dorothy Day, in whom she saw “fire and poetry.” The anarchist pacifism of Day, with its focus on showing by example and public action, had resonance for Malina. The theatrical aspect of the protests found their way into the performance repertoire as Malina and Beck challenged the political and formal expectations of theater audiences. A pioneering experiment on many fronts, the Living Theater was influenced by the avant-garde theories of the French director Antonin Artaud and the radical pacifism of activists like Day in equal parts. From Artaud, the Living Theater developed its distaste of commercial Broadway productions and explored, instead, a stark, aggressive realism that sought to jolt the audience from passivity to awareness. From Day came the commitment to a revolutionary pacifism by bringing attention to violence and injustice as a way to live peaceably.

These two subversive positions against the romantic, passive model of theater engagement symbolized by Broadway and their participation
in the actions of the emergent new left in the ’50s made the existence of the Living Theater group very precarious. Looking for a stable venue, the group performed in various makeshift storefronts, basements, and lofts all over the city that were serially shut down by the fire department or the police on the pretext of safety and security. In 1951, after having been ousted from a small basement space on Wooster Street on the allegation that the space was being deployed as cover for a brothel, the couple decided to move the venue to their apartment in the Upper West Side. The “Theater in the Room” was the performance that emerged in this intimate and unlikely environment. They hosted an audience composed mainly of their bohemian friends—painters, writers, and musicians.

Over the years, the Living Theater staged performances that invited composers such as John Cage and Lou Harrison, dancers such as Merce Cunningham, and the beat poets Allen Ginsberg and Lawrence Ferlinghetti to collaborate with them on projects that challenged the formal boundaries of performance art in general. Beck, who designed all the sets and costumes for the productions, shared an interest in the formal interdisciplinary innovation that was a part of the culture of music, painting, and performance in the ’50s. However, the increasingly political content of the Living Theater performances set them apart from some of their friends and contemporaries who remained, at the time, more centrist in their political views.

The Living Theater subsequently moved their productions from the apartment to the Cherry Lane Theater in Greenwich Village, and then further north to the Playhouse on Fourteenth Street and Sixth Avenue. In this location, the company repurposed an old department store and converted the second floor into a 150-seat theater. It was here that they produced Jack Gelber’s *The Connection* (1959), a play about drug addiction, and Kenneth Brown’s *The Brig* (1963), a brutal portrayal of life in a U.S. Marine Corps prison in Japan (*Figure 1.14*). Artaud’s concept of a “Theater of Cruelty” was used in these stagings to depict the violence and dehumanization within society.

---

*Figure 1.14*
unflinching representations of heroin addicts shooting up onstage and the in-character verbal abuse of the actors on- and offstage in rehearsal were meant to reveal the stark realities of addiction, war, and incarceration. These two productions approached pacifism in a paradoxical way by making the violence palpable to a point that made the audience uncomfortable.\textsuperscript{71}

As part of the mission to make the work accessible, the Living Theater charged low admission fees and survived financially with grants from foundations and personal loans. The productions, run on a shoestring budget with a small following in the downtown theater scene, allowed the Living Theater to barely break even after fifteen years of challenging existence. In 1963, toward the end of a five-year lease, the Fourteenth Street Playhouse was padlocked by the IRS for the nonpayment of taxes.\textsuperscript{72} On October 19, the cast and crew of the Living Theater, along with a few hardy audience members, broke into confiscated property and even as federal police prevented a hundred-plus crowd of agitating supporters from entering the premises, the Living Theater staged its final performance of \textit{The Brig}. Twenty-five people were arrested and carried out of the building by the police and charged with obstruction of federal rulings. In the court proceedings that followed this arrest and the trials for tax evasion, Judith Malina and Julian Beck proceeded to turn the courtroom into a theater—using dramatic language and disruptive tactics to plead their case.\textsuperscript{73}

The aspect of performance and dramatic reenactments was also an integral part of civil rights activism in 1960s America. The year 1963 was filled with civil rights demonstrations and nonviolent direct actions protesting racial segregation. Sit-ins, marches, and boycotts in Birmingham, Alabama, among other places, fired the imagination and desire for participation in the supportive east and west coast activist communities. The focus on everyday life and the staging of public protest against segregation in schools, parks, restaurants, and schools captured the attention of the nation. The images of the stoic nonviolent resistance of the civil rights activists in the face of police brutality was transmitted through newspapers, radio, and television. The demonstrations of collective strength and street actions reverberated across the country and gave momentum to the new left. Collectivity, a phenomenon that was previously associated with organized labor party politics, was interpreted by anti-institutional activists and artists in its anarchic communitarian dimension. These enactments of dissent and the effective use of public space in its potential to generate theater were a precedent to the many civil disobedience actions during the Vietnam War years.
The Living Theater’s underlying critique of war, prison, and the capitalist state on stage was fortified by the involvement of the founders in the anti-authoritarian, pacifist, and artistic movements mobilizing in Greenwich Village in the early ’60s. With a focus on antinuclear proliferation, a coalition of peace activists and artists began the Greenwich Village Peace Center in 1961, in a rented storefront at 133 West Third Street. At this point in time, Vietnam was a small country on the other side of the globe, one that few Americans had heard of. With the active engagement of the United States Army, first in an advisory role, and then with the deployment of ground troops in the mid-’60s in a directly offensive role, the Greenwich Village Peace Center became a hub of anti-war organization. Educating themselves about Vietnam and forms of nonviolent resistance, the Peace Center showed films and engaged audiences through theater and teach-ins to prepare for the most contentious period in the war history of the country. The novelist Grace Paley, a founder of the center, in an interview with the Nonviolent Activist, described how theater, music, and art played a vital role in supporting and shaping the anti-war movement in Lower Manhattan.74

In this same milieu, Peter Schumann, a friend and co-conspirator of the Becks, began building puppets in a loft on Delancey Street, on the Lower East Side. Reviving a European folk tradition, Schumann, along with his wife, Elka, hosted puppet shows that examined urgent political issues using archaic, larger-than-life puppet characters. The Bread and Puppet Theater grew from these shows to become a part of the radical artistic and political scene unfolding around Washington Square Park. The doleful puppets, often as tall as fifteen feet, became a staple of the many anti-war demonstrations and parades in New York for the next few decades (Figure 1.15). The reciprocal relationship between art and anti-war activism is clearest in the direct relationships between theater and public protest fostered through the relationships between the artists and activists around Washington Square.

As the demographics of what had been an immigrant Italian neighborhood around Washington Square changed, artists, writers, and musicians moved into the neighborhood and transformed the Italian cafés, churches, squares, and narrow streets into a bohemian haven for countercultural experimentation.75 Judson Memorial Church, designed by McKim, Mead and White, with its distinctive campanile and spacious interior on the southern edge of Washington Square, an institution that had provided support for the Italian immigrants in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, once more broadened its
mission as the constitution of the neighborhood changed (Figure 1.16). Under the leadership of the activist pastor Howard Moody, the church advocated for civil rights, abortion rights, treatment of drug addiction, and later, patients with HIV. Alongside these social campaigns, the church also opened its spaces to the growing colony of artists who were active in the area. The Judson Gallery (1959), Judson Poets Theater (1961), and Judson Dance Theater (1962), coordinated by young avant-garde painters, performers, musicians, and dancers, respectively, transformed the church into a place of experimentation with little constraint and no censorship.

Young artists looking for opportunities outside mainstream museum and performance venues found room to explore and collaborate within the sanctuary. The question of authorship and authenticity examined by artists such as Claes Oldenburg and Alan Kaprow at Judson resulted in “happenings” and multimedia events where the artwork was part of an environment that the audience experienced as a whole rather than a singular commodity object. Influenced by these happenings, George Maciunas, a Lithuanian émigré with pro-Soviet affinities, formed the art collective Fluxus. Fluxus was a loose conglom-
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merate of participating artists, including Yoko Ono, Nam June Paik, George Brecht, and La Monte Young. They were influenced by, and sometimes collaborated with, John Cage, Allan Kaprow, and Alison Knowles. The exact membership was unclear, as they collaborated with each other and with outsiders as well. Maciunas likened the group to a “fluid discharge,” and in a manifesto he described the project as an effort to “purge the world of bourgeois sickness, ‘intellectual,’ professional & commercialized culture,” and in its stead to “promote a revolutionary flood and tide in art, promote living art, anti-art, promote non art reality to be grasped by all peoples, not only critics, dilettantes and professionals.” This aspiration of Fluxus to make art a part of the everyday led Maciunas to engage in a series of experiments that pushed the limits of art by extending into the living space of the artists.

LIVE-WORK ESTATES (1967–1971)

In 1967 Maciunas advertised his plan to develop an artists’ co-op in the neighborhood south of Houston Street (SoHo) to the well-connected Greenwich Village art community. Maciunas’s project, called the Flux House, involved creating a cooperative of affordable housing for artists on a large multi-building scale. To achieve this goal, Maciunas purchased sixteen loft buildings over a period of ten years and converted them into live-work spaces for invested artists. He began purchasing existing buildings by cobbling together small sums of money from fellow artists who were willing to enter into a precarious investment, as future co-op owners, within manufacturing lofts. Maciunas renovated these spacious, commercially zoned work spaces with the help of an otherwise under-employed workforce of artists and carpenters and created an internal real estate/construction economy. Flux House II at 80 Wooster Street, a pilot project with two or three artist-owners, was the first to be established. In its first rendition the co-op housing included a cinematheque on the ground floor, which was run by fellow Lithuanian-born filmmaker Jonas Mekas. Some version of this arrangement, which combined work spaces with residences, was owned and run by an artist’s cooperative. Maciunas conceived this as a model of a collectivized estate designed for and by the Fluxus community.

The task of handling construction and making the buildings available while keeping the fire and building department at bay was the kind of challenge that Maciunas enjoyed. The ad hoc management of the properties and a series of run-ins with the workmen and city agencies ultimately frayed the patience of the loft dwellers. However, the
Map of SoHo tour, SoHo Artists Association 1968–1978.
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collective spirit that Maciunas and other artists had hoped to cultivate did materialize in some measure, despite the tensions that arose from the wheeler-dealer methods of purchase and the setting up of the mostly illegal cooperative. The artist/investors of the Flux Houses and others that followed in their footsteps managed to gain a foothold in the loft-scape of SoHo. They did so, perhaps not as radically opposed to the bureaucracy as Maciunas envisioned, but rather more pragmatically like other communities in New York by forming the SoHo Artists Association in 1968 and by lobbying for political support. Maciunas, having instigated the co-op and injected the artists into the industrial neighborhood, left the city dissatisfied with the outcome.\(^{81}\)

In 1971 the New York Board of Estimate finally passed a zoning resolution that legalized the use of SoHo lofts as living quarters for bona fide artists. This victory for the artists marked the beginning of what many urbanists would subsequently regard as a city policy that used the artist community to further their agenda of gentrification and urban renewal without the trauma of destruction and dislocation.\(^{82}\) In 1973 SoHo artists opened their lofts to the outside world to see how they lived. This event showcased their work, and a map outlined a “tour” along Greene Street (Figure 1.17). The lives of the artists living in SoHo, in this case, became more interesting than their work. In a reversal of the Living Theater project to make life a part of art, personal lives and the living conditions of artists had, here, become a part of life. The bare-bones loft aesthetic that emerged as a result of the scarcity of materials and means, later became attractive to investors and symbolic of the escalation in value of these same live-work estates in the ’80s.

**ACTIVIST ESTATES: A SWARM OF POINTS**

*Where there is power there is resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in relation to power.*

*Just as the network of power relations ends by forming a dense web that passes through apparatuses and institutions, without being exactly localized in them, so too the swarm of points of resistance traverses social stratifications and individual unities.*

—Michel Foucault, *The History of Sexuality*

The activist estates described herein are, as Foucault suggests, embedded in the larger matrix of power relationships in a place through time (Figure 1.18). Their forces are distributed within a geographic terrain but their institutional goals are multi-centric, and hence, there is a
dynamic of overlapping resistances. They operate in many ways like the larger institutions they seek to challenge and dismantle, creating their own networks that pass through the many different locations and spaces described here.

From the purpose-built settlement houses, public housing, churches, and social clubs to the appropriated theaters, churches, and live-work lofts, the spirit of activism found a place to challenge and mesh. The landscape of resistance as established through the *Progressive*, *Radical*, and *Artistic* imperatives of a wide-ranging but well-connected network of dissidents paradoxically intertwined with the fungibility of real estate. The existing infrastructure of properties (a swarm of points) and the meanings inscribed by the practices of generations of activists described in this chapter provide a background for the three types of counter-institutions that emerged in response to the militarism of the nation, the urban crisis of the city, and the commodification of culture within the fluid geography of the Lower East Side. Examining the ideas and ideals of the progressives, radicals, and artists in the late nineteenth and first part of the twentieth century makes it possible to understand why this small part of a large city has been a cauldron of progressive action for more than a century.

In the ’70s, as the fiscal crisis affected New York’s municipal structure, the existing network of people and the practices provided the foundation for different types of space-based resistance. The three case studies presented in the main body of this book represent three different but overlapping political constituencies that emerged in the Lower East Side in the ’70s. Bolstered by widespread civil rights and anti-war movements nationwide, the first of these buildings, nicknamed the Peace Pentagon, was bought by the War Resisters League in 1969 and set up as offices for groups advocating for peace and social justice. The second building, El Bohio Community Center, set up by the Puerto Rican collective CHARAS in 1977, was a place to celebrate the culture of Loisaida (the Latinized pronunciation for the Lower East Side). The third building, ABC No Rio, was developed in 1979 as a storefront gallery by members of an artist’s collective to pursue “non-commercial, community-oriented, experimental art practices.” Despite profound changes in the neighborhood, in many respects the concerns and achievements of the earlier years continued to inform the next round of developments in the area.
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RADICAL PACIFISM
AT THE
PEACE PENTAGON
(1969–2016)
For the past forty-five years, anti-war rallies in New York City have begun and ended at significant urban sites. Demonstrators repeatedly target symbolic institutions and locations such as the United Nations Headquarters, the Main Branch Library on Forty-Second Street, City Hall, Wall Street, and the Armed Forces Recruiting Station in Times Square (Figure 2.1). Marches move up and down Broadway, the city’s oldest north–south thoroughfare, passing some of the large public spaces in Manhattan, such as Washington and Union Squares, each with its own history of popular mobilization. Familiar landmarks and well-worn pathways, visited by countless citizens over the decades, are ritualized and reclaimed through these repeated occupations. The chant “Whose streets? Our streets!” is offered as a provocation to municipal authorities as well as a call to passersby and fellow citizens to join the action. The buildings and sites targeted by the rallies and marches are the symbolic embodiment of a government that is held accountable by the people. The commandeering of streets and sidewalks and the areas in front of civic institutions becomes a means of asserting power by reclaiming public space. The temporary presence of bodies in protest both challenges and briefly dismantles the status of a site of state control to one of collective opportunity.

This participatory tactic of protest and demonstration effectively draws attention to a shared political will that goes beyond the immediate event to make a statement and to educate and form a resisting public body. “The end of rebellion is liberation,” the political theorist Hannah Arendt wrote in her 1963 book *On Revolution*, “while the end of revolution is the foundation of freedom.” For Arendt, the larger purpose of revolutionary action, such as temporarily occupying a sidewalk or a square outside a public institution, is not merely liberation from tyranny and oppression. Rather, it is the potential beginning of a body politic—a new constellation of people with a shared political awareness and civic agency. The open public square or street and the enclosed Town Hall are the spatial corollary to the two-part agenda of revolution: first to break the monopoly of power and then to construct a new political imperative. The external, open domain, Arendt’s “space of appearance,” responds to the needs of a larger, more visible sphere of resistance, whereas the Town Hall responds to the foundation of a permanently engaged political community. Today, the strength of
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both of these types of spaces is greatly diminished through various forms of surveillance and legal stipulation. The street and square are policed both physically and electronically, while the Town Hall’s role as a place for spontaneous discussion and debate has been co-opted by top-down politicking. What, then, are possible places for organizing and staging political dissent? What are the alternative forums for public participation?

One such place in New York City, an architectural eyesore and an unlikely candidate for urban glory, was a three-story office building situated at the northwest corner of Lafayette and Bleecker Streets—just north of Houston Street (Figure 2.2). This nine-thousand-square-foot building, suffering from many physical ailments and owned by the anti-war organization—the A. J. Muste Memorial Institute—provided low-rent office space for activists and advocates of social justice in New York City from 1969 to 2016. In imagining a place capable of nurturing radicals, one seldom thinks of a privately owned office building, replete with desks, computers, phones, filing cabinets, and general clutter. A far cry from Arendt’s notion of a public sphere,
neatly separated from the private realm, this well-worn space nonetheless served as a forum to antinuclear activists, artist collectives, housing advocates, open-information media collectives, international solidarity groups, and many other politically motivated organizations. Well known amongst a multigenerational activist community, the building provided a place to meet and stuff envelopes, plan marches, and attend nonviolence training sessions in a central New York City location. The range of activist and social justice groups under a single roof over the years created a synergetic and supportive environment for the myriad of individuals and collectives working to effect political, economic, and social change. Over the course of a four-decade-long occupancy, the building’s fluctuating tenant base carved out a space for civic participation, reinforcing a democratic vision of citizenship in a continuing process of political engagement. The use of multiple tactics of spatial occupation and civil disobedience to expose and critique state policies outside the electoral process earned this building the nickname “Peace Pentagon.”

The formation, endurance, or dissolution of different groups within the Peace Pentagon reflected the political currents that roiled the nation over the last half century. By examining the projects undertaken by what A.J. Muste Institute refers to as the “movement tenants,” one can see how the physical space within the building was connected to a political space outside its walls. The trajectory of actions by the building’s resident groups working to create an awareness of armament, environment degradation, and social justice generated a multifaceted network of connections both nationally and globally. The building, the city, the country, and the world were connected via the mobilizations centered within this building. The various actions, marches, rallies, sit-ins, and creative forms of nonviolent civil disobedience engaged participants at different geographic scales to construct a more inclusive and variegated public sphere. Lefebvre’s proposition that space is a social product and not simply a neutral container capable of producing dynamic power relations informs this reading of a small building, in effect, shaped by a larger revolutionary project. The necessity of physical space to plan, exchange ideas, and pool resources made the mission of the Muste Institute as the steward of this obscure building a challenging but important contribution to the sustenance of the pacifist movement in New York City. In the ’90s, as activists reached out to larger audiences through mass media, the spatial boundaries of social and political engagement expanded into the global realm. Despite this shift toward a more “virtual” means of organization, the benefits of proximity and conviviality achieved in physical space continued to keep this building relevant.
War Resisters League office at 5 Beekman Street in New York City after a raid, 1969.
Photograph by Ricky Schneider. Courtesy of Swarthmore College Peace Collection.
RADICALS AND REAL ESTATE (1969-1974)

For several years the War Resisters League (WRL), a long-standing, anti-war organization, had occupied an office on the tenth floor of a grand building at 5 Beekman Street, near City Hall. One morning in 1969 the staff of the WRL arrived to find their office had been burgled. File cabinets had been ransacked, papers lay strewn everywhere, and phone lists of contacts and affiliates were conspicuously missing from the scene (Figure 2.3). The disinterest of the police to investigate the crime led WRL members to surmise that the FBI was involved and that the alleged burglary that turned their work space upside down was in fact a covert raid.

Being under government surveillance was par for the course for the WRL membership. The founder of the movement, Jessie Wallace Hughan, was on a list of radicals being investigated by the Overton Commission as early as 1919 for her role in organizing anti-war activities during World War I. This official antipathy toward war resisters increased as many members of the WRL refused to participate in World War II and continued to actively condemn the United States armament in the postwar period. “Being a pacifist in the 1950s was a lonely business,” recalled WRL member David McReynolds. The radical pacifism of the WRL and the affiliations of its members with various anarchist, socialist, and civil rights organizations were viewed by most Americans as unpatriotic at that time. This perception changed by the late ’60s as opposition to the Vietnam War mounted, and the veterans from the so-called popular World War II resistance were joined by a younger anti-war, mainly student lobby. The WRL’s prominent role in draft-card burning and anti-war rallies made the organization a continued target of government investigation. The ongoing threat of surveillance and the potential eviction from future rented office space led the organization to seek out a more permanent safe haven.

They found their new home in a building at 339 Lafayette Street in downtown Manhattan. Built in 1922, the utilitarian three-story steel-framed structure with a yellow brick exterior was designed for “factory” use. Located on a hundred-by-thirty-foot corner lot at the intersection of Bleecker and Lafayette Streets, the modest building appeared small in contrast to the surrounding neighborhood of robust six-story masonry buildings. The generous window bays on the second and third floors, facing south and west, were intended to provide ample light for workshops. The continuous glass storefronts at street level once accommodated window displays and engaged shoppers on the busy thoroughfare of Lafayette Street (Figure 2.4). By the end of the ’60s
garages and auto parts shops had replaced the thriving streetscape at Lafayette Street. The struggling remains of manufacturing activity in the form of garment-industry sweatshops, cigar factories, and storage facilities gradually moved out of the city, and property owners sought more profitable uses for buildings in a postindustrial metropolis. This exodus by industry left the large stock of small-scale manufacturing buildings in the heart of downtown Manhattan open to new uses. These buildings, with their well-lit open spaces and inexpensive rents, attracted artists and poets as well as political dissidents who saw the raw and ill-kempt buildings as an appropriate place to experiment with new modes of living, working, and organizing.  

In 1969, after being evicted from their old offices, the WRL rented the top two floors of the building at 339 Lafayette Street. Two years later, during a rare moment in New York City, with the real estate market in decline and the anti-war movement in ascendance, the WRL negotiated with the owner of this same building and bought the property for a sum of sixty thousand dollars. WRL staff members and volunteers removed the vestiges of a dentist’s office from the second floor and celebrated their new acquisition with a party and invited their allies—the Catholic Peace Fellowship (CPF), the Liberation Magazine, the Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee, and the Committee for Nonviolent Action (CNVA)—to join them as tenants within the new building. The WRL, with a few full-time staff members and many
part-time volunteers, occupied a majority of the second floor for the next forty-six years. The Catholic Peace Fellowship, a close associate that was active within the building until 1983, occupied a portion of the third floor. Over time, the building’s top two floors were partitioned along the divisions of the existing window bays into smaller offices and workrooms of different sizes to accommodate the various projects generated by the WRL, as well as to accommodate new tenants. The luncheonette and locksmith shop at street level, inherited from the previous owners, continued paying market-rate rent and provided the fledgling real estate investment of the WRL with an additional source of income.

Shortly after the move into the building, members of the WRL established the A. J. Muste Memorial Institute as a legal, nonprofit entity to accept tax deductible funding and to act as a financial conduit for the larger activist community. Named after the recently deceased and well-regarded stalwart of the pacifist movement, Abraham Johannes Muste (1885–1967), this institute had an official board which initially comprised mainly WRL members. The Muste Institute was viewed by the WRL as a “front” for the many subversive projects generated within the building. In 1978 the WRL found it prudent to officially transfer the 339 Lafayette Street building over to the stewardship of the Muste Institute. The institute assumed the remaining loan on the property and paid the WRL an additional sum for the interest already accrued on the first mortgage of the property. Moving forward, the Muste Institute was tasked with managing the building, collecting rents, acting as a fiscal sponsor, and providing grants to individuals aligned with their pacifist mission. Inviting like-minded political activists to share the building established a precedent and an organizational strategy that seemed both ideologically and economically sound. The first generation of activists in the building worked somewhat interchangeably on the various peace and social justice projects generated by the leadership of the WRL. The subsidized rent offered by the Muste Institute to the “movement tenants” kept many a left-wing effort afloat. In later years—with the emergence of new perspectives—antinuclear, anti-apartheid, feminist, and environmental collectives sought out the congenial work space. New groups brought with them different and sometimes conflicting strategic and ideological convictions. Yet the activism at 339 Lafayette Street, fundamentally bound by a shared belief in social change through nonviolent action, created a solidarity within the building. In finding a new home for their own organization, the WRL had de facto established a headquarters for the radical peace and justice movement in New York City.

What the map cuts up, the story cuts across.

The move into the building at 339 Lafayette Street coincided with the winding down of the Vietnam War—an event that galvanized strong resistance to American imperialism abroad and a lack of social and civic accountability at home. Emerging from the struggle against this war in the early ‘70s, WRL acted quickly to channel the energy of the movement into postwar actions. The idea that war was a symptom of broader socioeconomic problems had long been a part of the WRL’s stance. The trajectory of the civil rights movement and the initial gains through nonviolent civil disobedience and the devastating violent aftermath led the WRL to not simply oppose war but rather “to strive nonviolently for the removal of all causes of war, including racism, sexism, and all forms of exploitation.”

With this broader goal in mind, the Continental Walk for Disarmament and Social Justice was initiated in 1974 at 339 Lafayette Street. The main goal of the walk was to create public awareness of the fact that the increased militarism of the American government
detected from meeting the needs of the average citizen at home. The undertaking indicated a turn toward a national/domestic concern within a movement that had previously focused on international affairs.

To facilitate this project, a dedicated desk and phone line were set up on the building’s third floor, in Room 302, directly above the WRL offices (Figure 2.5). A call for participation, sent to various organizations nationwide, yielded hundreds of responses from participants and volunteers. A large map of the country tacked onto the bulletin board used pins, lines, and notes to chart a complex itinerary through thirty-four states. The nine-month-long trek launched after a year and a half of intense planning and coordination began on January 23, 1976, and ended on October 18 that same year. The main route for the walk ran from the West Coast town of Ukiah in California and ended in Washington, D.C. Two independent routes, one from Boston and another from New Orleans, brought the northeastern contingent and a crucial arm of the civil rights movement—the Southern Christian Leadership Conference—into the fold (Figure 2.6). A core group of walkers traveled across the country along the primary route, while local participants joined the walk from their respective locations, carrying banners, props, and signs. Local churches, charities, and individuals played host to visiting activists by coordinating meetings, actions, and lectures.

Along the route, the walkers targeted crucial nuclear weapon manufacture sites to warn residents of the potential hazards of nuclear contamination. At a facility in Colorado, they released balloons tagged with the message, “This balloon was released from the Rocky Flats on April 5, 1976. If you found this balloon, you live downwind from the nuclear weapons plant at Rocky Flats where radioactive plutonium is manufactured into atom bombs parts. Plutonium has accidentally been released into our atmosphere several times in the 20 year history of the plant. To help us gather data on the radiation pollution in our area, please send this tag back to us c/o Rocky Flats Action Group.” Similar balloons were released from nuclear plants in Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New York. The ideal of building a national community of pacifists spearheaded by the WRL linked concerns about nuclear weapons to the emerging antinuclear environmental movement.

The cross-country walk, with its multiple participants, connected the vast demography of the United States and consolidated the disparate resistance groups into a unified whole. The movement’s outreach to a wider audience was an important step in promoting and disseminating
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the idea that the accelerating arms race had co-opted large tracts of public land and put communities across the country at risk. This social awareness of the larger landscape of the country imperiled by the nuclear–military complex produced a new spatial dimension for the anti-war movement. In contrast to the marches within the city, this longer walk, which involved considerable behind-the-scenes coordination from 339 Lafayette Street, synchronized the participation of labor unions, civil rights activists, women’s rights advocates, and other groups fighting for social justice. The crooked path of the Continental Walk superimposed on the rigid outlines of state boundaries created a new story of space. By challenging the infrastructure of the nuclear arms industry, the walk yielded a new knowledge of geography and generated a support network of grassroots activism.

**COALITION BUILDING AT THE PEACE PENTAGON (1979–1985)**

In addition to the major cities along the east and west coasts that were already hubs of anti-war activism, the longer walk across the American continent targeted a larger and more dispersed suburban and rural constituency. In its aftermath, many local chapters of the War Resisters League emerged across the country, and the model of cooperative demonstration was seen as an effective tool in consolidating the fragmented sphere of grassroots social organization. Back in New York, new issues-based groups proliferated in adjacent desks and offices within 339 Lafayette Street. With its effective model of alliance building and its focus on nuclear disarmament, the walk triggered initiatives such as Sound–Hudson against Atomic Development (SHAD). This organization—a coalition of more than twenty groups in southern New York State concerned with nuclear proliferation—facilitated a series of large rallies and sit-ins at nuclear plants along the Long Island Sound and the Hudson River. Many of those participating in these actions were briefed in nonviolence training workshops at 339 Lafayette Street. In 1979 eighteen thousand people rallied against the construction of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant in Suffolk County on Long Island. More than five hundred people were arrested as they climbed over the chain-link fence to occupy the power plant in an act of civil disobedience. The resistance to Shoreham dragged on for several years, and the arduous process of litigation turned many a citizen into activists and created a groundswell of public support. After a long and contentious battle, the Shoreham plant was finally decommissioned in 1994.22
During the early years SHAD organized their rallies and direct actions at the Shoreham and Indian Point Nuclear Power Plants out of Room 204. Banners and flyers used in antinuclear street demonstrations carried the address 339 Lafayette Street, thus advertising the headquarters of the resistance effort (Figure 2.7). The group briefly shared their small office with an organization called the Solar Energy Workshop, which researched alternative energy sources. Through their proximity within the building and by collaborating on undertakings like pamphleting at rallies, these two groups linked the problems of nuclear arms production and nuclear power to broader ecological and environmental concerns. In a separate but related project, WRL chairperson Norma Becker initiated the project Mobilization for Survival directly above the SHAD office. Five years later, Mobilization for Survival facilitated a coalition of antinuclear groups to organize the largest demonstration in the history of the United States. An estimated one million people gathered in Central Park and paraded down Fifth Avenue on June 12, 1982, on the eve of a special session of the
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Data for anti-war rallies from multiple news sources compiled with assistance from Ed Hedemann. Data for wars from Military Records, National Archives.
United Nations devoted to disarmament. These numbers far exceeded those of the anti-war rallies during the Vietnam War, and the demonstration remains the single largest disarmament rally in the history of the nation. Festive protests in the park were fueled by musical events, appearances by celebrities, leafleting, and creatively designed floats and banners. Two days later, a smaller group intent on civil disobedience organized blockades and sit-ins at the United Nations Missions of five nations with nuclear capabilities (Great Britain, France, India, the Soviet Union, and the United States). These actions led to sixteen hundred arrests and made front-page news in the *New York Times*. This rally marked a watershed moment in the history of New York City, where a public park designed for recreation and an institution established to arbitrate world peace were aligned through celebration and mass demonstration. The faith-based roots of the anti-war movement, born out of conscientious objection to war, merged in post-Vietnam War America with the antinuclear and nascent environmental movement. In tandem with other antinuclear efforts in the previous decades, this event symbolized a victory for the pacifist left. In the aftermath of what grew to be a nationwide movement, the scheduled construction of several nuclear power plants was terminated in the '80s, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission did not authorize the construction of any new plants for the next thirty years.

These three main actions—the Continental Walk, the SHAD occupations of nuclear power plants, and the Mobilization for Survival rally at Central Park—demonstrate the ways that 339 Lafayette Street, with its warren of office spaces, functioned as a synergetic hub of activism connecting the city to the nation where movements formed and evolved. A time line of American involvement in wars since Vietnam, mapped against the major demonstrations organized by the WRL in collaboration with other groups, in the period extending from 1969 to 2013, shows the ways in which the building helped counter the institutional history of the United States by providing a home base for individuals and organizations participating in myriad forms of nonviolent protest (Figure 2.8). Coalitions built around specific issues occupied offices and rented desks but then dissolved and realigned as new social and political concerns appeared within the building.

The nonviolent resister must often express his protest through non-cooperation or boycotts, but noncooperation and boycotts are not ends themselves; they are merely means to awaken a sense of moral shame in the opponent. The end is redemption and reconciliation. The aftermath of nonviolence is the creation of the beloved community, while the aftermath of violence is tragic bitterness.

—Martin Luther King, Jr.

While marches, demonstrations, and spectacular acts of civil disobedience energized and invigorated the activists and members of the public, the organizing work that took place in the background, at 339 Lafayette Street, proved taxing. Describing the office during the Continental Walk in 1976, one of the event’s organizers wrote, “There were times peering out the grey windows of 339 Lafayette Street to the muddy assemblage of factory buildings, local alcoholics, Jesus freaks, and streaking traffic, the Walk seemed a phantom thing.”

The building, located in a triangular wedge of no-man’s-land to the north of Houston Street and sandwiched between Broadway and the Bowery in the ’70s, was a desolate postindustrial cityscape. David McReynolds, a full-time staff member of the WRL and a longtime resident of the Lower East Side, described this stretch of land as a “non-neighborhood.” By day, the auto body shops, plumbing parts, and hardware supply stores provided some semblance of business along Lafayette Street. By night, homeless people—many struggling with drug and alcohol addiction and mental illness—flocked to the Bowery looking for food and shelter. The Bowery, known for its homeless shelters, soup kitchens, and other charitable institutions for most of the twentieth century, became the visible epicenter of an emerging homelessness crisis in 1970s New York. This non-neighborhood, once the vibrant center of labor movements and an empowered working class, gradually became a catchment area of the disenfranchised and destitute population of the city.

The Peace Pentagon bore witness to the changes in its surroundings. Visible from the second-floor corner office of the Muste Institute was the elegant brick and terra-cotta office building at the corner of Lafayette and Bond Streets. This building was converted in 1970 by the Department of Social Services into a welfare center that treated mentally ill patients. A block and a half away, on Third Street between the Bowery and Second Avenue, was the infamous city-run men’s “intake” shelter. This large building was a center through which all the
homeless male population had to pass in order to be directed to other locations in the city where they could stay for the night. As a result, this shelter alone drew thousands of homeless people to the neighborhood, many suffering from mental illness and/or substance abuse problems. Unless they were confronted with extreme weather conditions, most of the homeless folk preferred the streets where they could pick their friends and associates rather than be forced into the company of the unpredictable cast of characters that were herded into a large reception lobby at the Third Street Men’s Shelter.

Across the street from the Peace Pentagon, a liquor store sold alcohol from behind sheets of security glass, and men and women looking for a drink and company often gathered outside to share a bottle with paper cups. The small alleyways and quiet streets around the building were a comfortable place for those in need of shelter and a place to settle in for the night. Ed Hedemann, a veteran of many sit-ins, remembers arriving at work in the offices at 339 Lafayette and having to wake up a person that had blocked the entry door. His photograph captures members of a church group distributing bread to homeless men across the street from the building (Figure 2.9).
While the core missions of WRL and many other groups located at 339 Lafayette Street focused on international and national politics, a few of the building’s occupants were also involved more locally in volunteer work within the neighborhood. A few blocks to the east of the Third Street Men’s Shelter, the Mary House, which was set up by the Catholic convert and social activist Dorothy Day in an old music school, provided lodging and food to homeless women. Two blocks south on East First Street, St. Joseph’s House, a similar facility with a large soup kitchen, catered to the men. These two Catholic Worker houses were a spiritual center for the Catholic Peace Fellowship (CPF), headquartered at 339 Lafayette Avenue. The Catholic Worker houses encouraged CPF staff members and other volunteers to live communally with the homeless and help them without trying to proselytize. The informal housing arrangements modeled in the Mary and St. Joseph’s Houses, in which volunteers committed themselves to communal living and spiritual sharing, formed a counterpart to the political organizing taking place at 339 Lafayette Street.

At the other end of the spectrum of this faith-based engagement was the secular, communitarian approach of WRL member Igal Roodenko (Figure 2.10), who lived at nearby Mott Street since his release from prison as a World War II conscientious objector. Roodenko, an
optimist despite his many arrests and incarcerations, defined a pacifist as "someone who can see a silver lining before normal people even know there are clouds around." He was responsible for housing many of the extended families of anti-war activists in a carriage house which was entered through a long corridor at 217 Mott Street. Brad Lyttle, a colleague and member of the Committee for Nonviolent Action, described Roodenko’s shared accommodation as a dingy building with "bad heat, bad plumbing, and bad everything." The good thing was that the monthly rent of twenty-five dollars for two spacious apartments provided shelter to many an impoverished activist. Lyttle lived in an adjoining tenement building and remembered the block as one known for housing people involved in the anti-war and antinuclear movements. Lyttle was also one of the early tenants who rented storefront space at the Peace Pentagon. He used this space to build props and provide sound systems for demonstrations. A 1971 photograph by Lyttle shows the storefront setup of his “Lafayette Service Company.” A typist works amidst a cluttered space with a bandsaw, an extractor fan, a set of metal file drawers, a placard from a celebrated march to Moscow, and portraits of the revered trinity of radical pacifists—M. K. Gandhi, A. J. Muste, and M. L. King (Figure 2.11). The philosophic, the revolutionary, and the quotidian aspects of the pacifist movement thus converged within the interior of this "light
manufacturing” building. Cheap rents and fellowship allowed the activists to remain politically engaged, even as the substandard living and working conditions in the run-down tenements and ill-maintained former factories were not comfortable to their everyday existence.

The camaraderie and tolerance, long cultivated by a beleaguered left, carried over to the Vietnam Era newcomers like Joanne Sheehan, who moved to New York in 1970 to work on the defense for the draft-board raids. Sheehan worked with the CPF in Room 304 at the Peace Pentagon, and along with other young pacifists involved in the anti-war movement, she lived in what she referred to as a “communal house” on Avenue C and Seventh Street. Sheehan was impressed with the multigenerational community within the building and the diverse skill sets—of artists, typesetters, writers, and builders—that contributed to the creative resistance actions fomenting within the building. This mixture of civic purpose, collective responsibility, and conviviality permeated the lives of the staff members and volunteers at the Peace Pentagon.

The tenants working out of 339 Lafayette Street, or sometimes simply using the convenient downtown location as a meeting place, over the years built a network of activist connections that expanded through a system of personal relationships and lifelong commitments. This structure was fluid, as individuals engaged in more than one project and could, in fact, belong to a variety of affinity groups, thus bringing different associates and resources into the building. The WRL has been referred to as a “halfway house of social movements,” and this characteristic of the organization was transferred to the building itself. Throughout the ’70s, the early round of tenants worked in adjacent offices, lived within walking distance of the Peace Pentagon, and knew one another. As issues surfaced and interests unfolded, an office or desk was created in support of a new undertaking. This ad hoc method of accumulating tenants and forging new alliances with the WRL at the center helped to form a “beloved community” within a city and a neighborhood that appeared outwardly inhospitable.


This loose organizing structure began to change in the ’80s as the rundown area along the Bowery and Lafayette Street, full of large commercial spaces, became attractive to artists, theaters, art galleries, and eventually posh boutiques and restaurants. The influx of artists and art institutions, experienced at first as a countercultural development in
the Greenwich Village, SoHo, and Tribeca areas, ultimately brought the attention of the city and developers to these areas. Large-scale abandonment and speculation due to city policy caused real estate values to escalate, ultimately pushing the younger wave of artists drawn to these neighborhoods further east in search of affordable living and work space.  

Despite its central location and proximity to desirable SoHo, the neighborhood around the Bowery and the non-neighborhood north of Houston Street, later re-named NoHo, continued to elude investors well into the ’90s. The presence of single residency hotels, shelters, and missions that catered to the homeless population of the city kept property values relatively low in this sliver of a city between the East and West Villages. Taking advantage of the relatively low commercial rents along the Bowery and Lafayette Street, many bulk restaurant supply stores cropped up in the neighborhood, creating a dystopian streetscape where the homeless hustled to eke out an existence amidst stainless steel appliances, pots, pans, and china. These changes outside the building coincided with several of the older tenants moving out of the city or simply closing shop as long-standing projects came to an end. With the responsibility of a mortgage and a building with deferred maintenance on their hands, the Muste Institute struggled to find new tenants and evict some that, despite many concessions, failed to pay their rent.

Amidst this slowly shifting commercial terrain and in synch with the growing art scene, Karen DiGia, an activist and collector of protest art, initiated a project she called “Gallery 345 Art for Social Change” in a vacant ground-floor space at the Peace Pentagon. Karen DiGia’s curation of exhibitions, such as the “Radical Theater in America” and “Children in Crisis,” focused on works that had explicitly political content or highlighted social problems. These temporary shows were intended to educate the public and provoke discussion about issues involving social justice and to highlight the often-invisible mission of the building to a larger, more local audience. By locating the gallery at street level, DiGia provided a downtown venue to explore the breadth of artists’ contributions to the broader peace and justice movements by linking to prescient issues and changes taking place in the city at that time. In an interview, Karen DiGia emphasized the educational intention of this enterprise, and the events and gatherings in the gallery attracted the attention of artists in the neighborhood seeking more meaningful ways to engage with politics in their work.

In the ’80s, with the rise of conservative politics in the city and the cutbacks in federal funding on social services, a more critical, self-aware generation of countercultural artists found fertile ground in which to produce a new type of politicized art. The art critic Lucy
Lippard, at the vanguard of activist practices, invited artists to discuss the need to document and support the production of various politically engaged artists across the country. In 1980 the group Political Art Documentation/Distribution (PAD/D) grew out of this discussion “to provide artists with an organized relationship to society.”\(^43\) The mission of PAD/D was to archive political artworks and to invest in the production of new work around emerging social issues.\(^44\) In May 1981 PAD/D organized a project called “Death and Taxes” and held an opening of this show at Gallery 345 on Lafayette Street. A year later in 1982 they rented Room 301, a space facing Bleecker Street at the Peace Pentagon. This move into the building was partially motivated by the logistics of a central location and low rent. However, as the editorial in the PAD/D newsletter *Upfront* titled “Fanning the Spark” states, the collective aspired to “create a new audience for the new forms developing from collaboration between social groups and artists—an audience combining both constituencies.”\(^45\) By moving into the Peace Pentagon, this collective of artists had the possibility of engaging more directly with the movement groups with a longer history of political mobilization.

Artists and performance collectives, such as the Bread and Puppet Theater, have traditionally contributed to political movements by producing protest props, signs, posters, and banners.\(^46\) This type of participation, visualizing the movement message, is a time-honored tradition of artists’ activism. Initially, PAD/D artists followed this familiar trope and created posters and joined demonstrations in the ’80s, protesting the urban policies of Mayor Koch locally and the Reagan administration on the national front.\(^47\) Some members of PAD/D sought a different means to use their specific skills as image-makers—one that went beyond the format of a march or propaganda poster—to create a subversive intervention that used space more tactically and spontaneously. To this end, they invited artists to participate in a project titled “Death and Taxes” in the spring of 1981.\(^48\) For this action, PAD/D solicited artists’ proposals to create unsanctioned public works to draw attention to the fact that vast sums of federal tax dollars were being allocated to military spending in lieu of social programs.

The opposition to tax revenues being spent on war and the refusal of individuals to pay a large portion of the taxes that fund war have a long history within the larger anti-war movement within the United States.\(^49\) What better way to get the attention of a government than to stop paying your taxes? Each fiscal year the WRL publishes a “Tax Pie Chart,” showing the large chunk of tax money assigned to war and war-related undertakings. The aim of this exercise is to convince citizens to refuse to pay taxes which, through the many presidencies, have
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Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
Pie chart from War Resisters League. Time line of conflicts from multiple news sources.
been funneled toward unjust wars. Ed Hedemann and Ruth Benn, makers of this pie chart, explain how the U.S. government assigns a fictitiously low percentage to the military budget by excluding debts from past wars, money spent on defense contractors, veterans’ benefits, and other items directly related to military spending (Figure 2.12).  

Drawing inspiration from this age-old form of anti-war activism, twenty artists responded to the call to participate in “Death and Taxes.” They placed their works in publicly accessible spaces, such as subways, restaurant toilets, post offices, and banks, with the express purpose of confronting people where they least expected to find political messages (Figure 2.13). A particularly subversive project by the artist Micki McGee altered standard IRS 1099 forms and then mixed them in with official forms provided to the public at H & R Block, banks, and post offices in downtown Manhattan. In the columns meant to report income were silhouettes of tankers, fighter jets, bombs, and marching soldiers, and at the bottom of the form the words “Can you afford a war?” were typewritten in by the artist. On the second page, another line of type asked, “How would your life be different if your taxes went to . . .,” and then listed a series of choices that included “public transportation instead of aircraft carriers, daycare instead of the draft, and alternative energy research instead of strategic nuclear arms.” Unsuspecting New Yorkers picked up these forms only to discover that they were being asked to reconsider the use of their income taxes.

In the weeks approaching April 15, the war tax resisters are conspicuously visible with anti-tax/anti-war signs on large sandwich boards, leafleting and distributing the tax pie chart on the steps of the post office, City Hall, and IRS offices around the city. The PAD/D artwork, by contrast, exposed this same issue more surreptitiously by locating their work in the unexpected junctures of daily life. By altering the tax forms in an ad hoc way and by placing them in banks and post offices, the artists laid claim to the public through the co-option of space within these institutions. An installation in an abandoned lot, stickers in restaurant toilets, and a projection on an armory building turned the everyday space of urban experience into a forum for spontaneous dissent. In a slide presentation held at Gallery 345 on April 18, 1981, the artists shared the reactions of the passersby to the various works. These early collaborations brought PAD/D into 339 Lafayette Street and introduced a new generation of conceptually oriented artists to the established movement groups within it. Unlike the early period of political movements discussed in Chapter 1, there was no organic cohesion and collaboration between activists and artists. In New York, the idea of political art as a separate entity rather than an embedded
Tito's Incubator, "The Tax Shelter" was constructed in an abandoned city lot next to Anne's house on 13th Street and Avenue A. It consisted of army tank camouflage nets over which was sewn a hand-painted 2-D Tyrannosaurus Rex skeleton in fluorescent pink vinyl. The finished canopy was approximately 30 x 50 feet and stretched from the top of the adjacent building to poles that we erected in the lot. A hand painted 'construction site' sign on the fence (in English and Spanish) explained the imaginary shelter, which was called "Skeletal Estates—the very best in underground living." People were encouraged to invest their money in underground condos that looked very much like bomb shelters or coffins. Many people thought we were actually building them. Others didn't understand the piece. But most people loved the dinosaur, and thought it made the block beautiful and famous.

Anne Pitrone and Thomas Masaryk

---

**CAN'T AFFORD TO LIVE? TOO ALIVE TO DIE?**

**INVEST IN:**

**SKELETAL ESTATES**

**THE VERY BEST IN UNDERGROUND LIVING**

WHY PAY TAXES TO UNCLE SAM WHEN IT WILL JUST GO TO WARS IN OTHER COUNTRIES KEEP YOUR MONEY OWN YOUR OWN HOME AND GET READY FOR WAR TOO. DON'T DEPEND ON THE PENTAGON INVOLVING IN TITOS UNDERGROUND CONDOMINIUM.

APPROVED BY THE WORLD SAFETY CODE

CONVENIENT SIZE: CAN DOUBLE AS COFFIN OR READY SHELTER

ENERGY EFFICIENT: (USE WHERE YOU LIVE)

ANCIENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONDOMINIUM SURFACE

OFFER ROENTGENOMETER: DETECTS NUCLEAR MATERIALS AS WELL AS MADE IN NY TELEPHONE

---

**+ U.S. 2% =**

**TAX SALE - 2% OFF!!**

**MA BELL MOONLIGHTS FOR THE "IRS" COLLECTING YOUR $$ FOR THE WEAPON CONNECTION--WHY DIAL A WAR?--DIAL**

"228-0450" FOR MORE INFORMATION

MONTHLY SERVICE & EQUIPMENT JUL LOCAL USAGE - SEE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE - SEE ITEMIZED CALLS - SEE

TAX SALE—2% Off, This piece was constructed to be installed on 250 public telephone units within New York City. The purpose was to inform people that a 2% tax is issued and collected by the telephone company for the IRS for the government's use specifically for the military.

Lyn Hughes

---

Other participants: Stan Baker "The Human Television", Washington Square Park; Rudolf Banarch, "Death" (poster); Patrick Brennan, "Defensive Discourses", Union Square East; Edward Eisenberg, "The 1040 Bomber" (poster); D.A.R. "In God We Trust", (poster) South and John Streets; Roberta Hander, "Unfare Subway Tax"; Donna Hennes "Chents/Chance for Peace", performance at the IRS building (Church and Murray Streets) at noon on April 15 to coincide with rally by the War Resisters League at noon; Ellen Levine, "Children, Animals, Guns and Money", (poster); Women's Pentagon Action Street Theatre, April 12 starting at noon in front of 339 Lafayette Street and touring the village, Lower East Side and Lower Manhattan.
COUNTER INSTITUTION

33 % of our taxes goes to military spending.

War on the Armory: A 30 x 25 foot image projected from my bedroom window onto the 167th regiment armory at 26 Street and Lexington Avenue in New York City. This projected image alternated with the image of the work “Remember...”. Slides went on approximately three hours every evening, and are still going on every night. Reactions range from sidewalk cheers to rotten fruit thrown at the window.

Tim Rollins

One thousand altered 1040 and 1040A forms informing taxpayers that over 50% of their tax dollar goes to military/defense spending were intermixed with unaltered tax forms and left at eight banks and savings and loan offices in downtown Manhattan from April 5-15, 1981 for taxpayers to inadvertently carry home. Micki McGee

The idea of putting the stickers in bathrooms was, frankly, to get a captive audience; they were put at eye level on the backs of doors of toilet stalls (for women; men’s were on the wall above the toilet) in Manhattan, The Bronx, and Brooklyn, I only saw one response—a woman in a restaurant who came out chuckling.

Lucy Lippard

Don’t pass away your withholding as military dollar, better welfare than warfare.

Liliana Dones
presence within the movement staking its own tactical ground was, in effect, one that was fomented as an alternative to museum- and market-controlled institutionalized art practices.\textsuperscript{52} The particular attempt of PAD/D to engage directly with the activist agendas and tactics while maintaining an interest in an autonomous art practice distinguished this collective.

While the Peace Pentagon often created synergistic relationships between old and new radical organizations, these relationships were not without conflict and requisite negotiation. Even as Karen DiGia brought interested artists from the outside, the support for Gallery 345 Art for Social Change was lukewarm within the building. Beset by financial difficulties, at the time, some within the Muste Institute board argued that the lower storefronts should be reserved exclusively for market-rate commercial tenants to generate income for the building.\textsuperscript{53} Perhaps the commodification of art, the galleries, and the heterogeneous art scene unfolding in the Lower East Side was viewed by 339 Lafayette’s old guard with skepticism. They welcomed the artists’ participation in marches and the display of creative artwork and design input into the production of calendars, posters, and graphic magazine art. They also welcomed the generous support of established artists, such as Donald Judd, who occasionally raised money through art benefits for the movement.\textsuperscript{54} However, the board members of the Muste Institute were not certain how the novel tactics deployed by the ‘80s artists were an asset to the overall agenda of the movement.

**WHISTLE-BLOWING ON CABLE TV (1982–1991)**

By 1983, four years after its initiation, Gallery 345 Art for Social Change made way for an old furniture shop that remained in place at street level for the next twenty-five years. Despite the closure of the Gallery, the PAD/D artists’ collective became a part of the building and remained active until 1988. They initiated a “No Nukes” window display at the Peace Pentagon on the eve of the Nuclear Disarmament UN Session in 1982 and got acquainted with the movement tenants. The tenures within the building it seems were, as always, a reflection and response to the socioeconomic culture in the surrounding neighborhood as well as the national and global events that engaged the movement tenants.

In the ‘80s, with Ronald Reagan as president, covert proxy wars and a divide-and-conquer policy allowed the United States to intervene in the Middle East and to aid repressive regimes and militias in South America. Officially not at war, the U.S. government funded death
squads in El Salvador, and when the news of the funding surfaced, it caused a national outcry among human rights activists. New U.S.-based organizations formed in solidarity with the popular uprisings in El Salvador and Nicaragua. Within the building, the Nicaraguan Solidarity Network of Greater New York supported the Sandinista Revolution and opposed U.S. aid to the counterrevolutionary military movement—the Contras. As hundreds of activists in the United States and Central America went missing, Ann Marie Buitrago, chairperson of the Fund for Open Information and Accountability, housed in Room 302 of the Peace Pentagon, worked for the release of the pertinent documents using the federal Freedom of Information Act. Her whistle-blowing and dogged drafting of appeals in 1982 revealed that the U.S. government had surveilled more than two hundred groups that were critical of the government’s involvement in Central America. As Buitrago completed her project and prepared her report, she also participated in a public-access television project, “Ann Marie Buitrago Reads Agents’ Names Censored by the U.S. Congress, 1981” (Figure 2.14). This video project was produced by the video collective Paper Tiger TV (PTTV), at the time a sub-tenant of the Fund for Open Information and Accountability. Along with office space, the two groups shared the common agenda of making critical information available to the larger public. Public-access cable channels became available in the ’60s, when private companies brokered deals with the government to lay their underground cables alongside other public utilities. In exchange for this private use of public land, the cable companies provided public-access television channels. It took another decade for artists and activists, such as PTTV, to exploit this medium to its full political potential. Using low-budget video footage shot with readily available VHS technology, the collective members sought to create a greater consumer awareness and to provide critical commentary on the news.

PTTV’s early collaborations grew out of the “Communications Update,” a weekly cable television show initiated by the video artist Liza Béar. In one segment of this show, Herbert Schiller, a renowned media critic, read articles from popular news sources, commenting on the form and content of the reportage and pointing out the underlying political biases and assumptions of the writers as he went along (Figure 2.15). This quick and easy format for dissecting corporately controlled print media expanded as other known artists, judges, and intellectuals were invited to “read” such publications as Vogue, Newsday, Artforum, and USA Today. The series was taped in a rented studio, with hand-drawn backdrops that evoked familiar urban settings. The subway car, the view out of an apartment window, and an old apartment boiler room were rendered in a populist cartoon style by the
artists of PTTV. The clownish antics of the participants and the hand-made aesthetic of the productions that included a roaring paper tiger rendered the serious content quirky and accessible.  

In 1983, with Buitrago’s project finished, PTTV took over the entire corner office on the third floor above the WRL. Here the video collective met, generated ideas for new projects, and did postproduction work. The working groups were small, dynamic, and effective. They worked on a voluntary basis and produced alternative newscasts every day. Soon, their office space was piled high with tapes to process and mail to public-access networks nationwide. To keep up with the furious pace of production and dissemination, they formed a separate distribution arm called Deep Dish TV (DDTV). Their catchphrase “Don’t Just Watch TV, Make It” spurred both ordinary citizens and media activists to participate in collective video productions by sending footage of their work to Room 302 at 339 Lafayette Street. In addition to distributing the works of PTTV and other emerging media collectives, DDTV began collaging clips from multiple sources to reflect different perspectives on issues ranging from war to health care. Over time, using the more flexible emerging technologies, DDTV began uploading content via satellite to local public-access networks.
COUNTERING MEDIA DISINFORMATION
(1990–2001)

With the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the anti-communist propaganda that had long been the pretext for U.S. military vigilance appeared outmoded. With this shift, the activism that had contextualized the activities of the WRL since their move to the Peace Pentagon during the Vietnam War also shifted course. With the arms buildup that defined the U.S. military-industrial complex firmly in place, and the Soviet Union no longer acting as a buffer to its global ambitions, the United States boldly asserted a militaristic agenda in the Middle East. The quest for control over the world’s largest energy reserves made this region the focus of a new geopolitical warfare.

In 1991, a pivotal moment in the global history of conflict, the U.S.-led coalition forces authorized by the United Nations launched a series of airstrikes against former ally Iraq in retaliation to its invasion and annexation of Kuwait. The broadcasts leading up to this war and the war itself, transmitted via global satellite, presented a highly mediated image of U.S. intervention in the Middle East. Dramatically billed as “Operation Desert Storm,” and broadcast live on mainstream news and media outlets, this war purportedly allowed viewers access to the frontlines as Iraqi cities were bombed, and U.S. troops moved swiftly across the desert, followed by journalists armed with videos and cameras.

In response to this first-of-its-kind reportage of a war, with live coverage provided by embedded official reporters, PTTV embarked on a series of programs to counter what DeeDee Halleck, founding member of PTTV, describes as “media disinformation.” The result, a ten-part video series entitled the “Gulf Crisis TV Project,” was created through a collaboration of local and international video activists. This informative documentary project began by examining the history of the Gulf region, went on to document the dissent on the home front, and finally, recorded the losses, grief, and anger of the Iraqi people as the armed assault ended.

The network of television activists nurtured by PTTV and its distributing arm, DDTV, participated in this undertaking. The videos sent to the group’s offices on Lafayette Street and spliced together by the volunteer videographers in Room 302 formed a collective record of the deep opposition to this short but devastating war.

Within the building, this project allowed a rare degree of collaboration between PTTV and the WRL, and a fifty-foot-long banner bearing
the words “Talks, Not Troops!” was strung from the parapet of the building (Figure 2.16). The words echoed the long-cherished goal of the WRL and the raison d’être of the Muste Institute to use words and persuasion rather than force to dissipate conflict. The Gulf War programming aired by PTTV promoted the war-resistance activities taking place in the building, such as the nonviolence training, the GI hotline in support of soldiers refusing to fight, and war tax resistance. DeeDee Halleck observed that “WRL, while a cordial neighbor for over five years, had scarcely taken notice of our media work, as it did not fall within the standard Left classifications of “organizing.” However, with the coming of the war, we began collaborating on many aspects of the anti-war activities, exchanging information and resources on a daily basis.”63 The realization that a collective of video producers could be active organizers and that television could be a vehicle of mobilization helped PTTV gain respect in the eyes of its old-school neighbors on the left.

Equally important, the dedication to a common cause of many participants outside the building once again created a unity of purpose within the building, reaffirming the status of the Peace Pentagon as a headquarter of the peace and justice movement. The documentation of diverse voices and opinions via the medium of video, followed by the dispersion of these voices and opinions through satellite networks,
helped usher in a new era of DIY media. Through its coverage of the war, PTTV created an alternate communications network that challenged the singular narrative of the war being broadcast on mainstream media outlets. The repercussions of this brief but potent war, as captured in the “Gulf Crisis TV Project,” continue to serve as a powerful account of public dissent.

Throughout the decade of the '90s the national psyche was lulled into complacency as the economy picked up. In this period New York City emerged as a prime global city centered on its insurance and real estate economy. The price of oil dropped down to a historic low by the end of the decade, and everyone seemed to outwardly benefit from this state of affairs. Even as the fast-paced globalization and emerging communications brought everything closer, the gap between the rich and poor increased exponentially. The 1993 truck bomb detonation in the basement of the World Trade Center in New York City, seen as a one-off act of terrorism, was a signal of more to come. The Gulf War, after all, had lasted a mere hundred days with minimum casualties for the allied western forces. The memory of this invasion was brought
home afresh as two hijacked American Airline planes full of passengers were deliberately flown into the World Trade Center in New York’s financial district on September 11th, 2001.

Murray Rosenblith, executive director of the Muste Institute (1985–2008), along with colleagues, stood on the roof of the Peace Pentagon that morning and watched with sadness as the second tower of the World Trade Center collapsed before their eyes. Two days later a sign painted by volunteers at the Catholic Worker and fastened to the metal railing by members of the Nicaraguan Solidarity Network appeared on the roof bearing the words, “An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind”\textsuperscript{64} (Figure 2.17). The banner, hung toward the Bleecker Street side of the building, confronting the iconic New York skyline, minus the fallen towers, was cautionary rather than didactic. It steered passersby away from President Bush’s declaration of the “War on Terror” toward the Gandhian notion that violence begets more violence.

The national mood following the attacks of September 11th was initially somber, as vigils and marches paid tribute to those affected by the tragic loss of life. But within two months, the deployment of troops in Afghanistan presaged the beginning of what became the longest war in United States history. Despite strong and continuous opposition to this war, the actions of protestors failed to attract the kind of front-page attention that the activism of the ’60s had garnered. With the passage of the Patriot Act in October, a few weeks after the attacks, a new and increasingly intrusive means of government surveillance of citizens and foreigners was put into effect. The role of local police expanded in the name of public safety and resulted in greater restrictions in the streets and homes across the country. Despite large turnouts to oppose the retaliatory wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the occupation of public space to express opposition to war appears to have receded in the public imagination. State and local police became adept at managing crowds and mainstream media at ignoring them.

**LIVE-STREAMING ONLINE (2011–2015)**

There are, however, moments when a certain energy and momentum coalesce at a particular time and place, and the movements that have maintained themselves in the city through the patience and fortitude of a few are suddenly rekindled in the many. Such was the case on September 17, 2011, a whole decade after the World Trade Center bombing, when a younger generation of activists camped out in Zuccotti Park in downtown Manhattan to bring public attention to the
crises within the global financial community. Their grievance was that the majority (99 percent) remained locked with debt and financial insecurity while corporate finance flourished. This action, known as Occupy Wall Street, was part of a worldwide movement, as multiple sites across the globe were occupied to launch a call for economic justice. Social media was instrumental in building up this new type of collective opposition, as real-time footage and actions on the ground were shared electronically to produce solidarity among a dispersed political community. The newly formed media collective Global Revolution TV documented these activities in New York City by collecting and uploading a continuous stream of videos from the events unfolding at Zuccotti Park and making them accessible to viewers globally. For the most part, this two-month-long occupation progressed in an orderly fashion with the mechanism of impromptu General Assemblies fashioned to make collective decisions for what was consciously billed as a leaderless movement. David Graeber, one of many voices for this movement, viewed the “kitchens, libraries, clinics, media centers and a host of other institutions, all operating on anarchist principles of mutual aid and self-organization—a genuine attempt to create the institutions of a new society in the shell of the old.”

During the occupation, Global Revolution TV worked on battery-powered laptops within the park, using “hotspots” to connect to the wireless network. However, rain, police harassment, and the constant loss of equipment eventually required them to find a more stable indoor option. A contact through DDTV led to a small office on the second floor of 339 Lafayette Street. Global Revolution TV was grateful for the proximity of the office to the encampment site but also maintained a more extensive setup at a collective loft space in Bushwick, Brooklyn. In 2012, in a familiar case of history repeating itself, Global Revolution TV’s live-work quarters in Bushwick were raided by the police, thereby making Room 204 at 339 Lafayette Street a semi-permanent home for an itinerant population of live streamers.

Four years after its formation, Global Revolution TV had more than a hundred contributing members with an avowed commitment to be a leaderless movement. These members, known by the quality of their tweets and short videos, were dispersed in Syria, Turkey, Yemen, Spain, and the United States, with followers around the globe. The collective comes alive when political crisis necessitates political action and broadcast. Such was the case on November 24, 2014, when a grand jury in St. Louis County declined to indict the police officer responsible for the fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. The small office at Lafayette Street, chock-full of cables, servers, monitors, keyboards, and sleeping bags, was a hive of activity
as sleep-deprived collective members made sure that events related to #BlackLivesMatter were fed to their Twitter and Facebook followers.

Global Revolution TV saw itself as organizationally different from the other, more traditional leftist organizations that shared the building on Lafayette Street. It was run entirely by volunteers, and there was no active fund-raising or community building, although donations for items such as equipment were gratefully accepted. Spinning out of the Occupy movement, Global Revolution TV sought to create a process, a new way to use their dispersed base of volunteers to work on multiple platforms through virtual communication. In this regard, they differed from the issue-based whistle-blowing associated with the earlier generation of activists.

Despite the growing importance of the Internet and social media to organizing and movement building, the emergent electronic commons still relied on a centrally located physical office in New York City. Urban sociologist Saskia Sassen's hypothesis that space within the globally networked city becomes even more important as it affords the opportunity to create privileged nodes to control the global economy applies to both global corporations and the groups that criticize them. Observers of recent technological changes have pointed to the continuing importance of physical place as a location in which to express dissent. Given the wider geographies of resistance and the cultural heterogeneity of organizing, some argue that this space needs to be reimagined creatively through insurgent occupations. Despite this call for temporality, a strength of many grassroots movements within the real estate–driven economy of New York is that they have always counted on the more stable left-leaning institutions such as the Muste Institute to help them survive. At the best of times, these new and sometimes short-lived initiatives challenged and brought more vitality to the building in a continual process of making and remaking the space.


There is no way to peace. Peace is the way.
—A. J. Muste

This often-quoted saying by A. J. Muste summarizes the aspirations of the early generation of activists at the Peace Pentagon, whose commitments to the movement were lifelong and integrated into their daily lives. They hoped to convince by personal example, and they sought to build a small but potent social movement in opposition to
the prevailing values of a democracy driven purely by economic imperatives. Muste’s call for “peace” is therefore an ultimate form of resistance, critical to the implementation of a grassroots democracy. To this end, grants, communal housing, and side jobs that did not compromise one’s personal ethics subsidized the work of the first generation of organizers that headquartered at 339 Lafayette Street. For the radical pacifists constituting what was seen as the “new left” in the ’60s, the ideal of peace was not simply a tactical alternative to war but a way to create a new and, thus, revolutionary society. This type of nonviolent revolution has long been influenced philosophically by the Gandhian concept of Satyagraha, but it has been shaped more specifically by the experience of the civil rights and anti-war movements in the United States in the ’60s and the personalist politics emerging from countercultural movements at the same time.71

With the end of the Vietnam War in 1974, new suborganizations such as the Continental Walk sprouted within 339 Lafayette Street to bring attention to emerging issues and to voice different perspectives. After that walk, as WRL grew, one of the core concerns was to eradicate racism and sexism, beginning with the male-dominated, mainly white leadership within the pacifist organizations that emerged after the Vietnam War.72 At the Peace Pentagon, feminist perspectives against patriarchy combined with the antinuclear movement to form the ecofeminist movement in the ’80s.

Four decades later, in a bright yellow cubicle (Figure 2.18) within the WRL office, Ali Issa, WRL’s national field organizer, spoke of a renewed push toward inclusivity and the need to expand and sustain a movement whose anti-war message is pertinent in an era in which the nation is engaged in a seemingly endless war with an elusive enemy: global terrorism.73 In this brave new world, the concept of the community is ever more fragmented. Issa seems to support the nonhierarchical structure of the Occupy movement. He describes his job as an organizer to get himself out of the task of “organizing” by empowering others to take over the projects.74 He sits in the cubicle formerly occupied by Ralph DiGia, who was a member of the WRL staff for fifty-two years and ran the organization’s office at Lafayette Street until his retirement in 1996. DiGia was the embodiment of the dedicated pacifist, appearing at the office every morning and rarely missing a march, a rally, or a demonstration well into his nineties. His commitment to the movement dated back to 1941, when he refused induction into the military and spent three years in prison for refusing to participate in World War II as a secular conscientious objector.75
With its profusion of anti-war posters, pamphlets, buttons, and other political paraphernalia, the WRL office seemed to be a visual archive of four decades of activism rather than a functioning office. Lined up against a wall were shallow shelves displaying books, pamphlets, and other literature. *The Handbook for Nonviolent Action* and *War Tax Resistance*, two best-selling political how-to books, shared space with collections of polemical essays by renowned pacifists like Jeannette Rankin, A. J. Muste, Barbara Deming, and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Above these shelves hung posters that highlighted the various WRL campaigns against war, poverty, and the penal system. Literature, WRL calendars, posters, buttons, and stickers were all for sale. The promotional volunteer work at the office involved processing orders for merchandise. These sales, membership dues, and endowments constituted the bulk of the organization's income over the years.

In February 2015, the group had a full-time staff of four people—an office manager, a bookkeeper, and two field organizers. In addition, a
small team of interns and a staff of volunteers worked out of the second floor office.

The eight workstations set up along the windowed walls of the office were partitioned off from the main space by banks of metal file cabinets. Rusty, the beloved office cat, named after onetime WRL member and famous civil rights leader Bayard Rustin, sauntered around an area plastered with stickers that describe various causes and pithy responses to crises: “Free Chelsea,” “Goin’ Broke Paying for War,” “Boycott Israel: Free Palestine” (Figure 2.19). In the center of this room, a large conference desk faced a whiteboard scribbled with to-do lists. This is where staff meetings, planning, and group discussions took place and ongoing projects were fleshed out (Figure 2.20).
War Resisters League Office 2014.
Photograph © Jade Doskow.
Linda Thurston, the organization’s office manager, sat at the corner desk overlooking the intersection of Bleecker and Lafayette Streets, where she had a dramatic view of downtown Manhattan to her right and the office’s red front door to her left. Thurston, who was responsible for the upkeep of the office, was hired for the post in 2000. She had worked in other nonprofits before and discussed her job and her role in transforming the WRL from a paper-based operation to a digitally oriented one. In 2015 she viewed the size and setup of the office as a holdover from the past, when there were many more projects, people, mailings, and meetings being held in the space.

As the original owner/occupant of the building, the WRL commanded the largest office within the building. Its central location, up the first flight of stairs from the main entrance, made it a touch point within the building. Other groups with little or no paid staff tended to use space at 339 Lafayette more sporadically and after hours—in the evening or on weekends. Gregory Sholette, a former member of the artists’ collectives PAD/D and REPOHistory, recalls that their small three hundred-square-foot space was convenient to the participating artists since, at the time, most of them lived or worked in the neighborhood. They used the office to meet, plan, and store materials. The affordable office in the downtown location provided an intimate space for critical exchange and strategic planning. Run by a mainly volunteer workforce, the accessible downtown location was a big attractor. The structure of the artist collectives such as PAD/D shared similarities with that of the older leftist organizations. In inviting like-minded artists to document and distribute political art, the founder, Lucy Lippard, wanted to archive their projects and create a network of support and visibility for a scattered left. Like the WRL, PAD/D collected dues, generated projects through consensus, and published a newsletter to announce events and provide critical commentaries. Their office, like that of WRL, was a center for organization and communication and, in this sense, not a place of labor but rather a place for planned action.

OFFICE SPACE AS PUBLIC REALM

The projects and activities at the Peace Pentagon represented a larger scope and practice of resistance—one in which the public realm can be seen in terms of three different scales of engagement: between the internal community of groups within the building; between the local coalitions demonstrating and occupying sites within the city; and between national and global networks working to connect online and off. These scales of collaboration demarcated the geographies of
participation where the unlikely spaces of the offices at the Peace Pentagon became the synergetic center of an interconnected resistance.

A time line tracing the movement groups that occupied the Peace Pentagon over the years serves as a reflection of this interconnected political landscape (Figure 2.21). War, violence, and economic inequality within in the United States and beyond from 1969 to 2016 shaped the counter-institutional history of the organizations within the building. Long-established anti-war groups such as the War Resisters League and their partners, the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom and the Granny Peace Brigade, maintained a steady presence on the building’s second floor with a focused anti-war agenda. Other groups that burst into prominence in the ’70s and ’80s, such as the anti-nuke SHAD alliance, the Mobilization for Survival, and the artists’ collectives PAD/D and REPOHistory, endured for a short but productive spell and then disbanded, leaving a legacy of subversive intervention and issue-based organization. The focus on bottom-up communications media by PTTV and DDTV was prophetic of the Internet-era organizing, as it provided a precedent to collaborate with others separated by distance and paved the way for the creation of a real-time global commons. In 2016 most groups, both old and new, relied on social media to connect to larger populations and navigate an increasingly complex globalized political terrain. The small office building at 339 Lafayette Street absorbed these changes and remained a place where the utopian ambitions and the concrete realities of building a political community were expressed.

The A. J. Muste Memorial Institute, with its sheltering mission for its movement tenants, provided a critical service in a downtown area where unaffordable commercial rents pushed many other nonprofit and activist organizations out of the city or into extinction. Over four decades, this privately owned building operated as a public forum for many thousands of participants interested in the “town hall” style of community action that Arendt idealized as the traditional and radical basis for a uniquely American revolutionary participation. Critical reevaluations of Arendt’s work, such as that by gender theorist Judith Butler, point to the weakness in Arendt’s definition of a public sphere as a place where appearance matters and action is important. Butler evokes “other spaces” that allow those excluded from the visible public sphere to participate. Along these same lines of thought, other advocates of public space have pointed out that the space is not an end in itself but rather that it is vital for the creation of new “publics” in a fragmented, post-national, global world. The public realm, by extension, is a concept that lies beyond the confines of ownership; it is formed wherever people seek to encounter one another, argue, debate,
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Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
Tenant list compiled with the assistance of Ed Hedemann, past tenants, correspondence, newsletters, and meeting notes from A. J. Muste Memorial Institute.
and negotiate. The existence of the building and the access to space were incidental and not central to the expectations and aspirations of the movement tenants. Unlike some of the other “right to city” grassroots organizing that was unfolding in different parts of the city, this building was a by-product rather than a focus of the activism.

Despite its physical decrepitude, or perhaps because of its generally undesirable appearance, the building at 339 Lafayette Street served as a vital node that permitted and, in fact, encouraged the formation of new political perspectives. In a city driven by an escalating real estate market and policies that emphasize privatization based on maximized profit, the existence of the Peace Pentagon and its collective mission allowed groups and individuals to remain involved in various platforms where normally they might not have found a foothold. The presence of connected affinity groups in this small building facilitated the flow and exchange of ideas and created a much needed literal and
figurative forum in a city where the voice of the political left could express itself. Having a space to meet, plan, and work allowed and encouraged continuing dialogue, resulting in cross-pollinations across social groups that contributed to a broader production and evolution of political action.

With its potential to empower individuals and facilitate social, political, and economic conversations, the space allowed multiple groups to confront issues involving energy sources, climate change, housing, income inequality, and war. The building, along with its larger history, points to the hybridity of urban space and architecture not only in its symbolic dimension as a signifier but also in its practical function as a place to enact and live public life. Without the subsidized rents and available work area, the spaces tagged with broken guns, raised fists, and roaring paper tigers would not have endured as long as they did (Figure 2.22).
3

THE COMMUNITARIAN ESTATES OF LOISAIDA
(1967–2001)
In 1978, after helping residents of the Lower East Side establish control over poorly managed and abandoned apartment buildings, the housing advocacy group Interfaith Adopt-a-Building (AAB) was looking to adopt a building of its own. They looked for a space large enough to accommodate its hundred-plus staff members and organizers. They set their sights on an abandoned schoolhouse, the former PS 64, on a block adjoining Tompkins Square Park. They leveraged their connections with the city to gain access to the property and invited CHARAS, a Puerto Rican collective dedicated to community organizing, to join them in occupying and running the large facility.\(^1\)

Working together, they formed a community center to pursue a three-part agenda to build “Housing, Community, and the Environment.”\(^2\) The center was named El Bohio—“the hut”—to signify the ideals of a movement that had emerged from the community activism of the Puerto Rican population of the Lower East Side. Through their combined efforts, a building designed to educate and nurture successive generations of low-income Lower East Side residents was thus restored to its intended function.

This large schoolhouse, built at the beginning of the twentieth century to serve the historically working-class immigrant neighborhood, represented an important connection to the Progressive Era history of the Lower East Side (Figure 3.1).\(^3\) The school’s closing in the 1970s indicated a broader strategy of consolidation and shrinkage of public services adopted by the city in the wake of a fiscal crisis. There was a meteoric drop in the overall population in New York City that was particularly drastic in lower income neighborhoods, such as the Lower East Side. PS 64, which once served 2,500 children, was reduced to a population of 884 at the time of its closing in 1977.\(^4\) The building, left unattended by the board of education, was vandalized and reduced to a state of shambles in a short period of time. Its large windows were broken, lighting and plumbing fixtures were stolen, and sections of copper from the roof had been ripped off to be sold in the black market. This pillaging by vandals and lack of management left the interior exposed to both natural and human elements. The large classrooms and wide hallways became a haven for all manner of people seeking shelter. Drug dealers purportedly conducted a brisk trade within the building, and the stately schoolhouse, once an asset to the
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In 1978, after helping residents of the Lower East Side establish control over poorly managed and abandoned apartment buildings, the housing advocacy group Interfaith Adopt-a-Building (AAB) was looking to adopt a building of its own. They looked for a space large enough to accommodate its hundred-plus staff members and organizers. They set their sights on an abandoned schoolhouse, the former PS 64, on a block adjoining Tompkins Square Park. They leveraged their connections with the city to gain access to the property and invited CHARAS, a Puerto Rican collective dedicated to community organizing, to join them in occupying and running the large facility.\(^1\)

Working together, they formed a community center to pursue a three-part agenda to build “Housing, Community, and the Environment.”\(^2\) The center was named El Bohio—“the hut”—to signify the ideals of a movement that had emerged from the community activism of the Puerto Rican population of the Lower East Side. Through their combined efforts, a building designed to educate and nurture successive generations of low-income Lower East Side residents was thus restored to its intended function.

This large schoolhouse, built at the beginning of the twentieth century to serve the historically working-class immigrant neighborhood, represented an important connection to the Progressive Era history of the Lower East Side (Figure 3.1).\(^3\) The school’s closing in the 1970s indicated a broader strategy of consolidation and shrinkage of public services adopted by the city in the wake of a fiscal crisis. There was a meteoric drop in the overall population in New York City that was particularly drastic in lower income neighborhoods, such as the Lower East Side. PS 64, which once served 2,500 children, was reduced to a population of 884 at the time of its closing in 1977.\(^4\) The building, left unattended by the board of education, was vandalized and reduced to a state of shambles in a short period of time. Its large windows were broken, lighting and plumbing fixtures were stolen, and sections of copper from the roof had been ripped off to be sold in the black market. This pillaging by vandals and lack of management left the interior exposed to both natural and human elements. The large classrooms and wide hallways became a haven for all manner of people seeking shelter. Drug dealers purportedly conducted a brisk trade within the building, and the stately schoolhouse, once an asset to the
neighborhood, quickly became a menace to residents of the surrounding blocks.⁵

Establishing a community center on city-owned property was not an impromptu act of occupation but rather the embodiment of an ongoing struggle for political and social autonomy by the neighborhood’s marginalized Puerto Rican community. Since the late ’60s, AAB, CHARAS, and their many collaborators had fought on multiple fronts to halt the physical and social destruction of a broad swath of the Lower East Side. This self-proclaimed jurisdiction, indicated on

3.1
Public School 64, view from East Ninth Street, 1908.
Photograph courtesy of New York City Municipal Archives.
the many maps prepared by AAB, extended from Fourteenth Street in the north to Houston Street in the south and from Avenue A in the west to the blocks of public housing lining the East River. This area, with its commercial spine along Avenue C, had been home to a large community of Puerto Ricans since the ’50s. They followed in the footsteps of immigrant groups—the Germans, the Irish, the Jews, and the Ukrainians—for whom this neighborhood had served as a stepping-stone toward a more prosperous future in America. The Puerto Ricans, however, came at a time when the post-industrializing city offered fewer opportunities to a blue-collar workforce. The gradual disappearance of manufacturing jobs from the city left the new arrivals with few employment options to face the grim reality of the post-war economy.

They settled in neighborhoods such as the South Bronx, East Harlem, the Lower East Side, and Williamsburg and Bushwick (Figure 3.2), following the trail of available tenement and public housing in New York City. It was in these neighborhoods, or “barrios,” as they came to be called, that they saw their living conditions worsen in the ’70s as federal subsidies for housing and social services dwindled, schools and hospitals closed, and a city on the brink of bankruptcy began cutting back on police protection, garbage collection, street cleaning, and municipal services. Diminishing support from the public sector was followed by a depreciation of the value of private real estate. Absentee landlords stopped maintaining their properties, squeezed out poorer tenants, evaded taxes, and sometimes even burned down buildings to collect the insurance on structures whose value had precipitously declined. Charred buildings, boarded-up windows, and garbage-strewn lots characterized the urban landscape. And the lack of heat, electricity, and hot water was a domestic constant that plagued the many families trying to survive in the barrios within New York City.

The multiple crises of employment, housing, and education unfolding in these neighborhoods transformed many residents into activists and generated new forms of political agency among the city’s Puerto Ricans. On the Lower East Side, deteriorating buildings and public spaces became the staging ground for experiments in alternative community organization. Residents converted rubble-strewn vacant lots into gardens, rundown tenements into cooperative housing, and storefronts into community centers. These actions created new uses and meanings for neglected urban spaces and generated a network of support through community-organized resistance to urban disintegration.
By 1960, over 600,000 people of Puerto Rican birth or parentage lived in New York City. Illustration by Nandini Bagchee. Map based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau.
In 1974, when the Puerto Rican poet-playwright-plumber Bimbo Rivas memorialized this blighted territory in his poem “Loisaida,” he took a significant step in claiming the neighborhood as a spiritual as well as a physical home for the struggling Puerto Rican community (Figure 3.3). Once the neighborhood was claimed as “Loisaida,” it generated a new narrative of hope for the community of Puerto Ricans in the postindustrial city. The name “Loisaida,” derived from a Spanish-inflected pronunciation of “Lower East Side,” helped galvanize support for a series of actions involving the idea of a place that was variously reimagined as a “movement, an ideology, and a state of mind” and, later, as a “fight-back mentality” and a “philosophy of responsibility, cooperation, and determination by the people.” These sentiments were transmitted by word of mouth, poetry, and performances, and they were reinforced by the work of activists and ordinary citizens who transformed the neighborhood through work and play.

Temporary occupation of streets and parks through performance, combined with the reclamation of buildings and green spaces through reconstruction and ecological stewardship, constituted the ethos of this grassroots Puerto Rican movement (Figure 3.4). Harnessing the skills and energy of many engaged participants, the Loisaida movement was rooted in claiming a variety of urban sites through embodied actions. These sites, acquired through negotiation with multiple constituencies—citizens, police, negligent landlords, and the city—were
brought to life by ephemeral acts of performance and more permanent acts of construction and occupation. The reclamation and transformation of urban spaces was indicative of a broader neighborhood movement to piece together a fragmented cityscape by multiple big and small acts of public participation.

3.4
Loisaida: View at street level. Fourth Street block party, with Baile Boricua performing, 1979. Tenement at 309 East Fourth Street is in the background. Photograph by Marlis Momber.

EDUCATION IN THE STREET (1967)

There is nothing more exciting to me now than the fact that within the community on these streets I find leaders emerging who don’t just want to take the law into their own hands, who don’t want to protest, but who, with a deep and intuitive earnestness and dawning awareness, want to make things work.
—Buckminster Fuller, CHARAS: The Improbable Domebuilders

Man, these streets are a whole life experience. I’m now using techniques I learned when I was a gang leader. You know, it’s a simple decision to make. You destroy things or you make them.
—Chino Garcia, CHARAS: The Improbable Domebuilders

In 1968 the renegade architect/environmental provocateur Buckminster Fuller stopped briefly on his travels around Spaceship Earth to lecture a youthful audience in a small building on the corner of
Tompkins Square Park in the heart of the Lower East Side. In his talk, Fuller encouraged his audience to join a global grassroots movement to eliminate poverty and design a sustainable future. His call to join in a new world order—one that existed outside the official political system—fired the imagination of a group of young men whose own experiences of poverty and the criminal justice system made them mistrustful of the government. These young men were members of the Real Great Society (RGS), a newly formed Puerto Rican youth collective based in the barrios of the Lower East Side and East Harlem.

The Real Great Society, named audaciously in response to President Johnson’s Great Society, sought to achieve bottom-up self-sufficiency within the poverty-stricken neighborhoods of New York City. Introduced to community organization through their involvement in street gangs, the leaders of this new constellation were eager to use their leadership skills more productively to help create a robust future for their community. The news media celebrated the mythical aspect of this transformation of gang members into agents of positive neighborhood change. The charismatic young leaders of the Real Great Society were invited to talk to young people in poor urban neighborhoods around the country and to educate their more well-to-do counterparts on college campuses about their initiatives in the inner-city neighborhoods of New York. With a growing concern about urban crime, there was a pressing interest by both private foundations and government agencies to fund programs targeting juvenile delinquency in cities like New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. The Real Great Society, while fundamentally opposed to the paternalism embedded in such charity, leveraged their visibility to apply for grants, and organize for self-sufficiency in New York City.

In 1967 a seed grant from the Astor Foundation allowed the Real Great Society to set up small, locally controlled businesses: a leather goods store, a day care center, and a nightclub. A second grant of twenty-five thousand dollars from the same foundation allowed the group to begin one of its most enduring projects, the University of the Street, the place where Buckminster Fuller delivered his lecture. Begun in a rented storefront at the southwest corner of Tompkins Square Park, this university sought to remedy the shortcomings of the official education system by providing a free supplemental education with the help of a volunteer teaching staff.

Because of the positive press coverage and its location in the Lower East Side, the University of the Street attracted not only local low-income residents from the neighborhood but also a number of curious middle-class white students from the outside. The student body, at
any given time, generated the course list, which ranged from the remedial to the intellectual. The curriculum included classes in English, Spanish, math, karate, music, dance, and philosophy. It also included job training courses in areas such as television and radio repair. This curriculum, which combined the liberal arts with much needed job training courses, was partly driven by its two primary sources of funding: private foundations and the federal government. The federal government was more interested in the job training, whereas the private institutions were more interested in the arts and cultural programming.

In 1968, after four years of building networks both inside and outside the neighborhood, the Real Great Society got its first substantial federal grant of $258,447. The money enabled the university to expand its operations and lease five floors within the same building on East Seventh Street with the intention of establishing a similar program in East Harlem. The grant brought with it both possibilities and new responsibilities that ultimately strained the Real Great Society’s informal working structure. The original group split up, but the members continued to expand their community-focused work along different fronts. The East Harlem branch of the Real Great Society went on to create an Urban Planning Studio that began as a collaboration with Columbia University but went on to become a one-of-a-kind community-controlled planning organization. The University of the Street continued to operate independently, eventually buying the building and becoming a privately funded nonprofit institute.

DOMES IN VACANT LOTS (1968–1972)

Lower East Side–based Real Great Society members Chino Garcia and Angelo Gonzalez enlarged their community agendas, forming a new collective in 1968 with four other people whom they had met and connected with while on an Outward Bound trip to Mexico. Upon their return to the city, they named the new collective CHARAS, an acronym based on the first names of the founding members—Chino, Humberto, Angelo, Roy, Anthony, and Sal (Figure 3.5). Over the next decade, this six-person group quickly expanded into a fluctuating collective of more than two hundred participants that included Puerto Ricans from the island and locals who wanted to implement change and rebuild an inclusive city through self-organization. Some of the group’s founders used the philosophy of self-reliance under extreme conditions, cultivated in Outward Bound’s outdoor leadership training program, to understand and address urban abandonment on the Lower East Side.
3.5
Real Great Society (RGS) members (lower row), as featured in *Life Magazine* article, 1967 and later, CHARAS founding members (upper row), as featured in *CHARAS: The Improbable Dome Builders*, 1973. Above, the University of the Street, an alternative educational institution founded by the Real Great Society on Avenue A in Loisaida. Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
In its early period, CHARAS focused on educating the community while addressing the lack of quality housing, health care, and employment opportunities in the neighborhood. In 1970 they reestablished contact with Buckminster Fuller in an effort to tackle the prescient question of housing in their neighborhood. Fuller, age 75, and always on the lookout for fresh collaborations, responded with enthusiasm to this request. Together, they decided to build a prototype geodesic shelter as a first step toward addressing the affordable housing crisis in New York City.

The modular geodesic-dome house, originally designed by Fuller to address a postwar housing need in the United States, was adopted in the ’60s by an unexpected constituency—a mainly white, middle-class, countercultural youth movement in rural settings. However, these build-it-yourself domes also appealed to a young welfare-weary Lower East Side audience that saw in its unique design a novel appeal—a low-cost, collectively built alternative to government-subsidized housing. In a landscape full of vacant lots and ill-functioning residential buildings, Fuller’s dome residence seemed like a hopeful step forward. Providing an alternative to the prevailing rhetoric and financial support of the existing anti-poverty programs in the neighborhood, they desired to follow a different course of action. The domes required a certain level of involvement in direct problem-solving that appealed to the DIY sensibility of the CHARAS collective. For CHARAS and their growing youth corps, the urban dome project symbolized a way out of the deadlock between poverty and a dependence on welfare. Syeus Mottel’s book, aptly titled, CHARAS: The Improbable Dome Builders, provides a vivid first-person account of the project. His interviews with the main participants, photographs, and observations provide a start-to-finish account of this project.

Roy Battiste, the “R” in CHARAS, the most mathematically inclined of the founding members, took a leading role in the project. In 1970, he leased the third floor of a condemned, city-owned warehouse at 303 Cherry Street in the southern end of the Lower East Side and skillfully converted it into a workshop and living quarters for the working collective. The first of the geodesic structures was built to fit inside this open loft space with a triangulated wood frame skinned with canvas panels. This intervention in the loft demarcated space for different activities and provided privacy for the residents. The expansive live-work quarters were gradually filled with tools, models, drawings, and mock-ups. This active design-build studio generated interest among the children living nearby, and the teenagers recruited by CHARAS for this project became a part of the growing collective (Figure 3.6). Volunteers from neighborhood art programs, along with what Mottel
described as “uptown people and dome freaks,” were drawn to this makeshift dome laboratory. Within this soon-to-be-demolished warehouse, serious learning formed the basis for a “continuous low-ebb party.”

Fuller’s assistant, the architectural student Michael Ben-Eli, intermittently visited New York from London and provided instruction on geodesic science to the collective. In consultation with Ben-Eli, CHARAS members planned a version of the dome constructed with bent cardboard triangles, reinforced with metal mesh, and plastered with ferro-cement. This structure was a prototype designed to provide temporary housing for a family of four. With Fuller’s support and growing interest around the work, CHARAS secured a New York Foundation for the Arts grant to help fund the actual installation. By late fall of 1972, the collective installed two dome structures in a vacant lot at Jefferson and South Street, with the permission of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Assembly took much longer than anticipated, as heavy rains, blackouts, and flailing morale took their toll on the volunteers that had rallied behind the project. The first of the domes met a tragic end at the hands of the fire department when, ironically, a homeless man seeking shelter lit a fire inside the structure. The second one, completed in January of 1973, enjoyed some publicity and prompted a visit by Fuller on his way to a lecture at Carnegie Hall. This test dome enjoyed a brief sojourn in the shadow of the LaGuardia and Rutgers public housing develop-
ments, close to the piers of the Manhattan Bridge, before being dismantled by the city to make way for a housing development (Figure 3.7). 24

Although the prefab dome urban housing proved untenable in New York City, CHARAS’s dome-building activities and the group’s outreach to neighborhood youth continued to expand over the next two decades. The Cherry Street loft, a transitional communal space, provided a blueprint for the live-work, collectively run spaces that became central to CHARAS’s organizational structure. They branched out from the Lower East Side to the other barrios of New York, forming networks and creating participatory projects focused on youth education. 25 The domes, manufactured on rooftops, in lofts, and in storefronts, appeared regularly in New York’s public spaces. These skeletal triangulated structures, clad with different materials, were deployed in street festivals as band shelters, in community gardens as greenhouses, and on rooftops as temporary shelters.

A tubular frame structure assembled inside a communal loft space on Avenue B appears in German photographer and CHARAS

3.7 CHARAS dome cardboard substructure in vacant lot on South and Jefferson Streets, with Manhattan Bridge in the background, 1972. Photograph by Syeux Mottel. Courtesy of Matthew Mottel.
collaborator Marlis Momber’s 1978 German documentary “Viva Loisaída.”

This loft, rented from a private owner, was one of many communal quarters and could sleep and support up to twenty-five people. The beds were arranged dormitory style with drop-down curtains for privacy. At one end of the loft, along the street-facing side, was the CHARAS meeting and work area, demarcated with the tubular dome frame. In the ’70s CHARAS began producing these domes through their port-a-dome initiative. For the next twenty years, these prefab domes cropped up in nuclear and housing protests within the city and were also adapted as more permanent enclosures further afield. The dome symbolized both the self-sufficiency of CHARAS and the group’s autonomous participation in a larger global-environmental movement. This outward projection and promotion of a grassroots movement were important steps in educating and getting the support from a wider external audience while maintaining a strong foothold within the geographically inscribed territory of Loisaida.

**YOUNG LORDS AND THE LOISAIDA MOVEMENT**

In their quest for autonomy, RGS and CHARAS were part of a larger civil rights movement unfolding within a politicized Puerto Rican community in the United States. In Chicago the Young Lords, a radical Puerto Rican activist party, emerged in response to the race-based displacement and discrimination faced by their community. Their efforts and narratives galvanized other Latinos and Puerto Ricans in cities across the United States. In the summer of 1969 the New York City chapter of the Young Lords announced its formation in a ceremonial gathering in Tompkins Square Park. The group set up an office in the Christodora House, a vacant, city-owned building originally built as a settlement house on the eastern edge of the park. Although a larger proportion of the Puerto Rican youth population was located in East Harlem, the decision to stage the formation of the New York City chapter of the Young Lords on the Lower East Side was geopolitical. Tompkins Square Park was the historic locus of many radical political movements. The Young Lords’ symbolic claiming of this park, with its long history as a locus of radical dissent, was strategic. It was a public expression of their interest in leading a citywide movement toward progressive reform. The day after the chapter’s formation, the members of this group mounted the “garbage offensive,” demanding better sanitation services from the city by piling mounds of uncollected garbage in the middle of Third Avenue in East Harlem and setting fire to it. This act of civil disobedience in the streets was followed by a well-publicized occupation of a church, where the Young Lords created a breakfast program, a clothing drive, a day care center,
and cultural programs to demonstrate the potential of a marginalized community in action. Their performative acts of claiming space, backed up by providing social services, challenged the establishment and fueled the imagination of a younger generation of Puerto Ricans. The control and repurposing of urban space fueled the resistance. In their demand for space and their right to self-determination, the Young Lords frequently evoked a longer history of spatial struggle against Spanish colonialism and American corporate interests in Puerto Rico. The fifth point of a thirteen-point program publicized by the Young Lords through *Palante*, their bilingual newspaper, called for taking “Community Control Over Our Institutions and Land.” By occupying and repurposing institutionalized spaces, such as churches, streets, and hospitals, the Young Lords brought attention to issues involving housing, sanitation, health care, and education.

These visible public actions were a call to arms to the traditionally marginalized Puerto Ricans across the city. Within the Lower East Side Puerto Rican community, which was closely linked to the East Harlem organizers, these takeovers of space resonated positively. Their own practices of spatial appropriation were less militant and more pacifist. As RGS/CHARAS founding member Chino Garcia put it, “If the Young Lords’ symbol was the rifle, ours was the hammer.” The Lower East Side’s greater racial and ethnic diversity and the long history of social reform made the contours of the Puerto Rican organizing in Loisaida different from that in East Harlem. While asserting the primacy of the Puerto Rican experience in New York, the broader Loisaida movement was closely engaged with other Latinos, as well as African Americans and white activists who lived and worked in the neighborhood. The civil rights and anti-war movements discussed previously in this book had created an enclave of radical political resistance in Greenwich Village in the ’60s. With the end of the Vietnam War in 1974, many of the activists and artists, in search of affordable living quarters and attracted to the social dynamics of the neighborhood, began migrating east to the Lower East Side. The returning Vietnam War veterans, as well as the new generation of draft resisters, found common cause with the grassroots factions organizing around “right to city” causes.

In June 1978 *WIN* magazine, which typically covered the topics of war, peace, and nonviolent action, dedicated an entire issue to Loisaida (Figure 3.8). In the editorial, the magazine noted that “the people of Loisaida have risked voicing their lives to an unknown audience, stepping beyond the boundaries of their neighborhood to speak to their sisters and brothers in the nonviolent left.” The articles in this issue of *WIN* described the concerns and accomplishments of the people of
Loisaida, in the areas of housing, environmental initiatives, poetry, music, and performance. The type of publicity helped connect people working on social justice in Loisaida with a larger network of politicized organizers. This, in turn, catapulted a relatively local group of organizers into a broadly recognized social movement.

NO HEAT, NO RENT: ADOPTING BUILDINGS (1970–1975)

Community organizing in 1970s New York City often centered on the lack of jobs and the scarcity of quality affordable housing. In a vicious cycle of cause and effect, the ongoing exodus of the middle class to the suburbs and the perception of the city as a dangerous place were major factors in the disinvestment of private real estate. Property owners, a historically powerful constituency in the city’s economic landscape, sought ways to make good on their troubled investments in a flailing economy. In low-income neighborhoods, many landlords stopped paying taxes and maintaining their properties. As the cost of fuel rose, property owners sought to recoup their losses and drive out rent-regulated tenants by cutting off heat, electricity, and water. Forced evictions and warehousing—a strategy of keeping buildings vacant for extended periods of time—left people without homes while buildings sat abandoned and empty. Neglected properties were vandalized and sometimes deliberately set on fire by building owners in a last-ditch effort to collect insurance. Once vibrant and densely populated residential neighborhoods all over the city were abandoned and, in some instances, reduced to rubble by fires and preemptive demolitions.

In response to this escalating housing crisis, tenants across the city galvanized support from faith-based organizations, legal service agencies, and housing advocacy groups. “No Heat, No Rent” banners appeared on buildings as renters fed up with substandard living conditions took matters into their own hands and declared rent strikes. Some advocates and tenants went beyond the traditional rent strike, taking collective control over the management of their buildings. In 1970 a radical Catholic clergyman, Monsignor Robert Fox, organized a group of residents in East Harlem and rehabilitated two fire-damaged buildings on East 102nd Street, facilitating their conversion into cooperatively owned apartments. This process, dubbed sweat equity, allowed future residents of the co-ops to contribute construction labor as a form of down payment toward a future apartment.
As tenants organized rent strikes and took over the management of their buildings in many low-income neighborhoods, the city was on the brink of bankruptcy. To press delinquent property owners into paying their back taxes, the city took possession of many of these “in rem” properties through tax foreclosure with the intention of selling them at public auctions. Paradoxically, this pressure hastened the process of abandonment as owners simply walked away from their properties, leaving tens and thousands of run-down buildings filled with unhappy tenants in the hands of the city. The Housing and Development Administration (HDA), an agency tasked with property development and management, saw in the sweat equity movement a reprieve in its role of unwilling landlord and property manager. By 1974 urban homesteading, as this process came to be known, was recognized by the federal government as a legitimate way to rehabilitate housing in several cities across the country facing similar housing crises. The actual implementation of this seemingly simple idea—putting apartments back into the hands of the users—was a long and complex process. It began with assembling construction crews, negotiating construction loans, fixing the buildings using the labor of people that were potentially unskilled, and then ensuring that buildings were up to code and habitable. The agencies’ goal went further to make sure that these buildings were financially and organizationally secure long-term and able to pay back their loans. The city and federal agencies looked to local housing advocacy groups to provide the infrastructure and community outreach to make these projects viable, and to provide the tenants with the technical assistance necessary to self-manage a building long-term. Once the homestead proved to be under a stable internal management structure, the apartments were transferred from the agency to the resident homesteaders as limited equity cooperatives.

The housing advocacy group Interfaith Adopt-a-Building (AAB), introduced at the start of this chapter, was one of the many tenants’ rights and housing advocacy groups operating in New York City in the early ’70s. They began by organizing rent strikes in East Harlem and relocated their offices to the Lower East Side in 1974—to an area that was most drastically affected by the disinvestment. This area, bounded by Fourteenth Street in the north, Houston Street in the south, Avenue D in the east, and Avenue A in the west, lost 40 percent of its population between 1970 and 1980 (Figure 3.9). Many residents left the area voluntarily or were forced out because of the worsening conditions of the neighborhood during this time period. Of those remaining, census data shows that a majority were of “Puerto Rican birth or parentage.” The increase in the ratio of Puerto Ricans in this area was not a result of new influx but rather indicative of the overall departure...
of all but the poorest residents. One out of every three buildings in this blighted territory, renamed “Loisaida” by the Puerto Rican poets/activists, was city-owned and imperiled with demolition.

This high rate of disinvestment, vacancy, and public ownership gave AAB the opportunity to negotiate the outcome of these properties on behalf of the tenants, as well as those dislocated and homeless. The group maintained an inventory of all properties within the thirty blocks of Loisaida and used this data to plan for a more comprehensive development while providing aid to one building at a time. AAB put up signs around the neighborhood, offering help to tenants seeking to take control of buildings in various states of abandonment and decline. In the early years a mainly volunteer group of coordinators divided up the blocks among themselves and approached residents of their assigned blocks. The coordinators kept track of all the tenement buildings and helped residents become aware of their rights. They facilitated the formation of block associations, offered support to groups seeking to manage their buildings collectively, and were actively engaged in keeping up to date within this specific geography of Loisaida.

AAB’s work, however, did not stop at addressing housing needs. They frequently collaborated with other community organizations such as CHARAS and aspired to bring a more holistic vision of a neighborhood-wide development. In a report prepared for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, AAB described its mandate as looking at all scales of life in Loisaida—beginning at the level of the city and moving down to the scale of the block and the building. The work of AAB intersected with that of several other locally based arts, education, and community outreach organizations, and its success depended on keeping everyday concerns of the residents connected to broader planning and property management goals. To this end, AAB brought together concerned citizens and organizers from community-based groups at “town meetings” to exchange information and ideas about housing and plan events designed to raise the morale of an economically depressed community. These town meetings had a double purpose: first, to help unify different groups within the neighborhood who were working toward a common goal, and second, to encourage residents to express their views within an open public forum. The meetings were conducted in English and Spanish, and “emceed” by Bimbo Rivas, who punctuated serious discussions of jobs and housing with spontaneous bursts of poetry. Music, performance, and celebrations were a necessary part of this forum intended to solve problems with creative ingenuity.
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The well-attended sessions were first convened in a building on the corner of Avenue C and Fourth Street, in a building that came to be known as the “Loisaida Townhouse” (Figure 3.10). This structure, a former yeshiva dormitory, offered the right mix of big and small rooms for use as an ad hoc community center. The first floor was used for meetings, gatherings, and performances. A larger vestry on the second floor was converted into an open training gym with what was described as an “Olympic size boxing ring.”

El Teatro Ambulante, a traveling performance troupe founded by Bimbo Rivas and his mentor, the renowned poet Jorge Brandon, rehearsed in the building, preparing for public performances on the streets of New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago. Nicknamed “El Coco que Habla” (the Talking Coconut), Brandon was a respected figure in the Loisaida community. Having recited poetry in the streets and squares of New York City since the ’40s, he brought the rich oral traditions of Puerto Rican spoken word, infused with political activism, to Loisaida. Performances by El Teatro Ambulante explored the theme of territorial
conflicts in Puerto Rico as well as the more contemporary struggle for survival in Loisaida. The narrative of dispossession articulated through these ambulatory performances acquired weight through the adopting of buildings in Loisaida.

NO HEAT, NO RENT: ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY (1974–1978)

In 1974, AAB sponsored its first successful urban homesteading project at 519 East Eleventh Street. This badly damaged building, slated for demolition by the city was, instead, rehabilitated through sweat equity. In order to fund the renovation, AAB obtained financing through a municipal loan program and brokered a deal with the city’s Department of Real Estate. They advertised the project by word of mouth and, working in collaboration with CHARAS, quickly gathered a crew interested in the work. If AAB was involved with the legal and technical aspects of homesteading, CHARAS, operating out of their communal loft quarters on Avenue B, was the force that brought social cohesion. The critical mass of people needed for the implementation of the sweat equity projects was gathered from their flexible network of associates and DIY ethic. CHARAS member Luz Rodríguez, a second-generation Puerto Rican and a native Loisaidan, joined the homesteading effort at 519 East Eleventh Street as a “sweater” at the age of seventeen. A year later she had an apartment of her own in the building and was the youngest equity owner within the building. For Rodriguez and other members of her generation, projects such as these provided the physical and conceptual challenge of doing something outside the framework of normative social expectations.

Besides the CHARAS contingent, the participants of the Eleventh Street homesteading project included a heterogeneous group of locals with little or no construction experience as well as an outside group. Brent Sharman, a volunteer coordinator for AAB visiting the site in its early phase, recalls a daunting, empty shell of a five-story brick tenement with a pile of rubble at the bottom. Despite these odds, those deployed in the physical reconstruction secured ownership of eleven apartments within the building in a short period of two years. For AAB, the realization of this project was a watershed moment. It allowed them to expand the scope of the organization’s work from tenant organizing to workforce development for the repair and renovation of vacant buildings. In the aftermath of this project, AAB qualified for a substantial federal grant that allowed them to expand their operation and create an infrastructure for job training in construction and building management.
The model homesteading project at 519 East Eleventh Street inspired two other homesteads and a wave of civic improvements on the same block. Residents cleaned out vacant lots and garden enthusiasts planted a fruit and vegetable garden. El Sol Brillante, created on two adjoining city-owned lots, made use of discarded building materials from the renovation of the homesteads to create raised beds, planters, and benches. A multigenerational and multiethnic endeavor, the garden of the sun represented an early example of organic farming in the city and was among the first properties to become a part of a larger land trust in 1980. This flurry of activity on a block best known for the sale of auto parts from stolen cars was collectively known as the “Movement on Eleventh Street.”

The publicity garnered by this effort attracted the attention of a group of sympathetic young architects and planners. This contingent, seeking to implement small-scale alternative energy–generation technologies into new models of affordable housing, found its way to Loisaida. The ever ambitious Loisaida community welcomed the new “Energy Task Force” as it set about making the building on East Eleventh Street more energy efficient (Figure 3.11). They began by adding improved insulation in the exposed surfaces of the building and then went on to install solar collectors on the roof as a way to reduce future operating costs. This group published its work in a manual entitled “No Heat, No Rent,” turning a slogan for a rent strike into a do-it-yourself, long-term, energy-conservation goal. A year later the same group, in collaboration with the homesteaders, upped the ante by installing a wind turbine on the building’s roof to generate electricity. The turbine’s dramatic forty-foot-high presence in the New York City skyline created a media sensation. The Washington Star featured a photograph of the turbine with solar collectors in the foreground and the Empire State Building in the background. The write-up described the approach as “small-scale and innovative—providing a quiet contrast to the traditional energy empires and the bigger-is-better philosophy” (Figure 3.12).

**MIRACLES IN LOISAIDA (1978–1982)**

The amount of energy generated by the turbine was not significant, but the symbolic impact of this “windmill” competing in a New York City skyline with the Empire State Building spire to the west, and the Con Edison chimney stacks to the east, provided a significant boost to what sociologist Daniel Chodorkoff described as the Alternative Technology (AT) movement in Loisaida. He documented and studied both the social and the environmental aspects of this movement in Loisaida.
in his PhD thesis, *Un Milagro: Alternative Technology and Grassroots Efforts for Neighborhood Reconstruction on New York’s Lower East Side*. In 1980 this movement aspired to explore the use of renewable energy as a means to achieve greater self-sufficiency. Recycling, gardening, and seeking alternatives to energy preoccupied CHARAS as well as other neighborhood youth groups such as C.U.A.N.D.O. One third of Chodorkoff’s dissertation focuses on CHARAS and views their prioritization of a holistic social alternative to economy, culture, housing, and energy as the true goal of the AT movement. He describes CHARAS’s use of simple technologies to apply environmentally sound practices as not an end in itself but rather a transformation of society inside out. The combination of homesteading, gardening, and forming consensus through local town hall meetings in Loisaida came close to what social theorist Murray Bookchin advocated as a way to create a “Libertarian Municipal society.”

In this model of governance, small urban self-governed assemblies with specific social and ecological goals form the basis of a democratic confederation. The professionals and homesteaders involved with the Energy Task Force and some of the organic gardening advocates had met as students at a summer program at the Institute of Social Ecology, which was run by Bookchin and Chodorkoff in rural Vermont. Bookchin was a product of an older, more radical anarchist tradition with roots in the Lower East Side. He reconnected with this geography through his young students and Chodorkoff, who found among the camaraderie of groups such as CHARAS the lived reality of Bookchin’s socioecological utopia.

In the summer of 1980, ten years into its port-a-dome enterprise, CHARAS was invited by the Institute for Social Ecology in Vermont to build a year-round aquaculture dome. The communitarian vision of CHARAS, a decade after its foundation, continued to challenge the status quo on many levels and redefined the Nuyorican (New York–Puerto Rican) identity. Through their creative endeavors, they sought to dismantle not only the stereotype of the welfare-dependent Puerto Rican but also the stagnant alternative of the assimilated middle-class Puerto Rican moving out of Loisaida into what the poet Miguel Algarin refers to as the “dark void of the American dream.” In 1972 Algarin began informal poetry jams in his living room to give voice to the poets, playwrights, and musicians experimenting with language and the experience of life in New York City as Puerto Ricans. The Nuyorican Poets Café grew out of this soiree and, by 1980, established itself in a tenement building on East Third Street. This building and the many well-known poets that emerged from the institution brought visibility to the movement. In his introduction to *Nuyorican Poetry: An Anthology of Puerto Rican Words and Feelings*, Algarin captures the spirit embodied in the efforts of CHARAS and other community-based
initiatives during this time: “The next day the Renegades continue their work, and the Dynamites initiate their construction. The work at first is slow and there is no existing language to express the feelings and work to be done. Language and action are simultaneous realities. Actions create the need for verbal expression.” The synchronicity of word and action represented by the theatrical and logistical interventions in Loisaida was about creating a culture of resistance, experiment, and change.

CHARAS, at the forefront of many of these actions, remained relatively flexible in terms of defining a specific mission. Chino Garcia described their role at the time as a catalyst in the neighborhood. Within Loisaida, they organized on a project-by-project basis and partnered with a variety of people and organizations to launch urban space-based initiatives that brought visibility to their causes. A core collective of six to eight full-time members worked with many different teams of volunteers on a variety of reconstruction projects. They made decisions collectively and were committed to the idea that youth empowerment and self-knowledge rooted in culture, ecology, and education were the key to breaking the cycle of poverty, violence, and demoralization. They gathered a large following of young volunteers from New York and Puerto Rico who lived communally and provided...
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Top: Entry detail of the recycling center from the *Quality of Life in Loisaida* (1979). The crew posing in front of the door are CHARAS members. The headline from the newspaper reads "Don’t waste it."
Bottom: La Plaza Cultural in foreground with CHARAS recycling center to left in the middle ground, 1980.

the support to get projects off the ground.67 They used this power base to consolidate public space, and they established three important alternative institutions in the blocks between Avenue C and Tompkins Square Park: La Plaza Cultural, a large open-air assembly space; CHARAS Recycling Center; and El Bohio Community Center.

The first of these, La Plaza Cultural, was an open gathering space fashioned from a ragged assortment of city-owned lots bordering the southwest corner of Avenue C and East Ninth Street. In 1978 the lots were filled with trash, construction debris, and the carcasses of old cars. CHARAS installed a chain-link fence around the perimeter of the fifty thousand-square-foot site to protect it and cleaned up the property using the energetic labor of its collective members. Liz Christy, the founder of the Green Guerillas, donated plants for the plaza. Other members of the organization set up a rain harvesting and composting facility within this park. However, La Plaza Cultural, named and planned in the grand tradition of public squares in Latin American cities, was far more than a garden. It was a space for everyday encounters and a forum for public events. To this end, volunteers piled up a large mound of dirt at its center and fashioned an amphitheater out of wooden railroad ties. The program for the space was fluid. In the summer, town meetings; informal gatherings of musicians; and celebrations with theater, poetry, and dance transformed this patchwork of vacant lots into a beloved and valued community resource. The revival of folkloric performances such as the bomba and plena from Puerto Rican sugar plantations transposed into this Loisaidan context made relevant the radical performance-based resistance of a distant place and time (Figure 3.13).68 With its openness to street and avenue, La Plaza Cultural provided a perfect place at which political resistance and social life converged.

Environmental stewardship of the streets around the Plaza was the natural next step for CHARAS. In 1978 a grant from the National Center for Appropriate Technology (NCAT) allowed the group to convert a vacant five thousand-square-foot former oil depot into a community-run recycling center. The vast amount of trash littering the neighborhood became the instigation for this venture. A “cash for trash” incentive publicized by posters throughout the neighborhood brought mounds of recyclable glass, paper, and aluminum into the facility (Figure 3.14).69 This for-profit venture created employment for the youth and turned waste into an asset. The conversion of the polluted single-story garage structure (also filled with garbage) into a place of environmental stewardship was indicative of the longer-term goals of a community planning for a sustainable future.
In March 1979 the *Quality of Life in Loisaida/Calidad de Vida en Loisaida*, a free bilingual quarterly, documented the successful ventures and positive changes taking place within the neighborhood and warned residents about the imminent threats to these gains. One article described the annual Three Kings Day parade in Loisaida, an event in which a costumed procession of kings, angels, and camels moved through the blocks around Avenue C, giving “Miracle Awards” to properties that had been “saved” in the previous year. These included several sweat equity buildings, a community center, a music studio, the Nuyorican Poets Café, and CHARAS’s recycling center. The writer of the article characterized this last “miracle,” the recycling center, as “a place where not only our garbage but our spirit is recycled.”

**COMMUNITY AT EL BOHIO (1978–1998)**

The rehabilitation of PS 64 and its transformation into a community center was the most ambitious undertaking, one that completed the “campus” of properties claimed, rescued, and eventually managed by CHARAS. The grand five-story brick and terracotta structure, straddling the block between East Ninth and East Tenth Streets, between Avenues B and C, was designed in 1906 by the architect C.B.J. Snyder, Superintendent of School Buildings, as a state-of-the-art public school for the then populous immigrant community of the Lower East Side. Snyder’s innovative H-shaped plan integrated two raised outdoor courts at the north and south ends of the building, facing East Tenth and East Ninth Streets respectively. These generous terraces served multiple functions: They allowed light into the classrooms, provided a buffer from the street, and allowed outdoor space for recreation and events. A 350-seat auditorium tucked under the Tenth Street terrace with a separate entrance was included in the original design of the school. This public hall provided a venue for evening lectures, performances, and political rallies for three generations of residents from the time of its construction to its closure in the ’70s (Figure 3.15). In this manner, the school had always been an architecturally and socially significant community asset. Despite its deteriorated physical condition, the school—with its many classrooms and large public spaces—was well suited to become El Bohio Community Center.

CHARAS’s move into the prominent schoolhouse, introduced at the start of this chapter, came at a time when the Loisaida movement was at its apogee. AAB officially leased the building from the city to manage its expansive job training program, which was funded by a federal Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)
grant. In 1978 this bootstrap organization, run for several years by a mainly volunteer staff, was able to hire a hundred employees consisting of program coordinators, planners, and paid trainees. AAB capitalized on this trainee task force to initiate the repair and renovation of the fifty thousand-square-foot building. However, given the enormity of the task, the grudging support from the city, and the limited resources, they quickly realized that they would need the support of the larger Loisaida community. They invited CHARAS to share the building. Within a year, raising money from private and public sources and with the volunteer labor of friends and comrades, CHARAS and AAB managed to make the first two floors of the building reasonably habitable. The renovation was provisional, but CHARAS’s motto “Doing more with less”—attributed to the group’s mentor, Buckminster Fuller—kept the operation afloat and attracted tenants and programming to the building. The gym, the theater, the printing press, and the town meetings—activities first begun and housed in the Loisaida Townhouse—were gradually absorbed and expanded within the partially renovated community center.

AAB set up their offices on the second floor in the southeast wing of the H-shaped schoolhouse building. They used the many classrooms on this floor to conduct workshops and run job training programs for construction and building management. The CETA grant came with tremendous responsibilities, and AAB, which had been so effective in
their grassroots role, struggled to keep pace with their newfound affluence. So, although it was AAB that initially negotiated the occupancy in PS 64, it was CHARAS that eventually took over the role of building manager and program facilitator for El Bohio Community Center. They arranged a couple of desks, a bulletin board, and some filing cabinets on the first floor, below AAB, toward the Ninth Street side of the building. From this vantage point, they kept an eye on the main entrance and kept track of the activities within the building. Securing the schoolhouse in a neighborhood still rife with drugs, crime, and destitution was a challenge all by itself. CHARAS renovated the classrooms one room at a time and invited their colleagues and collaborators from the art, educational, and environmental organizations to join them in populating the expansive interior.

In exchange for space, various professionals and nonprofits joined the enterprise offering instruction in art, dance, photography, and martial arts. Among the early operatives within the building were Seven Loaves Inc., a nonprofit arts coalition, and the magazine Quality of Life in Loisaida. Seven Loaves provided administrative support to smaller arts collectives, including Children Arts Workshop, Printshop, Fourth Street I, Cityarts, Los Hispanos, and the Teatro Ambulante. Some of these same arts organizations, in turn, worked out of the building, generating a synergy of exchange between housing, culture, and the environment that had emerged in the neighborhood. The Quality of Life in Loisaida, headquartered right next to Seven Loaves on the second floor, continued to report and inform on the economic, social, and political dimensions of life in Loisaida.

During the first few years, the cultural and educational programs promoted by CHARAS became the mainstay of El Bohio. Chino Garcia, in his role as chairperson of El Bohio board, recruited several different people and organizations to take charge of various aspects of the new community center (Figure 3.16). Describing the CHARAS approach to community organizing, Garcia explained in a recent interview, “If someone came to us and said they wanted to work on the project, we said, ‘Sure, here is your desk, there is the phone, get started!’” He credits this method as having led to the launch of several successful grassroots efforts in this building—among them, Picture the Homeless, an organization that sought to put a human face on city residents who had no place to live, and Recycle-a-Bicycle, an organization that taught kids to build their own bicycles from old parts. This laissez-faire approach allowed programs located in the community center to evolve organically out of the interests and concerns of old and new residents. This process of expanding incrementally, in step with the gradual renovation of the building, contributed to El Bohio’s open-
ended and egalitarian character. With the influence of Seven Loaves, artists of color and alternative art practices were nourished and lent weight to the creative endeavor of forming an institution based on the holistic approach championed by CHARAS.

One of the principal projects that absorbed CHARAS in El Bohio was the renovation of the 350-seat auditorium in the basement. The many successful performances produced by CHARAS in the parks and around the neighborhood found a more permanent indoor venue in the basement of El Bohio. In 1981 the New Assembly Theater reopened with *Winos*, a play written by Bimbo Rivas about the problems of alcoholism and drugs within the community. Rivas, an alum-nus of PS 64 and author of the poem *Loisaida*, was one of the leading figures of the activist theater movement that was a means to disseminate the message but also a creative expression of a besieged people in the survivalist landscape of Loisaida. The importance of performance as a tool to examine social issues led to the creation of other radical theater groups such as Divaldo Theater, Big Bucket Theater Company, Ninth Street Theater, and Carnival Knowledge. All of these groups used the building to rehearse, offer workshops, and stage regular performances.

In 1981 a group of experimental film enthusiasts began screening movies in the building that highlighted politically themed films focused on housing, social movements, and community development. They invited young but relatively unknown directors such as Spike Lee to screen their films and engage in a dialogue with the audience. They built a projection booth in the old school cafeteria on the first floor at the rear of the building, and Matt Seig, along with Doris Kornish—a recent arrival from West Virginia—coordinated a regular film series in this makeshift cinema. Doris had her own desk in the main office, where she spent hours poring through newspapers, film criticism, and movie catalogs to create a unique film program built around themes that were pertinent to the center (Figure 3.17). Classic films were paired with the work of local and lesser-known filmmakers from Latin America, Africa, and Asia to explore common themes of struggles against capitalism, war, and poverty. This well-attended program was advertised through attractively designed posters that CHARAS pasted around the neighborhood. *Films CHARAS* became a neighborhood institution and included conversations with filmmakers to encourage audience participation.

As artists moved into the neighborhood and new commercial and non-profit art spaces opened in the Lower East Side, El Bohio also became a venue for visual arts exhibitions. The walls of the building’s main
entry lobby on Ninth Street were cleaned, painted, and fitted with lighting so the space could be used as a gallery. It was here that many local artists got an opportunity to present their work and participate in group shows. Openings were enlivened by performances of jazz and Latin music, and the presence of a makeshift bar made for a festive reception of new works. In 1980 El Bohio was one of several venues on the Lower East Side that presented a large group show on nuclear disarmament sponsored by the collective Artists for Survival. A floor-to-ceiling mural by the artist Anton Van Dalen, executed on the southern wall inside the gallery, focused attention on local housing problems by depicting the neighborhood with a giant “real estate cockroach” at the center (Figure 3.17). The two small Puerto Rican flags within the mural, according to the artist, were a reference to the community’s predominant ethnic makeup in the ’80s. This mural, entitled Lower East Side: Portal to America, made clear that despite the success of El Bohio and the many community initiatives, the neighborhood was still very much at the center of a continuing housing crisis.

While forging new relationships and widening its networks in its role as the moving force behind El Bohio, CHARAS also reconnected
with its long-term associates in its continued pursuit of an ecological agenda. In June 1982 Daniel Chodorkoff organized an “Urban Alternatives” conference at El Bohio. The conference combined the center’s three-part mission: housing, social ecology, and the role of the arts in building community. Over the course of two days, twenty panels convened to discuss topics ranging from food supply and auto-free zones in New York City to energy alternatives and housing. The classrooms at El Bohio were used for multiple, simultaneous panels along with a range of workshops conducted by alternative technology advocates, housing activists, local politicians, anarchists, and artists. According to the *East Village Eye*, the forty-five-minute keynote address delivered by Murray Bookchin encompassed “1848 Marx to New Deal pragmatism, but settled somewhere on the steps of Loisaida.” For Bookchin, the continuing efforts of groups like CHARAS represented a heartening example of a participatory, self-organized democracy in action.

Other conference participants included a group of more established politicians who echoed this same call for self-determination. A panel on housing and gentrification focused on how small gains within Loisaida were threatened as the city, under Mayor Edward Koch, moved aggressively to create incentives for developers. Councilwoman Miriam Friedlander, a strong voice for community control and a vociferous critic of the mayor’s policies, insisted that when it came to the housing market, the city should be held accountable in its role as “regulator” rather than “speculator.” This conference, simultaneously festive and thought-provoking, led to the possibility of exchange between those in office and their constituents, the citizens of Loisaida. It also made visible the tensions between the more utopian strands of the Loisaida movement and the shifting priorities of the city and the neighborhood as New York City slowly emerged from its fiscal crisis.

The acts of physical reclamation, accomplished through a creative process of inventing an integrated vision of self-governance, could not have been possible without often circumstantial and sometimes deliberate support from local and federal agents. In describing the work of AAB, the pragmatist-poet and founder of the Nuyorican Café, Miguel Algarin, wrote, “To stay free is not theoretical. It is to take your immediate environment. Who owns the building in which you live? Find them out, then deal directly. Who is willing to talk his way through the legalese that puts wrinkles on the tongue? Roberto Nazario is willing. He can chew a Municipal Housing Authority contract down to its bold deceits.” Algarin presents Roberto Nazario, the coordinator of AAB at the time of the move into PS 64, in a respectful fashion, as someone who is capable of dealing with the city and federal bureaucracy while remaining “free.” This balancing act of depending on
federal aid while organizing on behalf of tenants ultimately strained the organizational structure of AAB. The transition from tenant organizing to managing a federally subsidized CETA program created a rift within the tight-knit Loisaida community. Some of the tenants and block associations that had viewed AAB as an advocate and cohort began to view the organization as part of the establishment as it regulated loans and struggled to transfer homesteaded properties to building cooperatives.  

LA LUCHA CONTINUA (1982–1999)

The hard-won gains in Loisaida were challenged throughout the ’80s as the United States, under President Reagan (1981–1989), and the city, under Mayor Koch (1978–89), began to cut back on federal and municipal subsidies. Despite Loisaida’s remarkable transformation, and partially because of it, the changing fiscal landscape dramatically affected the nature of organizing in this neighborhood. As capital began to flow back into the city, the once abandoned and neglected sites that had been transformed into the gardens, homesteads, and community centers in Loisaida were increasingly coveted by those with speculative interests. Whereas during the ’70s community groups had focused on laying a physical claim to an unwanted neighborhood, the next decade was about preserving these gains and warding off new threats of dislocation as investors saw opportunities in a rapidly gentrifying landscape.

As federal money for energy initiatives, job training, and housing programs dried up, organizations that had come to rely on these benefits grew smaller and ultimately folded. This lack of fiscal support, combined with a change in leadership, led to the dwindling influence of AAB in the neighborhood. As the vocational training programs run by AAB drew to a close at El Bohio, CHARAS was left to run the center as a more arts-oriented community space. In 1984 El Bohio signed a fifteen-year lease with the city for the PS 64 building and hoped they would get more funding for pending renovation. After six full years of occupation, the building still lacked a functioning heating system, the roof leaked, and the top two floors of the building were mostly unusable. After repeated lobbying through supportive local politicians, El Bohio received a community development fund from the city to repair the roof and install a new heating system in 1984. This money never went far enough, however, and new problems, such as a flood in the basement theater, kept management busy applying for construction grants and seeking new fiscal sponsorship.
Urban scholars and historians view the influx of educated white artists, galleries, clubs, and new cultural institutions into formerly poor and working-class neighborhoods as a contributing factor, if not a direct cause, of gentrification. In the case of El Bohio, the new influx of artists, anarchists, and radicals was seen by CHARAS as a potential ally in the struggle against the city-developer coalition. To keep the building financially viable and socially vibrant, El Bohio rented the larger rooms to theater groups for rehearsals on an hourly basis and the smaller classrooms to artists for studio space. In the mid-’80s two well-organized art auctions brought some degree of fiscal solvency to the center as well as a new generation of contributors to the building. The artists who donated their works for this auction helped subsidize the operations of the center, which continued to provide such basic services as computer classes, after-school programs, films, and theater spaces to local artists and residents at nominal fees (Figure 3.18).

Urayoán Noel, in his book on four decades of Nuyorican poetry, provides a nuanced perspective of the continuities and ruptures in the “counter-politics” of the Nuyorican poets movement, which is informative to the analysis of El Bohio’s transformation. In 1982 the Nuyorican Poets Café closed for repairs and went into a long hiatus. During this time, Noel writes, the homegrown Nuyorican poetic tradition, which was rooted in the politics of survival in Loisaida, was “canonized” within the context of the larger Chicano diasporic experience. According to Noel, when the café reopened in 1989, a younger multicultural cast of characters performed within new formats that embedded the political struggles and anxieties of the older generation to offer a “global” resistance to new threats that commodified the authenticity of the older, more localized resistance. Similarly, in the later years, the Loisaida movement and, consequently, El Bohio opened to a wider audience in order to continue to provide vital resources at the local level. This culture was formed around several new identities that included the broader multiethnic Latino constituency as well as an emergent, anarcho-squatter-collectivity with links to a European, as well as a nascent American punk, search for a new identity. Added to this wide spectrum of outsiders was the escalating presence of the disenfranchised and homeless people that found, in the vacant lots and Tompkins Square Park, an odd camaraderie and tolerance. These disparate groups adapted the spatial struggles and counter-institutional stances of the previous decade of a Loisaidan struggle to the new modalities of police violence and the battle for urban space unfolding in the Lower East Side.
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El Bohio Community Center. Sectional view with a select list of users and their location within the building.
Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
THIRD FLOOR
- Clay Arts (briefly)
- Carnival Knowledge
- Vocational Training
- Recycle a Bike
- Tyli’s Photography
- Rehearsal Room
- Martial Arts Room

SECOND FLOOR
- United Musicians Ltd.
- Scavenger Theater
- CHARAS Office
- Education & Computer Center
- Quality of Life
- Darkroom
- Community Room
- Tompkins Square Artists

FIRST FLOOR
- Art Gallery
- Teatro La Terrassa
- CHARAS
- Adopt-a-Building
- Survival Performance
- Terrace

BASEMENT
- Auditorium & Teatro
- Ambulance (Bimbo Rivas)
- Dressing Rooms
- Film CHARAS
- Shop Building
In 1985 a large-scale mural project sponsored by CHARAS, in collaboration with the arts collective Artmakers, celebrated this finding of common cause in La Plaza Cultural. This park, a decade after its creation, had once again deteriorated; parts of the chain-link fence were gone, and drug users encroached on the site, discouraging other residents from using La Plaza. In response to a call to paint the walls of buildings bordering La Plaza, trained artists worked with local collaborators to develop and execute a variety of murals along several linear feet of adjacent building party-walls that bordered the site’s southern and western edges. Both local and global political perspectives determined the content of the new murals. Paintings of police brutality and the destruction of buildings in New York City were presented alongside images of popular uprisings in Latin America and anti-apartheid actions in South Africa. These works, designed and executed by different artists, varied stylistically but were linked in terms of thematic content. Dispossession, revolution, and community united an array of these global-political envisionings. Black-edged bands with white letters reading “La Lucha Continua” (“The Struggle Continues”) visually tied these separate images executed by many artists into a fluid continuum.

On a prominent exposed wall of the six-story tenement at Avenue C, Eva Cockcroft, founder of Artmakers, led a team of twelve artists in painting a crumbling tenement cityscape showing people struggling to fight demolitions and evictions with reconstructions, celebrations, and a dignified daily existence (Figure 3.19). Embedded in this image was a fragment of the mural depicting the Chinese contributions to the neighborhood, as first executed on this same wall by Freddie Hernandez in 1977. Also represented in this mural are the “Miracles of Loisaida”—a geodesic dome, a windmill, a solar roof array, and a street stand selling fresh produce. In the center is a crystal ball that evokes a bucolic landscape, or perhaps an urban garden, in which a circle of women are celebrating. Images of working women float on the surface of the glass globe, bringing into focus the contribution of women and an ecofeminist perspective of the struggle for self-sufficiency. These murals, with their many layers of references, brought together the experiences of people in Puerto Rico, New York, the Americas, and Africa, and displayed them on the disjointed walls of La Plaza Cultural. The flexibility of the syncretic aspects of the Puerto Rican culture, their complex identity, and the spatial politics of Loisaida were laced together and adapted in this instance to address a more global concern for social justice. This same mix of international artists, musicians, and environmentalists from all different backgrounds was also reflected in the tenants at El Bohio.
Urban development on the Lower East Side, beginning in the late ’80s and continuing into the next decade, was driven in large part by the vast amount of real estate held by the city government. Many gardens and community facilities with no leases were jeopardized as the city sought to relinquish its role as the administrator of troublesome properties and preferred to hand them off to private developers. In the vacuum left by AAB, other homesteading programs continued in the area and were spearheaded by organizations such as the Lower East Side Catholic Area Conference, United Homesteading Assistance Board, and Rehabilitation in Action to Preserve Neighborhoods. It was through the concerted effort of these groups and the strong tenant organizations that a lot of the remaining tenements were brought into cooperative ownership (Figure 3.20). In 1986 the city officially ended its homesteading program and began a process of consolidating smaller lots into bigger parcels and auctioning some of these larger, more attractive properties to private developers. To contest these sales, many housing advocates and politicized citizens’ organizations in the neighborhood gelled into a formidable opposition. Signs of “Lower East Side Not for Sale,” “This Land is Ours,” and “Speculators Keep Away” appeared on buildings, in gardens, and in street demonstrations (Figure 3.21).
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By the end of the ’80s, the Joint Planning Commission (JPC), a coalition of thirty-five housing advocates, block associations, and tenants on the Lower East Side, banded together and negotiated with the city to rethink its housing policy. In a deal brokered by the JPC, each unit of city-owned property auctioned for development was to be compensated by an equal amount of low-rent housing. This arrangement, dubbed a 50–50 subsidy, was equitable in theory but hard to monitor in practice. It created friction among the gardeners and homesteaders as the city selectively cleared gardens and evicted people to generate vacancies for new market-rate housing. JPC’s initiative resonated poorly with some within the Puerto Rican community who felt that their struggle to build Loisaida was given short shrift, as the lottery for the new low-rent housing did not necessarily benefit the people who had toiled so long within the neighborhood.96

Beloved properties such as the recycling center, La Plaza Cultural, and El Bohio were also put on the auction block. A proposal to develop housing for the elderly (Casa Victoria) pitted La Plaza Cultural against a developer known for his unfair tactics.97 This scheme was defeated with the help of district council member Margarita Lopez, a
local organizer and homesteader-turned politician. The victory was bittersweet, however, as a series of smaller gardens and properties were bulldozed in exchange for La Plaza Cultural.  

In 1998, at the end of its fifteen-year lease, despite popular support and energetic fund-raising, El Bohio Community Center was sold to a private developer for $3.15 million (Figure 3.22). The sale of the center came as a shock to a neighborhood that saw other community groups attain ownership of their buildings. According to Armando Perez, codirector of El Bohio, this negative outcome was the result of the Giuliani administration’s “vendetta” against the political rallying and specific importance of El Bohio to the Puerto Rican movement in Loisaida. At the time of its sale, the building was being used by theater groups, Recycle-a-Bicycle, and several artists that rented studio space to produce and exhibit their work. Despite the continued dedication of El Bohio codirectors and CHARAS cofounders Chino Garcia and Armando Perez, there was a gradual shift in the user base as those that had initiated it as a center for Puerto Rican resistance twenty-two years ago moved away. The impending loss of the building, however, brought many of the older generation of the Puerto Ricans back to the building. They joined arms with the white artists and their cohorts to participate in a collective campaign to maintain control of the building that many saw as a symbol of “cross-fertilization for white and Puerto Rican artists and activists.” On December 27, 2001, amidst chants of “Giuliani you are no good—you are destroying our neighborhood,” the police in riot gear evicted the remaining occupiers of the building.

**ACTIVIST ESTATES—PROPERTY AS RESISTANCE IN LOISAIDA**

In Loisaida, the conversion and transformation of vacant lots into gardens and of empty institutional buildings into community centers not only created public space but also produced an engaged public (Figure 3.23). Locally rooted activists did not outline a master plan in the conventional sense but generated a master narrative to create an urban ensemble that accommodated education, gardening, and cultural events and responded to the housing needs of an underserved neighborhood. The publicity skills of the organizers and the fruitful collaborations between disparate groups created a social momentum that captured the imagination of the people and generated a network of “activist estates” in Loisaida. Starting with the port-a-dome project, CHARAS broadened its knowledge to include youth engagement, environmentalism, and culture, making the troubled but increasingly
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desirable neighborhood of Loisaida a model for self-organization. The grassroots work of AAB and their dexterous juggling of available resources allowed ordinary citizens to enthusiastically embrace the concept of sweat equity and led to the creation of affordable, cooperatively owned housing. Rich in its ideological dimensions (the de-commodification of labor, the hard work involved, and the grassroots DIY ethic) and in its practical benefits (warm apartments and community facilities), this movement attracted a large cast of characters. Carpenters, auto mechanics, concerned mothers, teenagers, housing advocates, grant writers, PhD students, poets, performers, artists, and alternative energy enthusiasts all contributed to the creation of a new urban imaginary anchored in the repurposing of physical space.

Poets and builders laid claim to the Lower East Side through the Loisaida movement, identifying it as a space of Puerto Rican resistance. This construction and political assertion over a disinvested territory within New York City brought into being a new type of urbanism. Jorge Brandon, the father of the Nuyorican poetry movement, not unlike the poet laureates of a nationalist Resistance-Neruda (in Chile), or Tagore (in Bengal), gave dignity to the degraded landscape in his incantations and presence as a street troubadour speaking a double tongue. This place-based construction of a communal identity was tactical in the struggle for political recognition. The renaming and remaking of places, such as El Sol Brillante, La Plaza Cultural, and El Bohio, was driven by the need to contribute to the design and construction of a future city that was more inclusive and more radical in its use of space.

The Loisaida movement shared with other contemporary ’70s grassroots urban movements unfolding in Spain, the west coast, and Latin America what sociologist Manuel Castells observed was a demand for access to the infrastructure of collective consumption—housing, education, art, and a clean environment. The urban context of Loisaida, in its broken-down form, was simultaneously the facilitator and the object of collective action. By working outside the framework of electoral politics, residents connected the dots, filled in the holes, and founded a networked city. The series of properties in Loisaida, the “activist estates,” functioned as a collective common held together by the thread of community action. As the city changed, so did the actions. The buildings brought under community control were not simply occupied but they were cultivated physically into places that constantly changed. The resulting change in material conditions for the participants from negative (disinvested, demolished, abandoned) to positive (cared for, rebuilt, enlivened) was the goal of their resistance.
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Homesteads, gardens, and the legacy of CHARAS/El Bohio Community Center.
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THE COLLECTIVE MAKING OF ABC NO RIO (1980-2010)
CHAPTER 4: THE COLLECTIVE MAKING OF ABC NO RIO (1980-2010)

In December 1979 a group of artists broke into a city-owned property in the Lower East Side and installed an exhibit, the *Real Estate Show*. The works displayed by the artists expressed outrage at the exclusionary housing and land use policies that had destroyed neighborhoods and rendered many of New York City’s poor homeless. The artists’ manifesto announced their anti-institutional stance, but even as the police shut down the show, the Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD) of the city of New York offered the artists the use of an alternate space—a commercial storefront in a four-story tenement building in the same neighborhood. The artists accepted the offer and formed a volunteer-run art center at 156 Rivington Street, in a predominantly Latino neighborhood. They named the place “ABC No Rio,” in playful reference to a Spanish sign, “Abogado Notario,” with partially erased letters directly across the street from the building.

This chapter examines the changing form of this “counter institution” produced over a period of thirty years (1980–2010) by looking at the history of its occupation in a dilapidated four-story residential walk-up in Downtown Manhattan (*Figure 4.1*). The building and its community melded in a catalytic moment when the municipal government, despite its antipathy toward the renegade artists, saw an arts center as a temporary way to deflect negative media coverage and possibly enhance the value of a building depleted by years of neglect and mismanagement. ABC No Rio made the most of this opening and proceeded to develop the building as a venue for experimentation and exhibition for local artists, run by the artists themselves. What began as an impromptu occupation of city-owned property and a critique of real estate speculation paradoxically crystallized into an institution in its own right. Over three decades, the constant reshaping of the idea of a volunteer-run art space by successive waves of politically committed countercultural collectives enabled this building to survive the constant pressure from the city to evict its tenants. The process of building collectivity in opposition to the bureaucracy of the city and the individuality embedded in the anarchic ethos of the many artists at ABC No Rio arguably generated a space that was guarded but open to different types of creative possibilities.
The domestically scaled tenement building, located in an economically depressed and municipally neglected neighborhood in 1980s New York, facilitated a specific brand of DIY collectivity. The publicity garnered by the quick shows at this bootstrap undertaking in the first five years of its operation was consciously recorded in the book *ABC No Rio Dinero: The Story of a Lower East Side Art Gallery*. This early period, which launched the careers of many of the artists involved in the shows, was followed by a contentious period of squatting, battling the HPD, and negotiating the right to occupy the building. The publicity garnered by the early shows and the space-based activism was instrumental in creating an oppositional institutional history for ABC No Rio that was subsequently leveraged to gain the support of a larger community and raise funds for the building. The survival of ABC No Rio was the outcome of a collective development of an institution that creatively used the space as a byproduct, a symbol, and finally as the goal of their social activism.

THE ART CONTEXT 1970–1980 NEW YORK

THE ALTERNATIVE SPACE

The emergence of the artists’ collectives seeking social change through political art-actions was an outgrowth of an alternative art movement in 1970s New York. This movement fomented opposition to the limitations of institutionalized art practices and focused on providing alternatives to artists excluded from museums and commercial galleries. This exclusion included prejudice against minorities and women and a process of weeding out work that was not salable based on the content and aesthetic parameters deemed valuable by the art market. In 1969 artists’ collectives, such as the Art Workers Coalition (AWC) and Guerrilla Action Art Group (GAAG), targeted these inequities arising from established museum practices. The manifestos, picketing, and direct-action interventions called for the major New York museums (MOMA, Whitney, Guggenheim, and the MET) to change their discriminatory policies and to play a more active part in the political and social life of the city. These actions did not directly transform the institutional policies of the targeted institutions per se but rather led to the foundation of alternative neighborhood museums and art centers in the Bronx, Harlem, Queens, and Downtown Manhattan. The process of challenging the art establishment also led artists to expand their practices of art making and to explore the role of the artist as a political and cultural agent. The opposition to the established art world represented by the museums and commercial galleries took shape in many different cities across the United States, where organized
artist groups or curators set up nonprofit “alternative” galleries with funding from state and federal grants. In New York the pluralistic and often cross-disciplinary practices that included performance, video, music, and new media arts in addition to the traditional visual arts practices occurred in the context of a postindustrial city, where commercial lofts and vacant storefronts were co-opted by artists, curators, and gallerists to make and exhibit new types of work. The availability of affordable living, working, and exhibition spaces in locations such as the warehouse district of SoHo yielded a concentration of artist-run galleries (Figure 4.2). The architectural quality of the SoHo lofts—industrial, unfinished spaces with big windows—invited artists to experiment with materials and methods to create expansive installations. The site specificity of these interventions made the work more connected to the place and foregrounded the relevance of the physical potential of the “alternative” space. This attention to the actual site, typically outside the gallery/museum context, led artists to challenge the norm of product or object-oriented art practices.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO ALTERNATIVES

Fueling these experimental practices in the mid-’60s and ’70s was the availability of inexpensive living and working quarters for the small community of artists that sought out these situations. The Flux house project of Maciunas, discussed in Chapter 1, in effect tried to formalize and structure this process into a type of collectively controlled real estate. In reality the process was fairly ad hoc, and the presence of artists and the success of art galleries in former manufacturing locations quickly fueled speculation and, consequently, priced out the artists themselves. By the late ’70s, some artists felt that the alternate art spaces initiated in opposition to commercial galleries were compromised by the ever-expanding art and real estate market, which, once again, left very little control and agency to the artists themselves.

Critical of this setup, the artists’ collective Collaborative Projects (Colab), a confederation of about forty artists, banded together in 1977 to create an alternative to the “alternative” institutions (Figure 4.3). Their motivation was to circumvent the additional costs and attendant control of the alternative space administrations. Their goal was to apply for the same federal and state arts grants allocated to the established alternative spaces but use these funds to develop “collaborative works directed to the needs of the community at large.” The community for the Colab artists was a reference to themselves—a large heterogeneous artist collective that sought direct support and exposure for its members’ work. The production of the work—a
A map of major art museums and alternative art institutions in downtown Manhattan in the '70s. Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
combination of film, performance, and visual art—involved collective effort. Experimenting with new media technologies, and influenced by themes and visual presentations that bore the imprint of a populist yet marginal “punk” sensibility, Colab sought to move the discourse beyond the museums, galleries, and affiliated curatorial constraints of the new alternative art spaces to produce a more populist and collaborative artistic practice. Colab member and historian Alan Moore describes the populist punk inspiration of the group as follows: “This new mode of collectivity was vernacular and opportunistic. Rather than embracing the rationalized, programmatic ‘new society’ ideas of the organized left, the Colab artists drew on popular forms of grouping, such as the film crew and the rock and roll band.”

Although Colab made no formal effort to consolidate a singular artistic agenda, there was a desire on their part to publicize the collective effort and to create shows that were open to all and allowed for diverse participation. Early shows mounted in the downtown studio and loft spaces of founding Colab artists Coleen Fitzgibbon and Robin Winters were set up around seemingly random themes such as “Batman,” “Doctors and Dentists,” “Income and Wealth,” “Manifesto Show,” and “Library Show.” The work produced for these shows rejected the...
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minimalist singularity of the artwork from the previous decade and instead gravitated toward the figural, expressive, and conceptually direct. An interest in crime, sex, and drugs—pervasive realities in the downtown neighborhoods—were explored in the sensationalist style of a generation influenced by the oppositional punk culture popular in Downtown Manhattan. Work hung off ceilings and walls in a closely packed juxtaposition became a hallmark of these shows. Rather than respond to the expansive site of the loft and studio and the site-specific work of ’70s artists, the Colab-themed shows generated a new site within the loft through accumulation and aggregation. The spatial collectivity was a product of proximity rather than agreement, consensus, or intentionality.

The *Real Estate Show* (Figure 4.4), planned for the first two weeks of the New Year (1980) in a public venue by a few of the Colab cohorts, was an offspring of these open-participation, all-inclusive shows. The idea of using city-owned property as a community arts center was in the air. The artists initially approached the HPD for permission to use the vacant city-owned property on 123 Delancey Street. When they received no response, they decided to move forward with an insurrectionary occupation instead. A small group broke into the building on December 29, 1979, with a pair of large bolt cutters and invited their colleagues to covertly install a show.

This show was themed around real estate. Unlike previous Colab shows, this one was a critical response to the interests of a city that had allowed hundreds of properties to lie vacant as displaced residents struggled to find accommodation. The building selected for this provocation was appropriately located at the corner of Delancey and Norfolk Streets, on a parcel of land cleared in 1967 to make way for an urban renewal project on the Lower East Side. The proposed mass-housing project, which was intended to provide moderate-income accommodation along Delancey Street, had displaced over two thousand families but failed to materialize thirteen years later at the time of the *Real Estate Show*. By targeting the city and the real estate industry, the artists felt like they were finding common cause with the residents in this, at the time, low-income neighborhood, and through the reclamation of public land. The exhibiting artists, in stated solidarity with resident citizens, pushed against the city’s policy by attempting, in the words of participating artist Becky Howland, to create not just another art gallery but a “Citizens Center.” She mounted a seven-foot-long octopus on the façade of the building at Delancey Street (Figure 4.5) and made multiples of a poster for the show, also featuring the octopus grasping alternating tenement buildings and dollar bills in each of its tentacles. The artists installed their work inside the building, and the show opened on January 1, 1980, for barely a day before being shut down by
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Top: Artist Becky Howland wheat pastes an Octopus to the façade, 1980.
Bottom: 123 Delancey Street—the location of the Real Estate Show.
the HPD. The contents of the show were confiscated, the property was padlocked, and police were posted outside to prevent the artists from entering. This created a public outrage and the event was well reported in local newspapers.\textsuperscript{17} The dexterity of the organizing artists lay in the way they successfully advertised the lack of spatial access and turned the failed exhibit into a political coup. The appearance of the visiting artist Joseph Beuys, photographed by the media at the barricaded exhibit, and seen milling around with the police and people, brought international attention and validation to the show.

\section*{A COMMUNITY OF ARTISTS IN SEARCH OF A COMMUNITY (1980–1983)}

The HPD offered the artists the use of an alternative storefront space, at 156 Rivington Street, in an effort to stem the negative publicity generated by the closing of the \textit{Real Estate Show}. In February 1980 Becky Howland, Alan Moore, and Robert Goldman, aka Bobby G, signed a monthly lease with HPD and took over the day-to-day running of an art gallery on the first floor at 156 Rivington Street. This storefront gallery, located a few feet above street level, was entered via a short flight of stairs and stoop shared with the residential tenants of the apartments above. A large plate glass window with the welcoming sign “Venga Ahora” was one left over from the days when the first floor had been used as a beauty salon. A deep backyard, which was connected to the first floor, allowed for the expansion of activities and projects into the outdoors during the summer months. The basement below, with direct access from the street, was also co-opted by No Rio shortly after their residency. The upper three floors of the narrow building configured as floor-through apartments, with a kitchen and bath at each floor, were occupied with residential tenants.

The early years of ABC No Rio’s history\textsuperscript{18} were marked by a flurry of short artist-curated shows built upon concepts of coming to grips with the living conditions and social realities of the neighborhood. This neighborhood, home to a working-class Puerto Rican, Dominican, and African American community, was severely impacted by the economic crisis in the ’70s. The lack of jobs and the cycle of disinvestment, drugs, and violence caused all but the poorest families to stay on in the neighborhood. The remaining bodegas, street vendors, and people playing dominos on the streets were a mere fragment of what had once been a lively commercial and residential street. In the early ’80s a \textit{New York Times} article reported that a “multi-million-dollar heroin trade” was being run from the “215 city-owned tenements” of the Lower East Side. This same article on the drug trafficking in the
Lower East Side singled out Rivington and Eldridge Streets as “one of the busiest areas for drugs.” This and other types of issues arising from maintaining a large stock of old buildings made the city view the tenements it owned as liabilities. Not unlike the negligent private landlords, the city, in its role as landlord, deployed similar tactics like frequently cutting off the basic amenities—heat, water, and electricity—within their buildings in an attempt to drive out the remaining tenants.

The artists, having procured a month-to-month rental of the storefront from the city, earnestly desired to establish a relationship with the “local.” In a 1980 article in the Village Voice, the writer Richard Goldstein labels ABC No Rio as an “Anti-Space”—one formed in opposition to the alternative galleries that responds directly to the social context of a city and a neighborhood in dire straits. For the newcomers at ABC No Rio, the street and the storefront provided a potentially fecund context for the development of anarchist artistic practices. The ad hoc curation of themed shows by different artists foregrounded the deteriorating walls and ceilings inside ABC No Rio, and the gritty street outside provided a strong context that framed the brutal content and rough punk realism of some of the artworks. However, there was also a desire to engage with the place and include the community. This ambition for inclusivity was at the core of some early shows such as Christy Rupp’s Animals Living in the City (1980), where artwork contributed by artists, scientists, and school children was displayed nonhierarchically in the long gallery space. The storefront window was cordoned off from the main gallery with chicken wire to house a live hen, mice, pigeons, and even cockroaches in an attempt to explore the intersection of the animal world with the human one in the degraded environment of a neglected city (Figure 4.6). The exploitation of the authentic site of an ill-maintained tenement building led to art practices that were an odd combination of the domestic and the anarchic.

The goal to create a citizen’s center found traction with the neighborhood’s children, but it proved harder to engage the adult population who were confronted with the hardships of survival and perhaps mistrustful of critical, white middle-class artists in their neighborhood. Despite the good intentions to create a nexus for the local community, the projects were unable to bridge the social divide between the artists and the working-class and poorer adult population at Rivington Street. For instance, Tom Warren’s Portrait Show (1981), envisioned as an icebreaker, brought people from the street to willingly pose for one-dollar portraits of themselves that were then enlarged by the artist and mounted in the gallery (Figure 4.7). The ABC No Rio book notes,
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“These portraits, posed for by people who wanted to look good, show the enduring aspect of an Hispanic neighborhood often overlooked by those focusing on slum realities.” This project, replicated in other settings by the artist with different participants, won acclaim but also received this comment from a fellow artist, Richard Armijo, who questions the political intentions as follows:

Why do anonymous images of the so-called underclass elicit our interest and appreciation, even monetary patronage, while the people themselves are confined to ghettos, encouraged to concentrate in projects, restricted to mostly blue-collar jobs, their intelligentsia too late acknowledged, and their daily movements monitored by cops, sociologists, liberals and now artists?24

The desire to create a place—one that welcomed all manner of informal public participation—produced an energetic locus for artistic exchange for the young artists practicing, at the time, in the margins of the art and cultural world. There was a critical awareness on the part of the artists and outside critics that evaluated the situation in terms of the success or failure to create a solidarity with the “community.” To
challenge the mores and preconceptions of established art world practices on the one hand, and to become a more accessible art center within a primarily low-income Latino neighborhood on the other, were sometimes irreconcilable impulses. The economic, cultural, and social differences between the artists and the many residents of the neighborhood were insurmountable. The open community art center, with its controversial art shows with themes such as “Murder, Junk, and Suicide” (Figure 4.8), was not a place that resonated with residents struggling to survive the intractable problems of a neighborhood that was plagued by these same problems while making a living, educating their children, and finding a way out of their misfortunes.

There was, in turn, wariness on the part of the artists, especially those who saw to the everyday running of the space. The gallery openings invariably followed by break-ins strained the resources of the gallery, recalled artist Bobby G. Within the first few months of the gallery opening, he moved into the basement to be able to secure the building around the clock and to benefit from the rent-free accommodation. Other tenants within the building, at the time, included an extended Dominican family who occupied some of the apartments on the second and third floors. Maria Acosta (seen in many of the photographs
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from the time) and her brother, Manny, the children from this family, became regulars at the gallery and created artworks and participated in the shows. The children were always welcomed by the artists, but relations with some of the other family members associated with the drug dealing within the hallways of the building were somewhat strained. The flow of clientele, through the broken front door to the residential apartments, jeopardized the safety of the building as a whole and discouraged visitors to the gallery.\textsuperscript{26} The ongoing maintenance issues stemming from the negligence of their landlord—the HPD—created hostilities between the various users of the building.

In the first three years of its existence at Rivington Street, the core users of ABC No Rio mainly consisted of a circle of exhibiting Colab artists and some of the local children curious about the happenings. The so-called gallery was, in fact, used as a workspace and a place of social gathering on a daily basis. Artist Christy Rupp remembers a period in her life when she would show up at the storefront space regularly to produce work and enjoy the camaraderie of whoever else might happen to be there (Figure 4.9).\textsuperscript{27} The open interior, with the large street-facing storefront window, was more generous and communal than the cramped quarters of her own apartment in Downtown New York City. Weekly meetings on Monday, open to all, were a forum to pitch ideas about shows and to discuss grant proposals and other matters pertaining to the space itself. Gallery organizers did not formally vet the shows but accepted proposals on the understanding that the artists would take full responsibility to install their own shows. Although officially open to all, the meetings and the shows advertised by word of mouth tended to remain within the Colab network. Colab
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BODIES IN CLUB SPACE AND THE INCORPORATION OF ABC NO RIO (1983–1990)

In 1983 the performance collective POOL (Performance on One Leg) proposed a week-long show entitled *Seven Days of Creation* in the gallery at ABC No Rio. This show, curated by dancers associated with the downtown club scene of 1980s New York, brought a new genre of performance to ABC No Rio. Staged inside the gallery during the month of April, at Easter, the seven-day, twenty-four-hour performance involved several different artists and their troupes. A different group took charge of each of the seven days and choreographed and improvised the performances for that day. The varied perspectives and multimedia interests of the invited artists—film, painting, theater, sculpture, and dance—combined in this collective oeuvre. The biblical title of the show was allegorical because it celebrated the creativity of the artists and the birth of their ideas. The project involved the participation of dancers trained in classical and modern balletic traditions as well as untrained performers. The POOL collective, influenced by German Expressionism and the theories of Bauhaus Total Theater, incorporated experimental body movements with words, images, props, and costumes. The sets, like the performance, were prepared quickly and roughly from salvaged trash and readily available materials. The “screaming raw ruined and vibrant shelter” that was ABC No Rio provided the performance with the unorthodox exuberance of the nightclub but remained, at its core, an artist-run collaborative space.

While poetry, music, and spoken word had always been a part of the earliest ABC No Rio visual art shows, the multimedia, collaborative production of the *Seven Days* performance created a different current within the space. On the heels of this performance, Jack Waters and
Peter Cramer of POOL took over running ABC No Rio. Like Bobby G before them, they moved into the basement in the mixed company of the ABC No Rio archive, the rats, and the smells of matzo from the factory next door. They lived here for two years while coordinating shows in the gallery and looking after the premises as the live-in codirectors of ABC No Rio. They continued the tradition of open Monday meetings and facilitated different artists to install shows and conduct poetry readings. Their own interests in performance, however, became the driver of ABC No Rio in the first years of their tenure as codirectors. Their performance circle at the Pyramid Club—a dance, music, drag venue on Avenue A—became a resource they exported to ABC No Rio. The *Extremist Show*, another long-duration event modeled after the *Seven Days* show, and choreographed by Kembra Pfahler, involved the same cortege of artists. The multimedia event was staged within the gallery and outside in the yard, and it provided a venue in which “Audience and performers merged in a series of mock ceremonies, some commencing at dawn, executed with orgiastic fervor.” Photographs document the bodies of the performers taking over the entire space in action (painting and engaging with the debris in the yard) and in repose (sleeping, examining, listening, and becoming a part of the physical space) (Figure 4.10).

In comparing the politics of the performance artists to the previous Colab generation, Peter Cramer describes the artists as “less didactic, more amorphous,” and the resultant atmosphere at ABC No Rio in the mid-’80s as more “clubby and colorful.” The concept of making do with very little, or whatever happened to be available, contributed to the ethical and aesthetic aspect of these performances. This concept, labeled “availabilism” by Pfahler, was in part a reaction to the shrinking federal grant monies to art institutions and the censorship that
marked Reagan’s second term in office. Having founded their own nonprofit performance “Allied Productions” in 1980, Waters and Cramer were well versed with the bureaucratic procedures needed to run an arts organization. They used this umbrella organization to apply for New York State–funded Cultural Council Foundation grants for ABC No Rio. With these grants, they instituted a residency program whereby the artists who exhibited at the gallery taught at the Marta Valle High School in the neighborhood. This collaboration with children in the neighborhood via the schools, first initiated by Colab artists Jody Culkin and Christy Rupp, became a cornerstone of community practice within ABC No Rio.

In 1983, still on a month-to-month lease with the city and with no formal structure for ABC No Rio, Waters and Cramer inherited the creative potential latent within the space as well as the combative relationship with their landlord—the HPD. HPD had reluctantly handed the keys over to the Colab artists in the aftermath of the Real Estate Show in 1980. The building at 156 Rivington was one among hundreds of such properties under the jurisdiction of the city. Each passing year the city tried to evict its low-rent-paying tenants living in these old and hard-to-maintain buildings in order to demolish and/or sell them to private developers. It was in the interest of the city to have the flexibility of short-term leases. The monthly arrangement with ABC No Rio allowed the city to deny a renewal of the commercial lease and evict them with thirty days’ notice.

After five years of being in the building, and with some advice from a pro bono housing attorney, ABC No Rio found a way to elude a series of near-evictions by going on a rent strike. They then leveraged the rent money to make much needed repairs to the building. Just a few steps ahead of their negligent landlord, through a combination of circumstance and strategy, the new management at ABC No Rio began a process of stabilizing their claim to the space. One basic strategy initiated by Waters and Cramer was to establish a board and begin a process of incorporating ABC No Rio as an official nonprofit organization. This transformation of an informally run art space to a board-governed institution took several years, during which time the demographic of the users at ABC No Rio changed from the visual arts–based first generation to a second generation of performance and multimedia–based artists.

In 1988, in the course of construction at the adjacent site, a bulldozer rammed into the eastern party wall of the building, and the city took this opportunity to serve an evacuation notice to the gallery and the residents upstairs. The few remaining residential tenants from the
apartments above the gallery were hastily relocated into subsidized housing by the city. However, after verifying the structural integrity of the building from an independent professional, ABC No Rio refused to leave and forced HPD to rescind their evacuation notice. At this point, with the whole building empty, the entire facility became available to the ABC No Rio. In what had become an unofficial tradition at ABC No Rio, Lou Acierno, the new director of ABC No Rio, availed himself of this opportunity and moved into the fourth-floor apartment in the vacant tenement building.

Acierno was a videographer by training and liked the open-ended DIY attitude at ABC No Rio. He felt that this aspect allowed new and nonconforming radical interests to emerge. In his capacity as the new director, Acierno was keen to explore new projects and build upon the international reputation of ABC No Rio. He viewed some of the efforts to engage with the “locals” as paternalistic and untenable, given the substantial sociocultural differences between the countercultural artists and the families striving to attain some normalcy in their everyday existence. In a period of mounting uncertainty about the building, Acierno saw the potential for ABC No Rio to become a part of a “global” community, with its radical history and its continuing role as a countercultural haven. In pursuit of this idea, Acierno, along with artist Fly Orr, devised the idea of a touring ABC No Rio. To counter the attachment to one physical space as the driver for programming, they thought that ABC No Rio should become an itinerant institution and visit other cities nationally and internationally to widen its practices and create a global exchange.

The resultant Cult X Change project traveled, exhibited, and performed in different “sympathetic” locations and, in turn, invited out-of-town alternative institutions and collectives to curate shows at ABC No Rio. The first of these exchanges brought a small group of artists from the Purple Institution in Toronto to New York City. They installed the *Jungle Show* in the basement after spending a substantial amount of energy cleaning and emptying out the space. Old props, furniture from the past residencies, and all manner of junk surfaced from this effort and formed “a wall of trash” on Rivington Street. Besides the exchange with Toronto, the ABC No Rio team, comprising Lou Acierno, Fly Orr, Jack Waters, and Peter Cramer, traveled to Bowdoin College in Maine and the Künstlerhaus in Hamburg in 1990. The multimedia presentation in Hamburg, titled “Ten Years, Seven Days,” encapsulated ABC No Rio’s short but vibrant organizational history. Performances, lectures, workshops, and exhibits from the ABC No Rio archive were a part of this itinerant operation, which attempted to create a future for No Rio that could distance itself from the ties to the property.
In the decade since the *Real Estate Show*, the physical structure of the building had deteriorated even further. The plate-glass storefront window that had made the gallery an inviting place for exhibition and exchange was broken and replaced with a piece of painted plywood. Within this windowless interior, there were ongoing problems with heat, water, electricity, and the interminable leaks. Outside, the increased drug trade made the streets and avenues around the building unstable and threatening to residents and visitors alike. The controversial “Operation Pressure Point,” begun in 1984 on the Lower East Side, further exacerbated the situation by incarcerating small-time dealers and buyers in the streets. As the police purged one corner or block, the operators simply relocated their flexible businesses, moving further south or east in the geography of the Lower East Side, away from areas that were well policed. By the ’90s, the block that housed ABC No Rio was a well-known market for all manner of illicit heroin. A *New York Times* article focused on a drug bust on Rivington Street reported, “Teams of eight officers have been working undercover, buying heroin and arresting sellers, while other officers on rooftops and in parked cars have been observing sellers and signaling for arrests.”

The changing police tactics impacted buildings like ABC No Rio that were shabby, boarded up, and therefore fair game to sudden incursions by dealers, junkies, and armed undercover police in equal part.

Under these precarious circumstances, the building had to be guarded 24-7. In 1990 Steven Englander joined Acierno as codirector and moved into the third floor at 156 Rivington Street. There were no official leases for any of these residential occupancies, but for a short period, the HPD was tolerant of the unauthorized living arrangements because it ensured that the building had free live-in caretakers. Englander recalls picking up trash bags at the HPD and taking care of the snow, and he realized that the city begrudgingly tolerated his presence in the building. For the codirectors, the rent-free living in the building functioned as compensation for running the bootstrapped operation. The ’90s were a difficult time for art institutions. The budget cuts, censorship, and reevaluation of federal and state funding for the arts specifically impacted the smaller, more experimental art spaces all over the country. The many nonprofit galleries, performance spaces, and venues that opened almost overnight a decade earlier closed or moved out of the neighborhood just as quickly. ABC No Rio, with its contentious politics, its resistant spirit, and its shifting cast of stakeholders, persisted but not without a degree of upheaval and turnover within its ranks.
ABC No Rio was finally incorporated in 1990. The first board of directors was comprised of first-generation Colab artists, former director Jack Waters, and other well-wishers of ABC No Rio. After ten years of existence and different ebbs and flows of artistic energy, the space needed fresh programming and vision. Monday night meetings, the previous forum for a local collective decision-making, became sporadic. The organizers of the day-to-day workings of the space struggled internally as the pressure of incorporating and battling with HPD and the hostile street conditions created what codirector Steven Englander described as a “fortress mentality.” The Cult X Change initiated by Acierno was short-lived and created a certain amount of friction between the people running the space daily and the board of directors. The board questioned the wisdom of a project that distanced itself from the building, and the management in turn felt the board was out of touch with the many crises affecting the space and its constituents. In 1991 Englander and Acierno resigned, leaving the building in the hands of the board.

**PUNK/HARDCORE TO THE RESCUE (1990–1994)**

In the ’90s the Lower East Side, or the “East Village,” as it was frequently being referred to by those hoping to cash in on its bohemian prestige, attracted large crowds of revelers from the different boroughs of the city; from the many suburban townships in Long Island, New Jersey, and New York; and from an international cortege of artists and students. Despite the substandard living conditions of many of its long-standing residents, the process of gentrification was under way in the Lower East Side. The dilapidated state of the buildings and performance venues seemed to add more cachet and brought larger audiences to the nightclubs and bars of the neighborhood. The open drug markets, the hyper-policing, and the resistant spirit made this a dangerous and exciting neighborhood for young people of all stripes to explore. Subcultures proliferated, mingled, and ultimately coalesced into “scenes” that catered to artists, musicians, and their audiences of young followers.

For a small but ardent group of fans, CBGB, the self-proclaimed birthplace of punk rock, was the place to be in New York City. The Sunday Punk Matinees at this venerable institution were prized events that attracted an enthusiastic audience of young adults. “These weekly moshathons,” reminisces Jim Testa, in *Jersey Beats*, a fanzine covering punk and alternative music, “were hugely popular but plagued by violence—skinheads beating up suburban kids, straight-
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edgers bashing drinkers, as well as the usual mayhem, fistfights, bloody lips, and black eyes that resulted as an inevitable consequence of NYC slamming.”50 The anti-authoritarian anarchic leanings and the rebellious sound associated with punk rock manifested itself in a variety of nuanced and oppositional social and political cliques across the country. Stephen Duncombe explains the group identity within punk culture as a kinship among the alienated. His work points out the many “divisions and subdivisions” that formed around identities—gay, Latino, feminist—as well as ethical positions—skinheads, straight-edge—all driven by the need to reconstruct a “community” of the disenfranchised.51 The violence in clubs such as CBGB, often the result of a “macho posturing”52 directed against gays, women, and other perceived minorities, was particularly repugnant to many who attended the shows. In 1989, following some particularly hair-raising incidents that involved guns and police, CBGB’s owners decided to terminate their matinees.

The story goes that Mike Bullshit, the enterprising author of the fanzine Bullshit Monthly, an openly gay musician, in a simultaneous effort to keep the music and eliminate the homophobia, found ABC No Rio to be the right place to revamp the CBGB matinee tradition.53 By 1990, Mike began booking bands regularly on Saturday afternoons at ABC No Rio. The show was open to all interested parties of all ages, but as the flyers stipulated, “no racist, sexist or homophobic bands will be booked” (Figure 4.11). The lyrics for the performing bands were screened in advance for these criteria, but almost all performing bands were generously allowed to play. The egalitarian politics, relaxed sociability and location of the venue in an old tenement in the Lower East Side brought forth a host of local and touring bands. Shows cost three to five dollars typically, and within a year, this event built a unique reputation within the circuits of the punk rock community.54 The anarcho-punk camaraderie, minus the intimidation of the New York “hardcore social scene,” was a relief to the regular and visiting audience at ABC No Rio. ABC No Rio also became a point of contact for the DIY punk culture, where bands and fans that distributed self-produced music, made zines, and communicated via mail had a place to meet in person.

This community is celebrated by Chris Boarts, a regular chronicler of the ABC No Rio punk scene in the early ’90s and author of the fanzine Slug and Lettuce (S & L):

A good show is a great way for this community to really be seen. To be sitting at ABC and have friends of mine come through; while I’m meeting people I’ve known through the mail; putting it all together can be a bit overwhelming at
times. I’m always blown away and astounded by the feeling of a community network. When all those things get working, and people are brought together, the energy is good, people are having fun, more acquaintances are being made, it makes me excited and happy seeing the way this community works.  

The importance of ABC No Rio, a known location where the “regulars” could interact with the transient but well-networked punk community, was prized by the many young punks who attended. Although the music itself could be experienced at other nightclubs or squats, the potential permanence and radical politics at ABC No Rio was something that the punk volunteers were keen to preserve. The ethos of anti-consumer entertainment as active production (making zines/making music) rather than passive consumption (getting wasted/feeling alienated) was the aspect of the punk movement that began to shape the spatial politics at ABC No Rio in the ’90s. The hardcore/punk (HC/Punk) collective at ABC No Rio emerged as different people pitched in to organize the shows, print fliers, set up the sound system, man the door, and clean up after shows. The larger group of volunteers fluctuated, but a core group of active “doers” remained attached to the place. The desire for collectivity that had always been at the core of previous practices at ABC No Rio (Colab and POOL) began to have a new direction in the early ’90s within the hardcore punk model of organization. Over time, with the help of volunteers, the HC/Punk collective cleaned up the basement, constructed a stage, and installed a PA system. In this subterranean space, with its steel columns and open wood joists, the energies of the punk crowd gathered momentum.  

In addition to the HC/Punk Matinees, there were other regular ongoing events at this time: Poetry Readings on Sundays, followed by the long-standing Matthew Courtney’s Wide Open Mike. The latter was an immensely popular event where Courtney, in his role as emcee, encouraged everyone to get up and perform. Spoken word, music, points of view, and “political raving and ranting” characterized this riotous and irreverent weekly event at ABC No Rio. The punks, poets, and artists who were involved with the day-to-day activities at ABC No Rio from the early ’90s were also actively involved in the political movements centered on housing, anti-war activism, and gentrification unfolding in the Lower East Side. In 1990 a subgroup from the punk matinee series initiated the local chapter of Food Not Bombs. This collective cooked vegan food in the makeshift kitchen in the second-floor apartment and served it on the streets and parks in the Lower East Side. These free meals were made with materials collected
from dumpster diving, donations from restaurants, and slightly overripe produce from grocery stores. This vegan-anarchist version of charity joined the other soup kitchens that fed the homeless in Tompkins Square Park by drawing sustenance from the discarded surplus of the city.\(^5\)

Although ABC No Rio was not technically a residential “squat,” various individuals within the circle that organized shows were connected to the squatter movement unfolding in the Lower East Side in the late ’80s.\(^6\) This movement was centered on a series of buildings around Tompkins Square Park and was part of a larger and increasingly contentious homesteading movement in the Lower East Side. The squatters, like other organized homesteaders discussed in the previous chapter, aimed at occupying vacant buildings and converting them into housing by first occupying and then repairing them. Not unlike other homesteaders, most of them believed in the concept of sweat equity. The difference between the “homesteaders” and “squatters” was the anarchic leanings of the latter and their refusal to negotiate the process of their occupancies as per the mandate of the HPD. The heightened police presence in public spaces like Tompkins Square Park, initiated by the campaign against drugs, had by the late ’80s mutated into an all-out battle against the homeless and the marginalized. In solidarity with the homeless and in a series of direct confrontations with the police, the squatters maintained a clearly anti-authoritarian stance.\(^6\)

Many within ABC No Rio were directly connected to the squats or sympathetic to the squatters. The same bands that played at ABC No Rio often played concerts in the more makeshift spaces within the squats. Some buildings such as the C-Squat on Avenue C between Ninth and Tenth Streets had a dedicated space within the building for concerts. Other squats such as those on Thirteenth Street, between First Avenue and Avenue A, hosted punk art shows and performances on a more informal basis. The local anarchic network also cultivated a decisively “global” punk/political awareness with many divergent interpretations and understandings of their shared interests in anti-authoritarian, anti-consumer politics. Esneider, for example, immigrated from Colombia as a teenager and founded the band Huasipungo, named after a famous socialist novel by that name written by an Ecuadorian writer. Huasipungo performed regularly at ABC No Rio and had a connection to what Esneider describes as a thriving underground punk scene in Latin America.\(^6\) Esneider, along with Freddie Alva, a Peruvian who also was intimately involved with the HC/Punk collective, brought a Latin American political conscious-
ness to ABC No Rio. Having escaped from Colombia under adverse circumstances and living in New York City as an illegal immigrant, the politics of punk culture meant something different to him than, say, his colleague Neil Robinson, a London transplant with strong connections to the European squatter movement. This is just to register and cycle back to the point made earlier about the heterogeneity of the ’90s punk culture, even within the anarcho–pacifist crowd gathered at ABC No Rio. In the early ’90s, the HC/Punk collective at ABC No Rio hosted benefit concerts, Food Not Bombs, for the squatters and—with the outbreak of the first Gulf War in 1991—for the anti-war group from 339 Lafayette Street, the War Resisters League (Figure 4.12). The ferment over housing within the neighborhood, the neocon politics of the nation, and the rebellious anti-consumer element of punk culture created a broad-based, post-modern, and charged political community at ABC No Rio.

The energy and creativity of the HC/Punk generation at the building kept the reputation of ABC No Rio alive, even as the directors (Lou Acierno and Steven Englander) quit and moved out of the building. The board struggled under the constant pressure from HPD to vacate the premises. In 1994, at the start of Mayor Giuliani’s first term in office as Mayor of New York City, the HPD began a vigorous campaign to rid itself of its properties in a series of public auctions. That same year, the HPD served a thirty-day eviction notice to ABC No Rio, following what it saw as a violation of certain “stipulations” that the board had signed to maintain the lease on the gallery space. The old board resigned for fear of being legally liable and left the management and organization of the building squarely in the hands of the HC/Punk collective. The DIY solidarity, the connections to the squatters, and the antipathy toward authority were qualities that would serve ABC No Rio well as the HC/Punk collective confronted a city agency that was aggressively trying to force them out of the building. When the city stopped accepting rent from the gallery in 1994, a group of squatters moved into the empty apartments on the third and fourth floors to protect ABC No Rio from impending eviction. A cycle of squatting and eviction ensued for nearly three years. The city would confiscate the belongings and install new locks, and the squatters would respond by breaking in again and again. Steven Englander, who had resigned as codirector in 1991, returned at some point during these years to help the squatters. His experience with running the building, his understanding of its physiognomy, and his involvement with the anarchist-squatter movement made him a great resource. A lawyer working for ABC followed an evasive tactic of getting each of the evictions dismissed on technical grounds. This
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strategy did not solve the problem but essentially delayed the HPD from taking more drastic actions.

Unable to oust the ABC No Rio by eviction notices and police interventions, the HPD came up with a new ruse. They offered the property to another neighborhood group, the Asian Americans for Equality (AAFE), as a potential site to develop new low-cost housing. This method of pitting one, more established nonprofit against the other was common practice as the city capitalized on rifts and conflicts of interest between community organizations. The relatively small size of the lot (twenty-three by one hundred feet) made the project of creating low cost on the site quite impossible. In January 1997 the ABC No Rio activists targeted the AAFE offices in Chinatown, accusing this once progressive civil rights organization of “greed,” “profiteering,” and “corruption.” These accusations in the media led AAFE to withdraw its interest in the property. That same year another smaller, more radical group of ABC No Rio activists snuck into the HPD commissioner’s office in downtown and staged a sit-in. This act of civil disobedience, which they expected would get them arrested, got them a seat at the negotiating table with the HPD commissioner, Lillian Barrios. Following this more civil turn of events, the city stopped eviction proceedings in 1997 and agreed to transfer the ownership of the building to ABC No Rio for a dollar, provided they raise the funds to repair the building and remove all squatters from the premises. With this turn of events, the eighteen-year trajectory of the counter-institutional history of ABC No Rio entered a new phase (Figure 4.13).


The years of legal and semi-legal occupation, broad programming, and creative activism around saving the space created many supporters of ABC No Rio. These included the first generation of artists who petitioned on behalf of the building and other more recent participants who had stood on the frontlines, demonstrated, and temporarily squatted the building. This varied group perceived the outcome—potential ownership of the property with the city’s blessing—with mixed feelings. With the many brutal evictions of squatted buildings still fresh on the mind of many, there could be no reconciliation with the city. On the other side, from the city’s perspective, the eight or so squatters had to vacate so that ABC No Rio could fully become what it claimed—a community arts center. The city was officially at war with the squatters, but was willing to tolerate a squat transformed into an art center with a clear program and mission.
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In the first year, under the new agreement with the city, new uses for the second, third, and fourth floor apartments were envisioned. Relieved from the pressure of imminent eviction, ABC No Rio invited all interested parties to a series of open meetings, where plans for the future use of the building were debated. It was through these open discussions, rather than the closed board meetings typical of nonprofit organizations, that the programs and the next phase mission of ABC No Rio evolved. The resilient HC/Punk Matinee that had survived the eviction phase moved into the first-floor gallery to comply with the building code for assembly space. The ongoing Food Not Bombs collective commandeered the back room on the second floor and continued to prepare meals in what was once an apartment kitchen. The computer room, screen print shop, and darkroom were introduced on the upper floors as different people expressed their interests in setting
up these facilities. A group of invested photographers adapted the bathroom plumbing on the third floor and turned it into a darkroom to develop film (Figure 4.14). Different people or groups of people organized each of these spaces initially, and the attendant programs run by interested volunteers grew into separate collectives. In 1998 ABC No Rio accepted a collection of zines that had traveled from an anarchist bookstore, Blackout Books, on Avenue B, to a Bronx squat and was eventually housed in a zine library in the front room on the second floor of the building. This room was once occupied by the artist and prolific zinester Fly Orr. Her words “There is always something hanging above your head” boldly painted on the ceiling of this space portends the uncertainty that has always been the narrative at ABC No Rio (Figure 4.15).
A new board, comprising different generations of ABC No Rio artists and well-wishers, made decisions concerning the legal and fiscal matters of the institution, but the different collectives—HC/Punk, Print, Food Not Bombs, Zine, and others—ran the programming and the day-to-day operations within the newly established spaces in the building. In 1997 Steven Englander was the first squatter to move out of the building from the fourth floor. This apartment was converted into the Print Shop. Nine months later, Englander became the first paid administrative manager for ABC No Rio and began to organize a fund-raising campaign in conjunction with the board.

After the extended battle against eviction and episodic squatting, ABC No Rio was the worse for wear. The apartment interiors were full of abandoned furniture and assorted trash—the debris of squatter domiciles. The walls were full of holes, the ceilings stained, and the floors encrusted with dirt. The whole place needed a thorough cleaning and an exhibit planned by the newly formed visual arts collective to launch the new arts center. Steven Englander and Scott Seaboldt coordinated the first installation of the *Ides of March* show in 1998. Seaboldt, like Englander, had lived in a squat and participated in the squatting movement on the Lower East Side and was enthusiastic about helping steer ABC No Rio in the post-squatter paradigm. Conceived in the spirit of the “sweat equity” enterprise, they issued an open call for participation to artists who could invest some time cleaning up the space in order to participate in the show. This meant attending the planning meetings leading up to the show and carving out a bit of space for the display of the artworks by cleaning up a corner and painting a portion of the grimy walls. This show, designed in the inclusionary tradition of ABC No Rio, was non-juried, but there was some dialogue among the participating artists about the relevance of their proposed installations within ABC No Rio.

The first *Ides of March* opened on Friday, March 13, 1998, and included works by sixty-one artists (*Figure 4.16*). The works were installed throughout the building, on the roof, and in the backyard. The first-floor gallery—the original leased storefront—was intentionally left empty to draw the visitors up the stairs through the apartments into the most domestic reaches of the tenement to discover works hidden in closets, lurking inside the broken plaster walls, and hanging from the ceiling of a former bedroom. In response to the theme of the show *The Ides of March*, the artist Roberto Martinez drew a historic time line on the ceiling of the third-floor apartment of the events leading up to the assassination of Julius Caesar. Along the perimeter was a personal calendar of the artist’s own life in the month leading up to the show. This work, according to the artist, spoke of the capacity of
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The Pipeline Project by artist Lamberto Fernando in the ABC No Rio stairway.
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Beginning with this first show, the *Ides of March* became a biennial event in which artists would install works connected to the building and its history of resistance. Lamberto Fernando began drawing in the stairway for the annual *Ides of March* show in 2002 and continued to develop his wall mural/relief over the course of eight years (Figure 4.17). The show’s catalog in 2004 notes that “The Pipeline Project is a mixed media collage that began with the creation of Brick Boy, inspired by the youthful spirit of ABC No Rio.” Fernando, who began this project while still in high school, found inspiration in the existing brick as he scraped the plaster. Depicted in exquisite detail, his renderings of the exposed plumbing “symbolize the interconnectedness of the subconscious. The addition of the houses made of plaster explored the hidden connections of people in their private spaces.” The private house, with its connection via plumbing to the subconscious in the work of the artist, seeks to connect to a larger public. The squatter politics and reconciliation of the public agenda within a semi-private realm made this and other works within ABC No Rio particularly potent. The fragile materiality of the building was clearly celebrated and exposed through these physical interventions and political mobilizations.
The building became a living archive of these multifaceted undertakings. Artwork from past shows often remained on the interior stairwell, landings, and rooms within the building. The drawings, paintings, and reliefs that encrusted the walls felt like an extension of the exposed guts of the building. Questions of eviction, dispossession, and the “right to space” appear as themes within the artwork. Old symbols acquired new meanings as the political landscape of the country and the urban landscape of the city changed. Becky Howland’s Octopus from the *Real Estate Show* peeked out from the peeling layers of wallpaper in the second-floor dining room. The wheat paste mural on immigration by the Brooklyn-based collective Justseeds (2008) incorporated the bolt cutter—a powerful symbol of squatter resistance—into the far-more perilous journey of an immigrant crossing a border (*Figure 4.18*). The quintessential representation of the labor movement, the garment worker in the Lower East Side, began at the edge of the fourth-floor window in a crumbling tenement on Rivington Street. The image enveloped the computer room, unfurling from the fabric of the garment workers’ sewing machines.

These building-wide shows and the institution of programs in each of the rooms made the entire building more open, more public, more accessible. The print room, darkroom, and computer lab were available

---
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for community use, and the zine library was open to browsers at scheduled times. Each of these facilities attracted new contingents of volunteers from different parts of the city who, like the others before them, cherished not only the sense of community but also the strong survivalist history of the space (Figure 4.19).

Alongside this sprucing up of the building and the establishment of new space-based community programs was the important task of fund-raising. An art center that had distinguished itself by its thrift and by its anti-capitalist self-sufficiency had to shift gears and approach donors and funders for help. By organizing in-house concerts, benefits, and auctions, the collective raised the agreed-upon sum of a hundred thousand dollars by the year 2000. Reconsidering the deteriorated condition of the building, HPD felt the collective needed more funds and a robust development plan to make sure the project moved forward. This process took another six years as the board members reached out to the wider network of established artists and politicians who could invest in the future of the institution. A twenty-fifth-anniversary benefit held at “Mega dealer Jeffery Deitch’s uber-hip exhibition space” in SoHo raised twenty thousand dollars auctioning off work by famous ABC No Rio alumni and other supportive members of the established art world. The reporter for this event hints at the paradox of the “defiantly downscale ABC No Rio, the Lower East Side’s original ‘anti-space’ turning to help from the moneyed gallery scene.”

The fight to acquire ABC No Rio had no holds barred and a place that had initially been a result of a subversive action (the Real Estate Show), and a part of an anarchist movement became an end in itself. In 2006 ABC No Rio, having raised $700,000 in private funds, was able to convince HPD to sell them the building. On June 26, 2006, ABC No Rio was the proud owner of 156 Rivington Street. That same year, they began the process of planning a renovation of the building with Paul Castrucci, an architect who had been in the shows at ABC No Rio and was a part of the art/squatter movement in the Lower East Side. The first feasibility study of the building revealed the building to be far less sturdy than imagined. The supporting walls of the building were made of an old wood frame infilled with brick. The foundations were precarious, and any effort to preserve the shell of the building would require substantial shoring and underpinning. This type of preservation work would make the project costly and inefficient. The architect advised a complete teardown to erect a brand-new building—one that would be better suited to the future mission of the institution and bring the structure into compliance with the building code. (Figure 4.20)
This revelation was difficult for the ABC No Rio community to process on two levels: First, the construction cost of a ground-up building was significantly more than the $700,000 it had raised. Second, the existing building, complete with all its defects, was a symbol of the resistance that fueled the spirit of this particular institution. How could a new building possibly embody the aspirations of the future ABC No Rio?  

The first problem of funding was eventually overcome as ABC No Rio, after several years of contention, found a sympathetic and generous partner in the Department of Cultural Affairs (DCLA) in New York City. The DCLA is “the largest cultural funding agency in the nation.” Among other types of spending, it also subsidizes construction and renovation at certain institutions that it sees “as providing cultural services to the citizens of New York City.” This funding is given at the discretion of elected officials. In 2009 ABC No Rio received a combined $1.65 million grant from Manhattan borough president Scott Stringer and City Councilman Alan J. Gerson.

The second problem of redesigning the building, without losing the spirit that had nurtured the organizations that had and would call it home, was tackled by working with the architect in consultation with a building design committee. The proposed new building design included a space for housing the existing programs (the kitchen, the darkroom, the zine library, and so on) with an enlarged gallery and performance space below. Envisioned with a façade composed of solar panels and green-walls, the building was designed to be 100 percent energy efficient. The organization saw the sustainable principles that dominated this architectural scheme as an appropriate symbol of the endurance of ABC No Rio (Figure 4.20). The architect’s renderings showed a minimal white interior composed of galleries and artwork that sit neatly within its frame. The preservation the collective espoused was not that of the Lower East Side nostalgia for the punk-artifact but rather the social project of a volunteer-run arts center dedicated to exhibiting the works of young artists and providing a base for political mobilization. The future engagements will determine the actual shape and constitution of the new space.

**ART, POLITICS, AND PLACE**

Rosalyn Deutsche, in her book *Evictions: Art and Spatial Politics* (1996), wrote, “Social space is produced and structured by conflicts. With this recognition, a democratic spatial politics begins.” The conflicts arising from saving a building and making it meaningful have, in large
New building proposal for ABC No Rio showing passive design principles, 2010.
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Architect for ABC No Rio.

Although at the moment, it is both technologically and economically prohibitive, our future goal is to use renewable sources to power 100% of our energy needs. The new building system will be designed with this goal in mind, allowing for supplements or upgrades as the technology develops.
part, informed the practices of generations of patrons at ABC No Rio. The Real Estate Show artists who founded ABC No Rio saw it as an extension of their living situation and used its domestic shabbiness to mount a critique of the ways in which government failed to respond to the needs of its citizens. The second “performative” phase allowed for the development of multiple identities locally that moved ABC No Rio into a global orbit in search of that elusive “community.” The last phase with the punk-squatter resistance was a return to the anarchic roots of the Lower East Side, where the building itself became the object of a more militant activism. After the stalwart occupiers of ABC No Rio finally won the battle for the building but lost the war of the neighborhood (Figure 4.21), their focus was redirected from the practices that resisted institutionalization to what Gerald Raunig calls “the process of instituting.” The broader ambition of this process, as Raunig sees it, was to move from “a belligerent critique of the state” to finding ways of self-governance. By prioritizing its legitimacy as a community center that benefits from the ever evolving collectives of artists, ABC No Rio, in this phase, managed to distinguish itself from the alternative spaces that were pressed to return to the art institutional fold to survive. The constant renegotiation of the contours of that community was driven by the changing demographics of the neighborhood, the space, and its users in unison.

By the 2000s, the prohibitive rents in the neighborhood pushed both the Latino and younger artist communities that still visited ABC No Rio to live further and further away from the building. The crowd that gathered at the building for the HC/Punk Matinees and the Ides of March shows in 2010 was more than ever before a dispersed community of commuters. The institution thus stands at the cusp of this tenuous relationship between a past when space and politics were fiercely contested in this part of the city and a future where a resistance to consumerism still strives to hold a place in the cracks of the city, where it was injected with collective will and determination. The anarchic domesticity within the old building allowed generations of artists, activists, squatters, and performers to capture space and make it meaningful through the DIY approach that ABC No Rio celebrates. The proposed new space and functioning utilities will, no doubt, make the experience of being part of this building very different. The challenge of overcoming the odds will no longer be tied to the lack of amenities but rather to forming new criteria that address the question of the artist’s response to civic agency in the shifting terrain of the new urban politics.
Illustration by Nandini Bagchee.
EPILOGUE:
TAKING STOCK
(2017)
Today, property in New York City is a prized commodity. If an individual or a group owns a building, they hold onto it. The value of a building is determined by location, size, and potential for expansion, in that order. The perceived value gained through use is considered negligible and sometimes altogether ignored. A building, rooted to a place by virtue of its construction, is in fact entirely mobile as a commodity in the financial landscape. Investors build their portfolios and wait for opportunities to leverage one property to get another. The idea of amassing property holdings and building an estate is a time-honored tradition of business in New York. During periods of crisis, when property is suddenly devalued, its status as “real estate” is overturned. Crisis returns property, land, and the built environment back to the question of use and potentially back in the hands of its users. Such was the case in parts of New York City in the ’70s as owners abandoned their properties and the city grudgingly took control of these devalued estates. Some of these city-owned, hence public buildings came to be at the center of the many right to city movements that challenged the authority of the city and the state.

The counter institution examined herein represents both a conceptual and a literal struggle to create a space for civic action in a city that is built upon real estate speculation. The actors described in this book—the war resisters, the Puerto Rican organizers, the housing activists, the punks, and the artists—all seized the opportunity to create what are seen here as Activist Estates, at a time and place where urban life was under attack. Whereas social movement organizing during the previous eras had focused on the right to participate and profit from the Fordist economy, in the ’70s the shortcomings of this way of thinking, planning, and profiting were suspect. The ’70s, a low point in the economic history of New York City, a moment when the city stood on the verge of bankruptcy, allowed various local groups to emerge and gain ground through a survivalist political ingenuity. The battles for community control were prompted by a removal of state resources and the availability of space. This confluence of negative factors in fact allowed for many different types of people with little cash in their pockets to insert different visions of “community” into the city.
These struggles for self-determination in the Lower East Side that defined the social movements of the ’70s were followed by a second phase in the ’80s in reaction to the austerity measures imposed by the central and municipal governments. Cutbacks in federal job training programs, low-cost housing projects, and small grants to community organizations whittled away at the public aspirations for “community control” and jeopardized the many small victories of the previous decade. The scope for social, collective undertakings was further diminished as the neighborhood became attractive to many new groups during the ’80s, producing a culturally rich but politically fragmented institutional space within the Lower East Side.

By the ’90s, the city’s dominant project was to make the space under its control open and available for profit-based development. In the Lower East Side, it faced a formidable opposition as the many social groups that had gained power and momentum regrouped to contest the city’s claim to the land under the gardens, community centers, homesteads, and squats in the neighborhood. Through collective action, some of these Activist Estates were “saved.” Within the changing nature of the city at large, many of these “saved” buildings and properties had to transform to meet new expectations as the demographic of Manhattan drastically shifted and an upper middle class filtered back into a city transformed by the neoliberal policies of its municipal government. Meanwhile, the desired middle class that the city tried for years to insert into the poor neighborhoods of New York City never materialized, generating, instead, the now familiar landscape of extreme wealth disparity.

Despite the economic growth that the city has experienced in the first decade of the twenty-first century, there are still pockets of entrenched, socially active groups where islands of low-income space remain because of the vast tracts of public housing, rent-regulated apartments, and homesteaded buildings that came into the ownership of low-income families. Two maps of the Lower East Side, one from 1970 and the other from 2010, show the average and median incomes from census tract data on the three quadrants around NoHo, Loisaida, and the Southern Lower East Side (Figure 5.1). In looking at the dots of household income, a few facts emerge. First, the population density in NoHo has doubled, whereas the other two areas have seen a more modest increase in population. Second, the number of residents above and below median income is a half and half mix. The maps seem to suggest that the sections of the Lower East Side close to the East River continue to house a mix of incomes, in large part due to availability of low-income housing built along the East River. In addition, the Lower East Side is populated with a large number of rent-
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Comparison of Lower East Side “average” and “median” income from 1970 and 2010.
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New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) blocks of housing along the East River, built between 1940 and 1965; showing occupancy in 2016. Data collected from the web based NYCHA interactive Map. Accessed February 2016.
controlled apartments, a handful of converted squats, and several homesteaded buildings that are cooperatively owned. The very existence of such affordable options within the building stock of the Lower East Side is the legacy of decades of housing activism.

THE PEACE PENTAGON MOVES ON

In an interview Wendy Schwartz, longtime member of the War Resisters League and executive director of the A. J. Muste Memorial Institute in the early ’80s, spoke of the difficulty in dealing with a building full of dissenting radicals who had a disregard for any form of perceived authority or bureaucracy. The role of the Muste Institute as manager and landlord, while tremendously important to the “movement tenants,” nonetheless created an unresolved tension within the building. A succession of executive directors and board members interested in providing grants and organizing for peace and justice, instead, found themselves mired in conflicts with, and about, the tenants. The responsibility of dealing with police, keeping the building insured, and dealing with a host of other unpleasant “nonmovement” issues was not fully appreciated by the more radical elements within the building and a board dedicated to furthering the cause of peace and justice.

By the ’90s, as the Muste Institute paid off the remaining loan on the building, it shifted its focus toward the creation of grants for smaller peace and justice organizations and projects. The maintenance of a shoddy brick building in Downtown Manhattan was not a priority for an institution that wore the mantle of a movement far older than the building itself. By 2007, the eighty-five-year-old building at 339 Lafayette Street was in terrible shape. The roof had been leaking for years, the electrical wiring was shot, and the steel lintels over the large window openings were corroded from years of water damage. More alarmingly, a structural column had sunk to create a visible sag along the building’s western façade on the Lafayette Street side (Figure 5.2). The structure, which was never quite as robust as some of its nineteenth-century neighbors, was an eyesore at the beginning of the twenty-first century, dwarfed by lush billboards and spruced-up, high-end development. With an ever-growing military presence in Iraq and escalating war in the Middle East, the Muste Institute, along with its movement tenants, tolerated the building’s declining state with an air of resignation.

However, in 2007, outside bureaucratic forces came to bear upon the fate of the building. A project by the Metropolitan Transit Authority
(MTA) to begin a large-scale restructuring of the Bleecker Street subway station that abutted the building at the foundation level required the building owners to conduct a thorough analysis of the building’s condition. An engineering investigation revealed that the building, though not an immediate danger to the occupants, was indeed structurally compromised. To repair or rebuild the structure would be an extremely expensive undertaking. Murray Rosenblith, director of the Muste Institute at the time, advised the board to sell the building and move to a rented space. The institute tentatively put the building on the market and was offered $7 million for it. This amount, for a building initially purchased by the WRL for $60,000, seemed like a windfall to the Muste Institute. The prospect of selling the building, however, met with stiff opposition from the long-term tenants and concerned community members. A group called the Friends of 339 formed to publicize and assert the importance of this building. Many people had been initiated into community organizing and civil disobedience within this building and viewed it as an active place of dissent in a neighborhood that had rapidly gentrified. This opposition stalled the sale for another eight years and created divisions among the building community as the prospect of losing the building suddenly made everyone reevaluate its worth. During this time, a sidewalk bridge was installed as bricks from the façade began to fall upon the sidewalk. Within the Muste Institute, a cloud of indecision hovered as options for keeping the building were weighed and discarded. In the meantime, the monetary value of the property tripled.

In the fall of 2015, unable to raise the money needed to repair the building, the board of the Muste Institute sold the building for $20.75 million. They negotiated a six-month period to pack up, and in the summer of 2016, the Muste Institute, along with most of its existing tenants, relocated to a rented office space in Chinatown. In an effort to rebrand the building, the new owner of 339 Lafayette Street, Aby Rosen, has named his corporation “337 Lafayette LP.” Rosen, a well-known developer, has also invested in other prized properties along the Bowery-Lafayette Street corridor, including the women’s shelter at 349 Lafayette Street, across the street from the former Peace Pentagon. The transfer of these two institutions to a real estate tycoon known for his portfolio of high-priced real estate will definitively change the character of the section of Lafayette Street, where the fight against consumerism, war, and social justice once held sway.
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Lafayette Street Facade of the Peace Pentagon, 2014.
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CHARAS’ EL BOHIO ON THE BARRICADES

PS 64, the onetime schoolhouse on East Ninth Street, has effectively been vacant for fifteen years. The imposing masonry structure, with its broken windows and elegant but damaged mansard roof, looms as an unresolved conundrum in a neighborhood where the property disputes from the contentious ’90s have seemingly been put to rest (Figure 5.3). The building’s Ninth Street wall is barricaded with plywood, and the blue tarp used to protect some parts of the roof has come undone, giving the monumental schoolhouse a derelict appearance more in keeping with the ’70s rather than the present. Greg Singer, the developer who bought the building in 1999, was stopped in his tracks several times by a vigilant group of El Bohio supporters that have continued to canvass on behalf of CHARAS to regain control of the cherished community center. A stipulation in the deed for the sale that states that the building and lot be “restricted and limited to a community facility use” has given El Bohio/CHARAS activists hope that the outcome will be favorable. This clause, alone, prevented the developer from erecting a multistoried, high-end residential building on the large twenty-eight thousand–square-foot site. This stipulation has also kept the CHARAS/El Bohio “movement” alive and determined to regain possession of the building.

To build profitable housing and to comply with the stipulation that the building be used as a community facility, Singer proposed tearing down the old schoolhouse and replacing it with a twenty-seven-story student dormitory. In 2006 a coalition of residents successfully lobbied to have the building designated as a city landmark and forced the developer to reconsider his plans. The lobbyists for El Bohio included the East Village Community Coalition, an organization formed by Michael Rosen, a developer who owns a penthouse in the adjacent Christodora House. The twenty-seven-story dorm would have blocked the views from the Christodora House and changed the quiet residential character of the few blocks to the east of Tompkins Square Park. The landmarking of PS 64, despite what some saw as the dubious intentions of Rosen and his fellow Christodora residents, was nonetheless regarded as a victory for the community.

More recent proposals for renovating the school building to house university students were stymied as the developer failed to get needed paperwork from the Cooper Union and the Joffrey Ballet School. These new developments once again gave momentum for the community to persist in reclaiming the schoolhouse on East Tenth Street as a community center. Since their eviction from the building, a group that calls itself Save Our Community Center PS 64 (SOCC64) has
exerted intermittent pressure on the city to have the building be returned to the community. The steering committee of SOCC64 hopes that, with the support of city officials, they can “restore ownership to an organization, like CHARAS/El Bohio, that will better the East Village, in lieu of having it become a useless eyesore as its current owners are content to have it.” On January 6, 2015, at the start of Mayor Bill De Blasio’s first term in office, District Leader Anthony Feliciano, State Committeeman Michael Farrin, and Val Orselli of the Cooper Square M.H.A. dressed up as three kings for the holiday of “Three Kings Day” and rallied outside city hall. They respectfully requested that the new mayor “gift” the building back to the neighborhood. The Villager reported that the event was attended by a crowd of supporters, and Councilwoman Rosie Mendez and Borough President Gale Brewer made statements requesting that the mayor take some action to restore the building back to the community. While little progress was made during De Blasio’s first term in office, two years later, at a town hall meeting and in a bid for reelection, the mayor called the decision of the Giuliani Administration to sell PS 64 a “mistake” and announced his commitment in reacquiring the building.

**ABC NO RIO IN EXILE**

The miraculous transformation of an insurrectionary group of artists, punks, and squatters into responsible arbitrators who bought a building from the city of New York for a dollar is the unlikely but true story of ABC No Rio. In addition to having acquired ownership of 156 Riv-
In 2016, ABC No Rio had received $6.45 million in grants from public officials and raised $1.6 million from private donors to replace the squalid three-story residential building with an energy-efficient arts center. This grant came with the predictable bureaucratic restrictions. The group was required to have the city serve as the construction manager and select a contractor via the vetting process set up by the city. ABC No Rio went through a series of unsuccessful bidding processes through the city’s Department of Design and Construction, each time coming in over budget and having to return to the drawing board. This process of revising and resubmitting plans created a stalemate that lasted more than five years.

Fate, ever the friend of ABC No Rio, intervened when the adjoining Streit’s matzo factory was sold to a private developer to build new residential condominiums. The razing of the factory’s four buildings, which span half the block, brought the frail ABC No Rio building down with it. And so the sluggish processes of the city bureaucracy were nudged along by the demolition required for this private development. In the summer of 2016 ABC No Rio hosted a final exhibition and then vacated the premises after thirty-six years of continuous occupancy. The new owners of the matzo factory site have helped them jump-start the project for the new building. However, at the end of 2017, even as construction moves along at an even pace at the new residential development site, a hole barely visible from above marks the site of ABC No Rio. Meanwhile, ABC No Rio remains in exile at the nearby Clemente Soto Velez Cultural and Educational Center (Figure 5.4).17

**MOVEMENT SPACE**

The buildings discussed in this book are not simply elements of an inert backdrop in front of which important events unfold. They are an active component of the practices of the groups that they support. The buildings move from being merely convenient to being crucial to the social movements they house. These spaces, spread throughout the city, collectively counteract the exclusion and marginalization that are ingrained in the current cityscape. These spaces became operative through a complex process, one that reflects Henri Lefebvre’s contention that space is not simply there for the taking but is produced through conscious participation and embodied action. This framework helps one understand how the Peace Pentagon generated a presence beyond the confines of its sagging exterior walls and its lopsided interior to create a collective space for active resistance. This process of
participation produces both new representations of space and new forms of knowledge that can be used to modify and define new uses. The building at 339 Lafayette Street, embedded with layers of internationally or nationally oriented activist practices, sat at the center of this buildup of knowledge and practice. The building itself was seen by the users as a by-product, sometimes in a positive way and other times as a waste of time, a place that needed continuous upkeep and maintenance. However, the succession of groups inheriting space from one another and pursuing the legacy of A. J. Muste over time accumulated a power base in the city. The last decade of the internal struggle within the board, involving both the tenants and the broader peace and justice community, allowed the Muste Institute to potentially realize that building a movement space—virtual, physical, and institutional—is critical to the survival of the beleaguered peace and justice movement.

The neighborhood-based activities of CHARAS and associates at El Bohio, within the blocks and streets of Loisaida, were specifically about claiming space and were a part of a global right to city movement. This struggle for community space encompassed all aspects of life—economic concerns, housing, arts, and education. This movement was inherently ecological in its re-use and salvage of waste—locally as well as in its search for broader alternative energy resources. The existence of a community was not a given but one that was consolidated in the territory of Loisaida as a strategy to manage the available resources. The production of identity—Puerto Rican, Latino, and artistic—emerged from the sense of being a part of a landscape of spaces in need of repair and restoration. The quest for community control of city properties by marginalized groups was part of a nationwide movement in the ’70s. The existence of a broader network of support and solidarity is what made the local efforts relevant and effective. 

In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Jane Jacobs provides a critical perspective on how urban space can thwart or foster the life of an urban community. Her understanding of the neighborhood as a space that is knit together by people who know and recognize one another is pertinent to understanding the locally grounded but conceptually global Loisaida community. The intimate knowledge of each block and the choreography of spaces and actors within its boundaries created a strong place-based opposition such as one advocated by Jacobs. This same structure, and the somewhat narrow focus on neighborhood, was ultimately also the cause of internal fragmentation in the ’80s and ’90s as the lots and properties that had once formed the basis of community cohesion became contested assets that the city sought to auction off.
Aerial view of the ABC No Rio neighborhood with Clemente Soto Velez Cultural and Educational Center in the foreground and condominium construction at the former Streit’s matzo factory site, 2017.
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The larger properties such as El Bohio were targeted for sale to private developers. However, the contract of sale of El Bohio, which had been a school and a community center, used loosely worded language calling for continued “community use.” The language of self-reliance was thus co-opted by fuzzy terminology in a series of codifications that destroyed the political potential for such terms. These pressures from above led to a reconfiguration of movement groups. Those that survived have had to come to terms with the new processes of becoming more professional and engaged with the city through intermediaries such as the community boards and local elected officials. This gradual institutionalization of “community” to negotiate the gardens, community centers, and housing put various properties at risk as various groups argued for an authentic claim to Loisaida.

As many of the people who actually ran and were a part of the community center moved out of the neighborhood, El Bohio acquired the status of a symbolic space. Its ruined appearance and its exalted status as a landmark protected it and kept it in an iconic limbo. The need for a community center such as El Bohio, with large and small spaces and a mixture of programmed and unprogrammed activity, seems vital to the functioning of a city that grows more exclusionary with each passing year. As the income map discussed earlier reveals, this neighborhood full of homesteaded buildings and low-income housing remains a bastion of resistance. If the SOCC64 succeeds in its campaign, the question of who the “community” is and what its members desire will once again be open for debate.

The situation of ABC No Rio, a project inspired by El Bohio, is very different not merely because of its slow but, so far, seemingly successful outcome. Perhaps one could argue that the building and the site were so small and the resistance so persistent that the city in this instance had more to gain by being generous to an arts institution than by continuing to dismantle what it saw, ultimately, as a cultural asset in the new, gentrified neighborhood in the southern half of the Lower East Side. The importance of the space to an older generation of artists, some with established careers, also contributed to ABC No Rio’s successful fund-raising campaigns, which in turn brought more official support. The status of this institution is one in which the earlier conflicts brought a broader social acceptance that could potentially and ironically transform ABC No Rio from a rebellious squatter enclave into a viable community-run art center. Once again, though, the community is not a fixed entity but one built upon old and future networks that most often transcend the immediate neighborhood to generate greater stability.
To be modern is to live a life of paradox and contradiction. It is to be overpowered by the immense bureaucratic organizations that have the power to control and often to destroy all communities, values, lives; and yet to be undeterred in our determination to face these forces, to fight to change their world and make it our own. It is to be both a revolutionary and a conservative: alive to new possibilities for experience and adventure, frightened by the nihilistic depths to which so many modern adventures lead, longing to create and to hold on to something real even as it melts.

—Marshall Berman, All That Is Solid Melts into Air

The gleaming metallic space volumes of the New Museum hold center stage on the Bowery, siphoning in tourists and shoppers along Prince Street, from SoHo to the Lower East Side. This erstwhile counter institution, founded in 1977 by the young curator Marcia Tucker, was the quintessential alternative museum, one that provided a venue in which a more diverse group of living artists could exhibit their work. The institution still performs this function, but it is no longer a renegade downtown museum. The organization has expanded, changed, and in 2000 accumulated enough support from donors and foundations to build a new facility on the Bowery between Stanton and Rivington Streets. This block still retains a little of its old Skid Row character, notably because of the survival of the two remaining Bowery shelters—the Sunshine Hotel at the corner of Stanton Street and the Bowery Mission in the middle of the block. Tired and disheveled homeless men and women line up for the free hot meals offered at the Bowery Mission alongside the energetic, mainly touristic, museum-going crowd.

A view from the seventh-floor terrace of the New Museum overlooking Chrystie Street on the eastern edge of the Lower East Side encapsulates a large part of the world described in this book. The strip of median-turned-park between Chrystie and Allen Streets serves as a multipurpose play area that incorporates basketball courts, a children’s playground, a soccer field, and a skating rink as well as the lush M’Finda Kalunga and Hua Mei Bird Gardens. This seven-block-long open space, named Sara D. Roosevelt Park in 1934, after President Roosevelt’s mother, was the result of an unfinished slum clearance and housing development scheme. Dense blocks of tenements were acquired and demolished in 1930 to make way for new housing, characterized by housing historian Richard Plunz as “the first casualty of the public housing era.” This same piece of land is now a boon to the
many sporting and relaxing residents in the neighborhood. Its efficient shotgun-style allocation of recreational “rooms,” from Canal Street in the south to Houston Street in the north, allows a multigenerational and multilingual group of people to peaceably coexist. In the early morning elderly Chinese residents gracefully practice Tai Chi, and by the evening soccer enthusiasts race around the median and shout out in several different languages.

From the vantage point of the New Museum’s terrace, a block east of this park, one can also see the original University Settlement building where resident “settlers” once lived. This building was modified in 1966 into a childcare center. It continues to serve this function, providing an all-day facility for toddlers with working parents for a nominal fee based on income. The smaller rooms have been combined to make larger classrooms for play, and modest interior transformations have brought the building into compliance for its current use. The building retains its grand institutional character with its large brick fireplaces in each room and the light-filled interior spaces. The current staff speak English, Spanish, Mandarin, Fujianese, and Taiwanese to better communicate with the parents and children they serve.

The chief executive officer of University Settlement, Michael Zisser, attributes the survival of this institution to its willingness to accept a more pragmatic business model, forming partnerships with local schools, colleges, and other nonprofit organizations in the neighborhood and working with both the city and private foundations. The settlements are also part of a larger umbrella organization, the United Neighborhood Houses, that provides the support that most smaller organizations lack. University Settlement and the Henry Street Settlement are the go-to institutions in the Lower East Side when the city seeks to implement a neighborhood program, or a developer seeks community approval. Foundations trust their record, and their website lists multiple programs and sites of engagement in the Lower East Side as well as farther afield in other boroughs. The settlement houses, the boys’ and girls’ clubs, and some of the churches mentioned in the first chapter have weathered many economic and political crises to hold on to their buildings while adjusting their programs to meet new demands.

Institutions such as the Judson Church on Washington Square continue to provide space to community groups for meetings, events, and fund-raisers. They proudly hold on to their tradition of “Justice, Art and Worship.” A cursory look at their calendar reveals that this institution remains a place for political action. However, to maintain
control and repair the main sanctuary, Judson had to sell their parish buildings along Thompson Street to New York University’s Law School in 1999. The Judson House and the parish were demolished amid controversy to accommodate the eleven-story Furman Center. The continuing expansion of New York University around Washington Square Park and the lack of a comprehensive city plan to protect the smaller residential and commercial interests have community groups concerned.

The tall blocks of NYCHA housing lining the East River still provide low-income housing to 120,000 residents. Despite the poor maintenance within these buildings and the continuing financial problems of this institution, resulting from the withdrawal of federal resources, the waiting lists for these apartments is always long. As part of a strategy to add to this stock of low-income housing while seeking a solution to its financial problems, NYCHA has launched a controversial “Next Generation” plan. Under this plan, the agency would lease the open spaces in between its housing towers to developers and allow them to build moderate-income housing. If this densification plan moves forward, the income demographics of the Lower East Side, which thus far have been less uneven than in other parts of the city, will certainly change.

This book reveals a partial view of this landscape of modernity, a landscape in which the paradox of both revolutionary and conservative forces continue to converge to form the melting city described by Berman. The connections to networks of people, ideas, and places are key elements that help energize and ultimately stabilize urban institutions. The “counter institution,” in positioning itself against the established power of the “institution,” leads to social practices that have the potential to challenge the status quo and call for a redistribution of resources. In the case of the buildings discussed in this book, there was a specific attempt to disrupt the cycle of commodification of property that was partially successful. Reading between the lines of what is superficially seen as a monolithic process of gentrification, this account seeks to consider some of the inherent contradictions involved in sustaining counter-institutional practices and negotiating the public domain. The outcome is far from perfect. But within the recognition of these imperfections and the ambiguous intentions of counter-institutional practices lie the possibilities for future interventions. In the writing of this micro-history of Activist Estates in the Lower East Side, this book aims to create an awareness of the potential for activism and the need to build more relevant spaces for insurgent action.
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